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Pavithra Vasudevan: Searching in Aluminum’s Shadows: Black Geographies and Industrial 
Toxicity 
(Under the direction of Sara Smith) 
 This dissertation examines the convergence of anti-Black racism and toxic wastes in 
Badin, North Carolina, an aluminum company town that is the site of an environmental justice 
struggle today. The project examines how residents experience, interpret and negotiate living 
with racialized toxicity, and what these experiences teach us about racial capitalism. I find that 
toxicity intimately binds race to waste through disconcertingly familial relations in the factory, 
everyday practices of caregiving, and distorted environmental relations. I argue that survival in 
the context of racialized violence is a form of “domestic geopolitics” that challenges the internal 
colonialism of the U.S. state through gendered social reproductive practices that attend to the 
everpresent threat of premature deaths, translate lived experiences of suffering into forms 
recognizable to the state, and enact radical forms of community care. I put forward an alternate 
approach to reflexive scholarship, that understands suffering as a material relationship that 
implicates us all, and calls for building solidarities across oppressive cleavages that unevenly 
produce racialized suffering. 
This research draws on feminist political geography, political ecology and critical 
Marxist understandings of capitalism, bringing them into conversation with Black radical and
feminist studies, feminist science studies and new materialist scholarship. My work suggests that 
toxicity is a distinct form of racism that operates at a molecular scale, complicating Black 
relations with science and the state, and raising questions about how to achieve racial and 
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environmental justice when toxicity permeates bodies, landscapes and everyday life. This project 
seeks to redress the erasure of Black experience from histories of aluminum production, a form 
of activist scholarship that engages critical theoretical work in conversation with community 
organizing. The project includes a research play, “Race and Waste in an Aluminum Town,” 
which draws on interview excerpts, observation of community meetings, and archival materials 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 Badin, North Carolina was initially founded as a workers’ settlement by L’Aluminium 
Francaise in 1913 as the company began constructing a dam on the Yadkin River to power an 
aluminum smelter. In 1915, the Aluminum Company of America (now, Alcoa Inc.) purchased 
the property, establishing one of the earliest aluminum company towns in the U.S., providing 
housing for workers at Alcoa’s Badin Works primary smelting plant. Badin has always had two 
separate, yet interdependent worlds that were intimately connected with the factory. (East) 
Badin, the white workers’ settlement, was renowned for its luxury amenities, including an opera 
house, a golf club, and fine dining. Beyond the plant, and across the road that is now Highway 
740, Black workers living in West Badin enjoyed an urban life of their own, complete with 
Black-owned businesses including cafes, a grocery store and a dance hall, as well as a respected 
K-12 school staffed by Black educators. In the company town of Badin, Alcoa invested in Black 
and white workers and their families to support all their needs: company-built homes, water 
treated locally, medical services on-site, and funding for churches and schools. Conveniently 
located between Richmond, Virginia and Charlotte, North Carolina, Badin’s reputation as a 
livable city drew white and Black settlers and tourists alike, from throughout the Southeast thru 
the mid-20th century. 
 Once a thriving company town, Badin is now economically and socially stagnant. The 
aluminum plant, which supported three generations of Badin employees and their families, was 
phased out of operation between 2002 and 2007. In 2015, Alcoa celebrated Badin’s 100th 
anniversary with fanfare, with commemorative flags flown on streetlights, flowers planted in the 
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town’s medians, cultural programs, an online photo archive and a coffee table book inviting 
outsiders to revel in Badin’s history. Loyalty to Alcoa runs deep in Badin; many residents and 
former employees continue to honor Alcoa as a benefactor, in denial of their own exploitation 
and in the face of overwhelming evidence of negligence and harm. East Badin is in the midst of 
an eco-friendly reinvention, purposefully obscuring a long history and ongoing contention over 
contamination and industrial ruination. In 2011, the contaminated remains of the Badin Works 
industrial facility were rebranded as the “Badin Business Park,” with the introduction of a new 
tenant, an e-waste facility operated by Electronic Recyclers International, the nation’s largest 
electronics recycler, specializing in destroying sensitive electronic data alongside the destruction 
and recycling of hardware. The Badin Town Council and the Stanly County Department of 
Commerce, supported by Alcoa, are in the process of redeveloping Badin as a quaint eco-tourism 
site, with plans underway for an expanded waterfront along Badin Lake, and increased acreage 
for conservation easements in the area’s numerous State Parks and Wildlife Areas. 
 Meanwhile, residents and descendants of the Black enclave of West Badin are struggling 
in the aftermath of the plant closure. Racial integration in 1976, despite its promises of 
equalizing opportunity, deadened West Badin’s mid-century vibrant social life. The closure of 
the plant struck a final nail in the coffin, and Black families are increasingly having to reconcile 
the reality of their disposability with the promising future that had once seemed within their 
reach through participation in industrial growth. Today, West Badin is marked by infrastructural 
disrepair, excluded from the Town Council’s compact with Alcoa, and facing mounting evidence 
of environmental and human contamination from Alcoa’s toxic legacies. Joe Black1 lives in New 
London, North Carolina, two miles up the road from the town of Badin. Joe and his wife Helen 
                                                        
1 All names are pseudonyms. 
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grew up in the Black enclave of West Badin. When I asked Joe how Alcoa had impacted the 
community, he replied: 
Well, it’s a divided community. It was good for the community as long as it was working, 
as long as it was running. But now, now it’s an eyesore and a hazard. That’s all I can say 
about it. It’s just an eyesore and a hazard. Because of all the contaminated ground around 
it, and in it. Well, I guess it’s just a-- to me, it’s just a dying community. [Pause]. It’s 
almost like people down there don’t have no hope. They don’t have anything to look for, 
to look forward to. 
 
 This dissertation is about how U.S. Black enclaves like West Badin become dying 
communities, and how residents who inhabit these racialized “sacrifice zones” (Lerner, 2012) 
experience, interpret and navigate the complex and interlinked burdens of racism and toxicity. 
Places that are historically and predominantly populated by African Americans in the U.S. are 
disproportionately burdened by toxic wastes, a form of “environmental racism” (Bullard et al., 
2007; Pulido, 1996) or “eco-apartheid” (Akom, 2011; Checker, 2008) that accompanies and 
underlies other forms of anti-Black violence. Environmental racism operates as a central 
component of racial capitalism (Robinson, 2000/1983) by capitalizing on hierarchical valuations 
of humanness and inhumanity and incorporating land and bodies into racially uneven 
development, supported by state-sanctioned forms of racial violence (Pulido, 2016). This 
dissertation attends to the ways in which Black suffering and deaths due to industrial toxicity are 
a manifestation of “the longue durée of Atlantic chattel slavery, with black fungibility, 
antiblackness, and the gratuitous violence that structures black being” (Sharpe, 2014: 59). The 
racialized uneven development of space produces Black geographies as an “elsewhere” 
(McKittrick and Woods, 2007: 4) - severed from the national body and economic and political 
imaginaries of progress, naturalizing their underdevelopment and structural poverty, as though 
Blackness itself were a force of decay; and yet, “these sites, and those who inhabit them, can also 
trouble [dominant and colonizing] modes of thought and allow us to consider alternate ways of 
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imaging the world” (ibid.: 5). I explore race and waste in West Badin to understand how anti-
Blackness is invoked, reiterated, and perhaps transformed, through industrialization, and 
specifically, through the toxic industrial ecologies of aluminum production. In doing so, this 
project explores whether, and how, the material realities of industrial toxicity complicate the 
politics of environmental justice. 
  I approach West Badin as a case study of how Black geographies and industrial toxicity 
are interwoven in aluminum production. Aluminum is definitive of 20th century modernity and 
capitalist development (Sheller, 2014), scaffolding the grand infrastructures of built 
environments, transporting militaries, passengers and goods across the globe, and making 
everyday life more convenient through beverage cans and other mundane objects. Yet in the 
shadows of the “light modernity” that aluminum enabled, are “dark dreams” (ibid.) - accretions 
of toxic wastes along the aluminum supply chain that reiterate racial hierarchies. To produce 
aluminum, bauxite ore is extracted from subterranean reserves, draining surrounding landscapes 
of water, and requiring vast energy inputs (Bridge, 2010), a socially and ecologically devastating 
industrial process that reproduces colonial dependencies, dispossessing Indigenous peoples from 
their lands (Padel and Das, 2006; Holden et al., 2011; Temper and Martinez-Alier, 2013). 
Linking these shadow geographies through the aluminum commodity chain suggests that the 
devaluation of racialized peoples and lands through toxicity animated aluminum’s central role in 
global geopolitics (Barham et al., 1994; Padel and Das, 2006; Gendron et al., 2013). As one of 
the earliest aluminum smelting plants in the U.S., Badin is a key site in a global geography of 
aluminum production. In this project, I study how the convergence of toxicity and anti-Black 
racism in West Badin over the past century have layered multiple forms of death into Black life, 
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and how these very “sedimentations” of injustice (Pulido, 2000: 16) have made aluminum a vital 
and valuable material.  
 In this chapter, I provide an overview of my dissertation, including the theoretical 
frameworks, methodology, and key arguments that connect my chapters. I begin by outlining the 
theories that inform this project, namely, critical political ecologies of waste, socio-spatial 
structures of anti-Black racism, and the politics of environmental justice. I then offer a historical 
overview of Badin and reflect on its importance as a case study of racial capitalism. I describe 
my methodology, rooted in a commitment to activist scholarship. I close by summarizing the 
major argument of each chapter that follows. 
Theoretical overview 
This dissertation explores the relationship between a contemporary form of violence - industrial 
toxicity - and anti-Black racism. In the sections that follow, I compile relevant scholarship on 
waste ecologies, geographic understandings of anti-Black racism, and the politics of 
environmental justice, and identify gaps in these literatures that this project seeks to redress. 
Critical political ecologies of waste 
 “Waste” popularly refers to things we throw away, disposable objects designed for planned 
obsolescence and the residue of consumption (whether household trash, broken electronics, or 
ships past their prime). Under capitalism, waste is conflated with technocratic management and 
treatment schemes (Gregson & Crang, 2010), including consumer-oriented solutions and when 
profitable, industrial efficiency practices. Recent work in political ecology and geography 
focuses renewed attention on the materialities and political possibilities of waste. Whether 
hazard, resource, commodity, actant, or abject, waste functions as a "parallax object" disrupting 
business-as-usual and revealing the invisible boundaries of social norms (Moore, 2012). Waste 
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makes a compelling case for (new) materialist scholars who call for attending to the material 
composition and agency of bodies (human and nonhuman) and things (Whatmore, 2006; Braun 
and Whatmore, 2010; Coole and Frost, 2010). In a "chemical regime of living" (Murphy, 2008), 
toxic materials animate human life profoundly (Sultana, 2011; Chen, 2012) and may even alter 
the molecular composition of bodies multiple generations after initial exposure (Guthman, 2011; 
Landecker and Panofsky, 2013).  
 Wastes clearly matter; however, their significance is determined not only by material 
properties, but in interactions with political, economic and social relations (Bakker and Bridge, 
2006) and cultural processes that make meaning of materials (Kirsch, 2012). For example, 
communities denied municipal services may disrupt government claims to modern progress and 
draw attention to their own marginalization by allowing smelly dirty trash to pile up and become 
visibly disturbing (Moore, 2009). In contrast, chemical toxins operate at a molecular scale, 
complicating scientific methods and defying containment (Mitman et al., 2004; Roberts and 
Langston, 2008). The state and industries use the difficulty of proving toxicity to their advantage, 
requiring local communities to engage in cultural practices to maintain memory and knowledge 
of toxic exposures (Krupar, 2011; Houston, 2013; Vasudevan, 2013).  
 Contestations over waste reveal a central tension: between modern norms of comfort, 
cleanliness and convenience (Shove, 2003) and the costs of production that ‘lay waste’ in order 
to make these ideals a reality (Moore, 2009). These unaccounted costs are borne in workers’ and 
consumers’ bodies (Harvey, 1998; Guthman, 2011); in the creation of ‘surplus’ populations 
(Tyner, 2013); and in the devastation of landscapes by extraction, clear cutting and 
contamination (Bunker, 1985; Watts, 2001; Empson, 2014). Thus, waste may be understood as 
the “other of value”: a shifting idea with material consequences, against which value is defined 
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in capitalist development (Gidwani and Reddy, 2011). Under capitalism, people’s productive 
capacity for meaningful living – which manifests in a great diversity of social, political and 
economic forms, and moral and ethical formations – becomes commodified as labor (Marx, 
1992). “Disvalorization” refers to how capitalism subsumes these alternate values and forms into 
a category of “non-value” or waste (Cleaver, 1992). For instance, terra economica or “land of 
value” was produced through enclosures: people seen as a threat are disciplined into becoming 
laborers, and the commons, regarded as “wasted land” are appropriated for capitalist production 
(Goldstein, 2013). The tension between the modern ideals of aluminum and its hidden costs is 
especially evident in extractive processes, where vast quantities of labor, energy and water are 
required to convert the geologic resource of bauxite ore into an economically valuable resource 
(Bridge, 2010). In the process, vast landscapes, the communities that inhabit them, and their 
diverse value-systems are devastated for the sole purpose of accessing bauxite ore (Holden et al., 
2011; Padel and Das, 2006; Temper and Martinez-Alier, 2013). Kondh tribal activists in Orissa, 
India have resisted bauxite mining companies for the past decade, arguing that their socio-
ecological commons are under threat of erasure by the aluminum cartel's capitalist logic (Padel 
and Das, 2010; Kumar, 2014).  
 However, Marxist analyses of waste and disvalorization inadequately explain the persistent 
racial character of “sacrifice zones” (Kuletz, 1998; Lerner, 2010; Hedges, 2012) in capitalist 
society. While attending to the reformulation of waste as a "minor history of capital" (Gidwani 
and Reddy, 2011), I draw on Black studies scholarship on the socio-spatial structures of racism 
to explore how the racialization of land and labor (Pulido, 2016) in West Badin enabled capitalist 
modernity in aluminum production. 
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Socio-spatial studies of racism 
 "Environmental racism" was first coined in 1982 by a nine-year old during Warren 
County’s protests (Kaalund, 2004: 79), asserting that toxic dumping was a racial issue as much 
as an environmental one. Academics and activists picked up the phrase to emphasize state-
sanctioned "racial discrimination in environmental policy-making" (Chavis, 1994). This 
formulation of racism as intentional and overt discrimination minimizes the complexity of 
structural racism (Pulido, 1996), which takes form through a broader socio-spatial dialectic 
(Pulido, 2000). In particular, environmental racism operates through the (uneven) incorporation 
of racially devalued peoples and lands into capitalist regimes of production (Pulido, 2016), even 
as they are excluded from liberal democracy’s promise of individual freedom, premised on 
gendered and racialized logics of personhood as property (Ranganathan, 2016). Thus, 
environmental racism functions to reproduce “racial capitalism” (Gilmore, 2007; Robinson, 
2000). The theory of racial capitalism centralizes the role of racism in the development of global 
capitalism, arguing that "racialism would inevitably permeate the social structures emergent 
from capitalism" (Robinson, 2000: 2). Trans-Atlantic chattel slavery was foundational to 
capitalism, fueling the expansion of mercantilism and finance, feeding and clothing modern 
Western populations, and servicing the development of modern scientific and economic 
knowledges (DuBois, 1935; Mintz, 1985; Williams, 1994; Rediker, 2007; Brown, 2008; Rusert, 
2009; Baptist, 2014). "Race" emerged as a distinctly modern social construct that used 
explanations of biological or cultural difference to validate the hierarchical classification of 
populations in reference to the pinnacle of European rationality (Wynter, 1995; Wynter, 2003). 
In this hierarchy of value, Black bodies were traded as objects, a nadir of “non-being” against 
which humanity, freedom and life were defined philosophically and politically (Spillers 1987; 
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Wynter, 1995; da Silva, 2007; Wilderson, 2010; Sexton 2011). The repeated association of Black 
lives with death cannot be explained by any factor other than the “fact of Blackness”: the order 
imposed through colonial-capitalist histories that make Black bodies into [disposable] objects 
(Fanon, 2006). This genocidal logic (Reyes, 2014) manifests in gratuitous violence against Black 
geographies, which serve as "crucibles where other kinds of cruelty are learned and legitimated" 
(Lipsitz, 2011: 12-13).  
 Blackness continues to be associated with pathology and decay, a "social death" that links 
historical slavery intimately with contemporary anti-Black racism (Hartman, 1997; Sexton, 
2011), most clearly evident in the apparatus of the prison-industrial complex (Rodriguez, 2011; 
Davis, 1998; Alexander, 2012). Anti-Black racism depends upon a particular linking of social 
and spatial forces that naturalize Blackness as deserving of racism: in the colonial order, the 
splitting of the world in two produced the conditions of domination that made the colonized 
precarious, justifying intervention from and control by the colonizer (Fanon, 2004; Reyes, 2012). 
This socio-spatial logic is continually reproduced in modernity. For example, predominantly 
Black urban locales in present-day U.S. are routinely described as blighted, and crime-ridden, 
blaming Black residents for the conditions that produce their inequality, and used to justify 
excessive criminalization and policing. Black geographies thus become naturalized as inherently 
vulnerable, poor and disastrous (McKittrick and Woods, 2007). Tropes of Black criminality and 
pathology mask the market forces, overt discrimination, and state policies that promote their 
active under-development (Sugrue, 2005; Freund, 2010; Muhammad, 2010; Lipsitz, 2011), and 
serve to justify the extension of carceral logics into quotidian spaces of Black life (Shabazz, 
2015). These structural processes of uneven development (Smith, 2008) “sediment” injustice into 
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the landscape, producing racially differentiated environments that are vulnerable to repeated 
injury (Pulido, 1996; Pulido, 2000). 
 By clarifying the underlying structural processes that spatialize Blackness, the literatures 
outlined above denaturalize associations of Blackness with death and decay. However, 
macrostructural explanations of racism do not capture the specific ways in which toxicity 
operates as a technology of racial capitalism at the molecular scale, imprinting socio-spatial 
processes into racialized bodies. I draw on feminist and new materialist scholars to understand 
how this molecular materialization of racism produces a complex “transcorporeal” (Alaimo, 
2010) assemblage of toxins and bodies that cannot easily be perceived, traced or managed by 
those living in landscapes of waste, such as West Badin. 
Geopolitics of environmental justice 
 The environmental justice movement is heralded as a success for its incorporation into the 
government: President Clinton’s 1994 Executive Order 12898 requires that federal policy 
explicitly address impacts on minority and low-income populations (Cutter, 1995). However, this 
‘success’ may be better understood as the accommodations made by a “racial state” (Goldberg, 
2002) to manage racial difference abstractly through the legal apparatus without significantly 
altering its operations (Kurtz, 2009). Thus, the nominal adoption of antiracist principles is 
undermined by the simultaneous implementation of neoliberal ‘color-blind’ policies that 
strengthen the underlying causes of racialization (Melamed, 2011; Bonilla-Silva, 2013). Whether 
because of the failure of state actors to enforce existing laws or due to an absence of meaningful 
regulatory and enforcement procedures, the overarching strategy of the environmental justice 
movement to expect positive state interventions has failed to improve the quality of life of 
vulnerable populations (Pulido et al., 2016). The movement’s dominant civil rights framework 
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minimizes its originary vision of racial justice, articulated at the First National People of Color 
Summit in 1991 as a redress to settler colonialism, scientific and medical racism, and industrial 
production (Taylor, 2000; Alston, 2010). I draw on this structurally interconnected analysis of 
racial justice to examine how environmental justice politics engage with the racialized 
governance of life and death (Foucault, 1980; Foucault, 2003; Mbembe, 2003).  
 Black geographies are “sacrifice zones” (Lerner, 2012) whose residents become associated 
with disposability, even as their bodies are wasted away by the slow and non-spectacular 
violence of toxins (Berlant, 2007; Nixon, 2011). The toxic life and slow death of those living in 
contaminated sites raises difficult questions about whose lives are valued by the state (Guthman, 
and Brown, 2016). Claiming illness has proven more effective than racial injustice in effecting 
local change (Cutter, 1995; Pellow and Brulle, 2005), suggesting that environmental justice may 
be understood as a “biological citizenship” project, where demands to the state are framed in 
terms of biomedical need (Petryna, 2004; Murphy, 2008). Emerging research in epigenetics 
appears to support environmental justice claims that toxicity results in health disparities 
(Guthman, 2011; Landecker and Panofsky, 2013). However, 'old' racial tropes are easily re-
animated in the 'new' genetic sciences (Roberts, 2011; Mansfield, 2012), raising questions about 
the political efficacy of redressing racial injustice through biomedical sciences, particularly given 
the U.S. racial state’s particular relationship to Black subjects. Since slavery, Black people have 
functioned "as accumulated and fungible objects" (Wilderson, 2010) rather than persons, targeted 
and controlled by repeated state interventions (Roberts, 1997). Reliance on public health and 
epigenetics research is especially problematic in the context of histories of biomedical 
experimentation and hygienic surveillance (Rusert, 2009) that employ Black geographies as “a 
living laboratory" of flesh (Spillers, 1987: 68) to be mined for scientific knowledge. 
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 To investigate environmental justice in terms of Black geopolitical relations with the U.S. 
state, I draw on feminist approaches to the body as a valuable scale, site and strategy for 
analyzing how power operates. Bodies function as geopolitical sites, where macro-politics are 
expressed and negotiated through intimacy, interaction, representation and reproduction (Fluri, 
2011; Smith, 2012). National well-being and illness are routinely projected onto territories as 
well as racialized bodies to legitimate state violence and racial exclusion (Sundberg and 
Kaserman, 2007). In the context of domestic racialization, occurring within states’ territorial 
boundaries, reproduction, health and life are actively neglected or undermined (McIntyre and 
Nast, 2011). Bodily harm in racialized sites marks the continuities between 'peace-time' 
structural violence and ‘war-time’ militarization, challenging conventional geopolitical wisdom 
concerning when and where violence can legitimately occur (Loyd, 2009; Wright, 2011).  
 Though revealing of how power operates through bodies in general, feminist political 
geography has only minimally engaged with the specific history of the Black body as an object 
of state domination (Hartman, 1997; Roberts, 1997; Spillers, 1987; Weheliye, 2014). In 
exploring corporeal harm and suffering in West Badin, I draw on Black feminist scholarship to 
analyze environmental justice activism as a form of geopolitics that articulates and translates 
lived experiences of suffering within the particular context of Black relations with the U.S. State.  
Research questions 
 Drawing on critical political ecologies of waste, socio-spatial studies of racism, and the 
geopolitics of environmental justice, as outlined above, this dissertation investigates the 
following: 
How has anti-Black racism socially and spatially structured working conditions, daily life and 
political struggles in Badin?  
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How have Black residents of West Badin and former Alcoa workers negotiated the racialized 
burden of toxicity? 





Badin, located in Stanly County in southern central North Carolina (Figure 1), is a 
company town that was initially established by French company L'Aluminium Française in 1913. 
The town and the aluminum plant were purchased by aluminum giant Alcoa (the Aluminum 
Company of America) in 1915. The aluminum smelter, Badin Works, has been in operation since 
1917 for the production of primary aluminum products, such as aluminum sheets for use in 
manufacturing commodities from airplanes to beverage cans. Badin, "the town that aluminum 
built" (Otterbourg, 2010) was a planned community for workers at the plant that included 
Figure 1: Aluminum company towns: Badin, NC and Alcoa, TN. Map by Tim Stallmann. 
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recreational amenities making it a regional attraction, including a golf course, a theater that was 
one of the largest in the South, and fishing, boating and swimming facilities. Alcoa shut down 
the smelting plant through a phased process between 2002 and 2007, as part of the company's 
strategy to remain competitive by cutting down cost-intensive primary aluminum production and 
shifting towards 'value-added' secondary products. Following the plant closure, the majority of 
the infrastructure was dismantled and disposed, and beginning in 2010, what remained of the 
former plant was repurposed as a modern business park. “Badin Business Park” is partly leased 
to Electronic Recyclers International, the nation's largest recycler of electronic waste. In 
February 2017, ownership of the four dams and the power plants that produced energy for the 
Badin Works smelting plant were transferred to Cube Hydro, an energy generation company that 
retrofits old dams for producing hydropower.  
In February 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected a final appeal by the state of North 
Carolina in a longstanding legal contestation over claims to ownership of a 45-mile stretch of 
riverbed encompassing the dams and power plants. Alcoa’s case has been strongly supported by 
Stanly County, the beneficiary of a 2013 settlement with Alcoa, now transferred to Cube Hydro, 
which includes so-called “environmental protections” and recreational amenities, such as 
technological improvements to the dams to improve water quality in the Yadkin, a new 
Waterfront Park in Badin and increased acreage for regional conservation areas. While these 
proposals appear universally beneficial on the surface, as does the interest in improved 
“economic development” through Badin Business Park, they obscure how the company in 
collusion with local white elites, much like other company towns, has manufactured consent 
among town inhabitants and company workers, often in response to opposition (Perchard, 2012). 
It was clear from my casual interactions with Badin residents and local officials that most 
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continue to feel indebted to Alcoa and are extremely protective that company has been under 
attack by ‘liberal’ interests - a defensive characterization that includes any claims made in the 
name of nature, race, or the public at-large. The aftermath of the plant closure reflects Badin’s 
racially bifurcated 100-year history. While East Badin has benefitted from beautification grants 
to support its re-branding as a quaint historical and eco-tourism attraction, West Badin residents 
complain of deteriorating infrastructures characteristic of Black enclaves: lack of streetlights, 
poor sewage drainage, boarded up houses that periodically burn down inexplicably, and 
abandoned buildings, like the pre-integration West Badin school, which are “an eyesore and a 
hazard,” as one resident described it to me. Anti-Black racism in Badin, as in U.S. history writ 
large, is a key strategy by which capital and the state have gained power from a population that 
supports them, contrary to their own self-interests. Those Black residents and former workers, 
and a few exceptional white Badin residents, who seek to challenge the company’s flagrant 
negligence, find themselves ostracized despite airing legitimate grievances that affect the broader 
population. 
Like many former production sites in industrialized countries, Badin is embroiled in 
contestations over environmental and human toxicity (Figure 2). The aluminum plant had 
contaminated the neighboring water system, including the Yadkin river and Badin Lake, and 
Alcoa has been implicated in ongoing investigations by the Superfund Division of the EPA 
Region 4, as well as North Carolina state agencies. A consumption advisory of the fish from 
Badin Lake has been in effect since 2009 due to high concentrations of highly toxic 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), of particular concern for subsistence fishers, including many 
West Badin residents, as well as Latinx migrants to the area who fish in the lake on weekends. 
Following a state-mandated plan, Alcoa undertook a remediation process of the lake by 'capping' 
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targeted sections of the lake bed, a plan whose efficacy was heavily contested by the Yadkin 
Riverkeepers, the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network (NCEJN) and the Southern 
Environmental Law Center (SELC).  
In September 2013, a small group of West Badin residents, formed a grassroots 
community group, the Concerned Citizens of West Badin Community (CCWBC), after finding 
themselves excluded from environmental regulatory processes involving the Badin Town 
Council, state agencies and Alcoa. Concerned about the effects of environmental contamination 
on the Black community in Badin, CCWBC has worked in partnership with the NCEJN, an 
organization mobilizing localized communities throughout the state to challenge the 
disproportionate burden of environmental hazards through grassroots organizing training and 
political education, connecting local struggles with legal, policy and academic advocates, and by 
linking disparate struggles to build a broad-based movement. CCWBC testimonies have 
supported the Duke Environmental Law and Policy Clinic’s effort, on behalf of the Yadkin 
Riverkeeper, to push the Southeast regional division of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
to re-examine the level of hazard that the Badin Works site poses to human and environmental 
health. In a minor victory, the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality, Division of 
Waste Management, in response to pressure from the EPA, determined in January 2017 that 
further evaluation and remediation were warranted in two sites in Badin, where hazardous solid 
waste materials from the plant had long been dumped without any protective measures. One of 
these sites is the Alcoa-Badin landfill, which served as the major repository for municipal waste 
from East and West Badin, as well as lethal industrial wastes, through much of the plant’s 
operation. The remediation of this landfill and detoxification of the land is a particular focus of 





Badin is located on the Yadkin River in the Southern Piedmont region of North Carolina, 
the original home to the Catawba Indians, a band of the Eastern Siouan language and culture 
group (Davis 2002, cited in Dobbs 2006). Settler colonialism and transformation of the social 
and ecological landscape of the Carolina Piedmont intensified in the 1740’s – 1760’s with the 
southward incursion of European settlers along the Indian Trading Path. Archaeological and 
ethnohistorical evidence indicates that the Catawba, also known as the Iswa, or “people of the 
river,” were part of a vibrant Indigenous network of commerce, sociality and recreational travel 
that followed the Trading Path and the Piedmont’s riverine network immediately preceding 
colonization (Dobbs 2006: 51). Smallpox epidemics introduced through contact with European 
trading partners devastated the Northern Piedmont’s Tutelo inhabitants in the late 1600s, 
depopulating the region (ibid.); a 1759 epidemic reduced the Catawba population by 60%, 
fragmenting and destroying the cultural cohesion of the Nation (Merrell 1984: 543). 
Figure 2: Toxic waste sites, Badin, NC. Map by Tim Stallmann. 
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Scholars of Indigenous history caution that narrating disease as the primary driver of 
colonialism in the Americas ignores how war and intentional violence were used to enslave, 
exploit and exterminate Indigenous peoples, reframing genocide as accidental and unintended 
deaths (Dunbar-Ortiz 2014). Indigenous depopulation of the Piedmont served white settler 
colonialism, transforming inhabited landscapes in white imaginaries into a blank canvas “open” 
to land claims (ibid.), crucial for establishing capitalist relations to land as property (Locke 
1690). Apart from seeking government support to destroy Indian populations, backcountry 
settlers, such as those of the Piedmont, considered themselves autonomous agents, fiercely 
invested in “claiming ownership by right of possession and improvement” (Tullos 1989: 50). The 
settler population of the North Carolina Piedmont grew from “a few hundred” in 1740 to 39,000 
Europeans in 1767, along with an estimated 3,000 enslaved Africans (Dobbs 2006: 61). In two 
decades, this mass occupation by settlers imprinted European society and an accompanying 
infrastructure into the landscape, obfuscating and erasing the Indigenous lifeways through which 
settlement had occurred. The network of settler towns established along the Indian Trading Path, 
often in the exact locations that had previously been significant Indigenous settlements, formed 
the territorial blueprint for successive regimes of capitalist development in what is known as the 
Piedmont Urban Crescent (Dobbs 2006). 
 In the early 1900’s, the Yadkin River was identified as a potential hydropower source to 
fuel cotton mills and other industries in the newly industrializing Piedmont. French engineer 
Adrien Badin with L’Aluminium Francaise began construction of a dam, establishing the 
Southern Aluminum Company and the town of Badin as a workers’ settlement (Badin 100 
Centennial). The holdings were purchased by the Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) in 
1915, after the French withdrew at the start of World War I. Alcoa invested in creating a full 
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company town, at the same time as networks of interlinked paternalistic textile mill towns 
emerged in the Piedmont. Badin followed the rigid patterns of racialized division of labor and 
legally sanctioned segregation that characterized both urban and rural spaces of the early 20th 
century Jim Crow South. Building on the social hierarchies of the existing agricultural regime, 
white Piedmont elites, who came from plantation families as well as newly wealthy merchants 
and small-scale farmers, actively recruited distressed tenant farmers to manufacturing, glorifying 
white workers as an honest and hard-working American pool of “willing labor,” “marked by 
racial purity and unusually high character” (Tullos 1989: 170). Black workers were excluded 
from operating machinery in cotton mills, tobacco factories, and other factories (Tullos 1989: 6) 
until after World War II, relegated to heavy manual labor and the most hazardous jobs. Yet 
despite its inherent dangers, industrialization promised a release from the precarity and bondage 
of sharecropping for Black Southerners who remained in the South during the Great Migration to 
Northern cities. 
Geopolitical Significance 
Badin is a key site in a broader geography of aluminum production. Badin, and Alcoa, 
Tennessee, were among the first aluminum towns where primary aluminum was smelted in the 
U.S. The establishment of aluminum smelters in the early 20th century U.S. South is closely 
linked with regional dynamics of structural racism in play during the founding of these 
aluminum towns and in their ensuring development. Given that the U.S. South has historically 
served as an experimental space for the development of techniques of racial domination 
(Williamson, 1984; Brown and Webb, 2007) as well as a staging ground for racial justice 
struggles (Hahn 2003), an in-depth examination of this Southern aluminum production town 
provides a rich opportunity to explore racial capitalism in 20th century industrialization. Badin’s 
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history is replete with the racialized sacrifice of Black workers and residents for the cause of 
national security, a story of U.S. geopolitics driven by the profitability and promises of war. 
From plant construction to life after closure, Badin’s story encapsulates the long twentieth 
century (Arrighi, 1994) of the U.S. rise to geopolitical dominance, in which aluminum 
production enabled a global military-industrial complex: a global history that is nevertheless 
located in particular places, marked by the disvalorizations of capitalist accumulation.  
As “the material of modernity” (Sheller, 2014), aluminum was vital to the U.S. military 
and state emerging as a global powerhouse in the mid-1900s. From kettles and cookware, to 
portable construction equipment, to the wings and fuselages of aircraft, the materials of warfare 
for World Wars I and II were manufactured with this new ‘light metal’ that promised a more 
efficient, mobile, sleek and altogether modernized American military. As the sole aluminum 
producer for the U.S. military through the interwar period, Alcoa consolidated power and 
geopolitical influence. Alcoa’s vertical integration of smelting and commodity production 
operations, and full control over government-funded materials research ensured that Alcoa held a 
monopoly on aluminum production through the war years. Their executives and investors gained 
key posts in the federal government, while the company expanded their holdings across a vast 
geography, acquiring bauxite mines, factories and dams, becoming one of the first multinational 
corporations (Sheller, 2014: 62). The intimate entanglements of corporate power, technological 
expertise and government funding that enveloped Alcoa likely inspired President Dwight 
Eisenhower’s cautionary note against the “unwarranted influence” of government by the 
“military-industrial complex” in his 1961 farewell address. 
 In January 1943, the Badin Works aluminum smelting plant in Badin, North Carolina, 
was honored with the Army Nave E-Award for “Excellence in Wartime Production.” Received 
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by only 5% of all U.S. military producers and contractors, the Award recognized the “high and 
practical patriotism” of the factory’s workers, in the words of Under Secretary of War, Robert 
Patterson. The program brochure quotes President Roosevelt’s 1942 State of the Union address: 
“Modern methods of warfare make it a task not only for shooting and fighting but an even more 
urgent one of working and producing.” The production of materials for modern warfare in Badin, 
is quite revealing of the production of modernity itself. Looking back on the experiences of 
Badin’s Black workers and residents, we start to see a different picture of the sacrifices 
demanded for U.S. imperial excess. 
Methodology 
Approach 
This project combines critical performance ethnography (CPE) and critical 
historiography in order to construct a "historical geography of the present" (Pred, 2000, cited in 
Gilmore, 2002). CPE conceptualizes research as a dialogue between researcher and participants 
and offers concrete tools to negotiate the complexities of researcher positionality and ethical 
quandaries that emerge in engaged research (Madison, 2005; Conquergood, 2013). Dialogical 
research performance insists on ethnographic research as an embodied process of shared 
meaning-making (Madison, 2006), an approach that is especially valuable in attending to the 
multiple meanings and experiences of Blackness and contested politics of race, while remaining 
committed to social justice principles and practice (Craft, 2015). CPE is distinguished by the 
researcher’s reflexive awareness of how power is relayed through and outside of my person and 
work, and in addition, to use that understanding to explicitly situate knowledge production to 
enable social transformation (Madison, 2005). Central to CPE’s praxis is the understanding that 
research has concrete impacts and produces meaning as much as it presents evidence. In this 
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sense, research can be understood as a kind of performative work (Austin, 2011/1975), in that the 
communication of knowledge enables specific effects.  
Critical historiography politicizes the making of historical knowledge, re-examining 
historical archives as repositories of “writing that conquers” (De Certeau, 1988), legitimating 
colonial and racial rule through dominant historical narratives that silence and erase marginalized 
perspectives. Colloquial usage of the term ‘history’ reveals a truth that is often ignored by 
professional historians: history is both the occurrence of events, and the ongoing narrative 
productions that reproduce, contest and gain relevance in contemporary contexts; overlaps, or 
distances, between these two histories reflect how political struggles enroll the past in making 
sense of the present (Trouillot, 1995). Critical historiography involves reading the archives 
through the cracks and producing imaginative reconstructions from archival fragments (Mills, 
2013) in order to produce a “diagnostics of society” with regards to power and race (Hartman 
and Wilderson, 2003). I draw in particular on Black critical historiographic traditions, which 
seek to redress the erasures of dominant U.S. narratives by focusing on Black everyday life and 
political thought as constitutive forces of modernity and racial capitalism (DuBois, 1935; Gilroy, 
1993; McKittrick, 2006; Robinson, 2000).  
 This project was developed through a firm conviction that research developed alongside 
and in service to political engagement, is methodologically rigorous and can produce 
theoretically innovative insights, a “largely suppressed mode of knowledge production” (Hale, 
2008: 24) that enriches academics and activism alike. In the spirit of “activist scholarship,” 
(Hale, 2008), this project was developed and implemented through a series of collaborations, 
with an emphasis on accountability to the social change networks within which I am embedded 
as a scholar-activist, and reciprocity, emphasizing mutual benefit to my research and to those I 
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work with (Pulido, in Hale 2008: 350-4). I initially met several community leaders of Badin at 
the Annual NCEJN Summit in 2013, soon after they founded the CCWBC. I heard resonances 
with scholarship on racial capitalism in their testimonies of being exploited as cheap labor for 
making aluminum, and of struggling to acknowledge how disposable they were to the company 
they had dedicated much of their lives to. When I approached Naeema Muhammad, Co-Director 
and Community Organizer of the NCEJN, about doing an arts-based research project to support 
local organizing, she suggested that CCWBC could be a potential partner, given that 
“storytelling” (Houston and Vasudevan, 2018), as I had described my approach to qualitative 
research and CPE, could be a useful tool in the early stages of community organizing. As a 
scholar-activist interested in mobilizing research for abolition and environmental justice, the 
reciprocal possibilities of conducting and sharing research relevant to the immediate needs of a 
community were especially appealing to me.  
Critical ethnography, in its attempt to make meaning of histories layered into the present, 
enacts an intervention into the relationship between history-as-process and history-as-narration 
(Trouillot, 1995). In researching historiographical methods, I learned that oral history can be a 
valuable method for receiving insight into the operations of race, as well as a revealing counter-
narrative to official archives (Chafe et al., 2003; Ward, 2012; Scott, 2017). Between November 
2014 and August 2015, I developed plans to conduct an oral history project gathering Badin’s 
Black histories, through dialogue with the NCEJN and the CCWBC, in which time I also applied 
for grants to support research expenses. We decided that Naeema would serve as a co-
investigator on the project, in order to ensure greater accountability to the CCWBC and long-
term continuity once my project ended. In September 2015, Naeema and I presented our proposal 
to CCWBC members. Despite significant initial reluctance, community members approved the 
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project and welcomed us to begin2. I conducted 8 oral history interviews between September and 
December 2015, with active CCWBC members and people they referred us to, with Naeema 
present and actively participating, and an additional 6 interviews between January and May 2016 
on my own. I began attending CCWBC’s monthly formal meetings, and smaller more informal 
meetings as an active/“observant participant” (Vargas, in Hale 2008), sharing insights I was 
gaining through the archival records I had gathered from publicly available congressional 
hearings, regulatory proceedings, and newspaper accounts, as well as my accumulated 
knowledge from being involved in environmental justice advocacy. 
Redirections 
My original plans to conduct 25 oral history interviews were confounded by two factors: 
Naeema had to tend to unexpected illness in her family, and my discovery in November 2015 
that I was pregnant. Pregnancy shifted my research in ways that I have yet to fully grasp. On the 
one hand, travel back and forth between my home and Chapel Hill and Badin, otherwise a short 
2 hour drive, became increasingly contingent upon when I had the energy to undertake the 
emotional and physical demands that fieldwork necessitated, truncating the actual time that was 
available to me for work. However, finding myself pregnant also clarified what was stake in my 
work intellectually and politically. Though I had always taken feminist insistence on 
embodiment seriously in intellectual terms, my pregnancy made me re-visit the material threat 
that toxicity poses to reproductive futures and reconsider the significance of social reproductive 
labor of ensuring survival in racialized conditions. I found myself redirecting my theoretical 
ground towards closer examination of Black feminist work that I had read previously but had not 
                                                        
2 I discuss this initial meeting in Chapter 4. 
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quite understood.3 It is of course possible that fieldwork alone would have clarified the material 
stakes of racialized toxicity, regardless of pregnancy. However, pregnancy deepened my political 
commitment and my desire to make my research matter.  
Below, I describe how I came to develop a research play, “Race and Waste in an 
Aluminum Town” (Appendix 1) that narrates Badin’s history through the lives of its Black 
workers and residents. Initially staged for the local West Badin community in April 2016, the 
play was presented to communities facing environmental racism and their advocates at the 
annual statewide NCEJN summit in October 2016, and for the general public in February 2017 
through the Department of Communications’ Swain Studio 6 Series at University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill. The play, and the process of its development, reflect critical 
ethnography’s triple commitment to activism, analysis and aesthetics (Conquergood, 2002; 
Vasudevan, 2012). Even as it emerged from dialogues with community members, mentors, and 
intellectual collaborators, the play was an exploration of what research as “embodied 
performance” meant, through my own bodily state. As my pregnancy advanced, my bodily 
constraints of time and energy became increasingly real, as did the urgency to do more than 
abstract theory from the suffering I witnessed. The play burst forth in a swell of creative energy 
that accompanied my second trimester of pregnancy. I staged the initial production, for Badin 
community members, when I was five months pregnant, and put on the second production for the 
NCJEN Summit, a short two months after I delivered. My baby, at 6 months old, attended weeks 
of rehearsals, and nursed and slept in my arms through the third and full production of the play. 
Here, I share the research process that led to the development of the play, and how the play 
shifted my research.  
                                                        
3 Chapter 3 reflects this redirected focus. 
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Dialogical performance 
In December 2015, I checked in with my community collaborators and Naeema, and 
made plans to share back what I had learned from interviews at the next CCWBC meeting as a 
midway processual evaluation. In preparation for the January meeting, I reflected upon how best 
to communicate my insights with West Badin residents, which seemed to me overly theoretical. 
Taking inspiration from the notion that “critical ethnography becomes the ‘doing’ or the 
‘performance’ of critical theory” (Madison, 2005: 15), I began to ‘code’ my interviews using the 
tools of performance studies. Paying particular attention to moments that surprised or 
overwhelmed me as potentially revelatory, I transcribed selected excerpts through ethnopoetic 
transcription. In the space of the page, I used text editing tools, such as font size, style, spacing, 
bolding and italicizing to translate the sensorial and embodied poetics of the interview-as-
performance in excess of words alone, to “capture the multidimensional nature of the narrative 
event” (ibid: 208). The following week, I shared my ethnopoetic transcription at a meeting of the 
Hurston Collective for Critical Performance Ethnography, a graduate-run workshop space at the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. My colleagues performatively read the transcriptions 
out loud, a tool we often use in the collective that draws on the embodied energy of performance 
to translate inert text into an arena of expressive meaning, open to interpretation. While listening 
to the three segments I had selected, we participated as the audience in the performative analysis, 
by making note of those statements, silences, words, and non-verbal sounds that revealed depths 
of meaning and required further excavation.  
The collective members were struck by Marilyn’s story of returning to care for her ex-
husband in his dying years, when “it had got to the point where my husband was so pitiful,” that 
he required care full-time for basic needs like using the bathroom. Marilyn related how she 
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would spend over an hour to support her ex-husband as he struggled to descend the stairs, and 
would have to pause for 30 minutes after, to catch his breath; 6.5 feet tall and once a man of 
large stature, her husband could no longer eat and “was just gettin’ so little.” On the rare 
occasion when he had a craving, for a gravy biscuit from McDonald’s, Marilyn felt compelled to 
do what she could, only to discover at the end of the hours-long ordeal that he had lost his 
appetite. Even as an initial unrehearsed and unedited performance, the readings of the 
transcription were poignant and powerful: Marilyn’s moment by moment replay of the repulsive 
leaky realities of caring for a body in decay and the depths of her sadness, knowing she had to 
care for her once abusive ex-husband because their children “couldn’t stand to see their daddy 
like that”; Devon’s sincere amazement at Alcoa’s negligence, wondering “was that a self-
conscious thing to actually dump that type of waste and not even let the people know what it 
was, how harmful it was”; France’s quiet recollection of her husband and father carrying ‘black 
smut’ home from work, “even if you wash it, you could still see it…. it would be on his skin.” 
West Badin residents’ experiences of the intense demands of care, their inability to reconcile 
their abject disposability with the company they felt they owed their lives to, and their extreme 
proximity to industrial toxins known to be lethal disrupted my research, called into question the 
abstract theoretical formulations I had employed to make sense of racial capitalism, and 
demanded that I seriously reconsider the value of theory and research in transforming unjust 
conditions. 
The members of the Hurston Collective reminded me that through performance, it was 
possible to share not only my analytical insights, but to do so in a way that reflected back to 
West Badin the power of their stories, to enable a space for people to develop their own analysis. 
By this point, I had realized that due to company loyalty, intimidation and fear, little of what was 
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shared with me and Naeema in interviews was discussed openly in community meetings. My 
performance ethnography mentor, Dr. Renée Alexander Craft, reframed my potential 
contribution as a performance ethnographer as extending beyond simply “sharing back” what I 
had learned from interviews, to enabling dialogue, across the divides of field and academia. Dr. 
Craft suggested that to honor the richness of the stories I had gathered, I consider composing 
ethnographic material into a form of ethnographic theater production. Dr. Craft connected me 
with Joseph Megel, Artist in Residence at UNC-Chapel Hill and Co-Artistic Director of 
StreetSigns Center for Literature and Performance, who specializes in supporting the 
development of new work dramatizing contentious histories of the U.S. Joseph generously 
incorporated my work into his undergraduate performance seminar, where over the course of 
three months, I had the opportunity to workshop multiple drafts of my emerging script.  
In April 2016, I organized a “staged reading” of the script for West Badin community 
members, advertised in local press, at a church in neighboring New London, with a cast of 10 
professional actors, directed by Joseph. This version of the script was organized in three parts. 
“Scene I: Everyone Here Has a Story” recreated the first CCWBC community meeting I 
attended, where Naeema and I proposed gathering oral histories. Attempting to recreate the tense 
and longstanding silence I had observed, the play explored community members’ hesitations to 
speak until the character of Roberta, one of the CCWBC’s co-founders, charged them with 
breaking their silence and speaking their truth. “Scene II: A Better Way of Life,” consisted of a 
series of eight monologues and one dialogue, each of which reflected an internal struggle 
expressed in an oral history interview. “Scene III: Hope for a Dying Community?” staged an 
imagined community conversation on Badin’s history, by splicing interview excerpts ordered 
through a loose chronology leading to the present: dirty work (awareness of occupational 
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dangers and toxic exposures), the long haul (organizing to change working and living 
conditions), poison (environmental contamination and harm), and heartbreak (plant closure). 
In the community dialogue that followed, facilitated by Dr. Craft, many former 
employees and local residents began to speak about the longstanding discrimination they had 
faced. Inspired by the play’s narrative construction, several people shared new insight they had 
gained into their own experiences, or that of family members: why elderly women may have 
gathered community obituaries in scrapbooks, how illnesses had been repeatedly denied by 
doctors until the fateful day of a cancer diagnosis, and why workers at the plant never talked 
about the degradation they faced when they went home. Raymond, who I had met previously at a 
meeting but had not yet interviewed, shared that hearing his story told, while alive, was the 
greatest gift he could receive, given how many of his community had died prematurely. He 
raised a concern about how little his family and local community members knew of what they 
may have been exposed to through contaminants that had traveled home on workers’ clothes 
from the aluminum plant, or from the contaminants that lie, imperceptible, in the land itself, 
accumulated over decades of unrestricted dumping.4 The community dialogue exemplified how 
performance animates the latent energy of ideas, moving from mimesis (imitation) to poesis 
(creation) to kinesis: “action that incessantly insinuates, interrupts, interrogates, antagonizes, and 
decenters powerful master discourse… breaking and remaking” (Conquergood, 1995: 138). The 
first staging of the play catalyzed conversations that I could not have intentionally solicited, nor 
do I imagine would have emerged of their own record, in formal research settings such as focus 
groups. I staged the play two more times, each with revised iterations of the script and with a 
distinct audience, raised further conversations and questions that have shaped my academic 
                                                        
4 In Chapter 5, the Conclusion, I describe a collaborative project that is currently underway to address concerns 
regarding health. 
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scholarship. Rather than a “research product” or a tool for “public outreach,” as grant discourses 
would have me categorize such an effort, the play functions as a critical historiographic 
intervention, retelling Badin’s history, and with it, the story of aluminum, through a performance 
that incites dialogue. The play is a work in development, and I plan to incorporate my analysis, 
as well as the feedback I have received from its multiple iterations, to rework the play to further 
reflect and disrupt racial capitalism’s historical erasures. 
Summary of chapters 
 This dissertation is written as three independent and interdependent articles that are 
currently in the publication pipeline. Chapter 2, titled “An intimate inventory of race and waste,” 
examines racialized industrial toxicity in the workplace, home, community, and landscape, 
framed through the poetics of Black feminist Dionne Brand. I argue that toxicity and anti-
Blackness became intimately interwoven through corporate and state claims to innocence that 
engender disconcertingly familial relations in the factory, through gendered relations of everyday 
caregiving that expose family members to workplace toxins, and through deceptive toxic 
landscapes that distort pleasurable environmental relations. I offer intimacy as a materialist and 
affective analytic of racial capitalism; the racial geopolitics and toxic ecologies interwoven in 
Black lives engenders Black subjects as complicit participants in their subjugation. This article is 
currently undergoing revisions for resubmission to a special issue in Antipode on race and 
political ecology. Chapter 3, titled “The domestic geopolitics of racial capitalism,” co-authored 
with Dr. Sara Smith5, focuses on racialized toxicity in Badin and Flint, Michigan, to argue that 
gendered social reproductive practices that enable survival in conditions of racialized violence 
                                                        
5 I am first author; I coined the term ‘domestic geopolitics’ and outlined the theoretical framework. Dr. Smith 
contributed with the Flint case study, and collaborated in analyzing the forms of labor. 
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constitute a geopolitical challenge to the U.S. State. Communities negotiating racialized toxicity, 
for example, must attend to the everpresent threat of premature deaths, translate lived 
experiences of suffering into forms recognizable to the state, and enact radical forms of 
community care. Engaging Black radical and feminist literatures in conversation with feminist 
geopolitics, we propose the term “domestic geopolitics,” reflecting the dual meanings of 
domestic: the inward facing internal colonialism of racialization, and everyday practices of 
building and maintaining home, family, neighborhood and community. This article is under 
review with Environment and Planning C: Politics and Space for a special issue on Feminist 
Political Geography. Chapter 4, titled “Brown scholar, Black studies: On suffering, witness and 
materialist reorientations” examines three encounters in the research process that prompted 
deeper reflection on my positionality, political commitment and ethical praxis in studying anti-
Black violence. Drawing on Black and transnational feminisms, I put forward an alternate 
approach to critical feminist reflexivity for scholars of decolonization and anti-racism, that 
explores suffering as a material relationship that implicates us all and calls for building 
solidarities across oppressive cleavages that unevenly produce racialized suffering. This chapter 
is under review for an edited collection, Feminist Geography Unbound: Intimacy, Territory and 
Embodied Power, with West Virginia University Press’ Gender, Feminism and Geography series. 
In the “Conclusion,” Chapter 5, I summarize the significance of my research, and provide an 
overview of ongoing research, additional publications currently in process, and future research 
directions emerging from this work. 
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CHAPTER 2: AN INTIMATE INVENTORY OF RACE AND WASTE6 
 
the steel we poured, the rivets we fastened 
to our bare bones like cars (Brand 2006: p. 6) 
 
so hard now to separate what was them 
from what we were 
how imprisoned we are in their ghosts (ibid. p. 8-9) 
 
Introduction 
 In April 2016, Black residents of Badin, North Carolina and their families gathered at a church in 
nearby New London to watch professional actors perform a play7 about the lives of “Alcoans,” as 
employees of the Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) refer to themselves. In the community 
dialogue that followed, an audience member shared: ⁠ 
I am Raymond. You told my story… I’m a product of the sickness that you’re talking 
about. I got asbestos in my lungs… there’s a whole lot of other guys in here who’s got all 
sorts of complications. So we didn’t escape it, we just lived through some of it.  
I remember when I got in the 25-year club, they told me that I had put my name on the 
cemetery, that I had joined the death group. I laughed about… but as I lived, it was so 
true… 
Somebody now will hopefully understand that Alcoa wasn’t who we thought they were. 
That we went through a lot of heartache, suffering, segregation, to even be a part of 
Alcoa. We didn’t discuss it with nobody…. I think it was shame for a long time. I knew I 
should have spoke out a whole lot quicker or earlier than I did. [But] the old people 
would tell me, going off at the mouth would get the plant closed down, and they depended 
on it. 
 
 For 33 years, Raymond worked at Alcoa’s smelting plant in Badin, North Carolina. Badin
                                                        
6 Under review with Antipode. This version of the article was invited for resubmission with major revisions and will 
be submitted for review in June 2018. 
7 “Race and Waste in an Aluminum Town” (unpublished), is written by Pavithra Vasudevan based on critical 
performance ethnography principles (Conquergood 2002; Craft 2015; Madison 2005; Vasudevan 2012). Subsequent 
stagings: NCEJN Annual Summit, October 2016; Swain Studio Six Series, University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill, February 2017. 
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 and Alcoa, Tennessee, were among the first aluminum company towns in the U.S. The “Badin 
Works” facility smelted primary aluminum from 1917 to 2007. Since its closure, former Alcoans 
and Badin residents are struggling to make sense of the environmental and social wreckage of a 
once hopeful future. Today, traces of Badin’s history are scattered among home-made 
scrapbooks and muted recollections of caring for dying family; deposited in arthritic joints, 
cancerous organs and failing lungs; and disappeared into the neighboring woods and deceivingly 
placid waters of Badin Lake. These textual fragments, corporeal distortions and affective 
landscapes comprise an intimate inventory of the unreasonable calculus of aluminum production. 
Brydon (2007, p. 996) uses “intimate inventory”⁠ to describe Black feminist poet Dionne Brand’s 
poetics, which trace “how the ghosts of slavery and those of capitalist ideologies have become 
intertwined in [our] very subjectivities and bodies.” Following Brand, I construct an intimate 
inventory of one node of 20th century racial capitalism, exploring how race and waste intertwined 
in Badin to produce aluminum as vital and valuable.  
 The “nature” of racialized industrial toxicity is complicated by modernity’s racial logics 
that define the “human” not only against animality, but against the referent of racialized beings 
deemed “inhuman” by Western science, law and philosophy (Fanon 2004; Jackson 2013; 
Mawani 2014). In particular, chattel slavery’s illogic extends into the present, positioning 
Blackness as the demarcation between humanness and nonhumanness (Hartman 2007; Weheliye 
2014; Wilderson 2010; Wynter 1994). Plantation slavery was a laboratory for studying and 
managing “unruly nature” – including both the U.S. South’s sub-tropical environment, and 
slaves, exploited as scientific test subjects requiring intervention (Rusert 2010). Nature itself is 
weaponized for anti-Blackness: in the ball and chain of forced agriculture, in the brutal spectacle 
of the lynching tree, and in the erasure of Black places through hurricanes (Finney 2014; Giroux 
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2007; Johnson & Bowker 2004; Wright, this issue). Yet, desires for and articulations of alternate 
ecological relations continue to manifest in Black poetics and spatial practices (Finney 2014; 
McKittrick and Woods 2007; Posmentier 2017; Vasudevan and Kearney 2016).  
 Intimacy offers an embodied account of racial capitalism as a political and ecological 
project (Doshi 2016), interrupting how liberalism endures through forgetting (Lowe 2015; 
Sharpe 2010). In “Racial geopolitics,” I bring together feminist geopolitics, critical race and 
(post)colonial studies to review the affective geopolitics of racialization, particularly in 
relationship to U.S. Black geographies. In “Toxic ecologies,” I draw on critical science studies, 
political ecology and ecocriticism to frame waste landscapes and chemical agents in materialist 
terms. I apply this affective-materialist framework to analyze toxicity and anti-Blackness in three 
key sites in Badin. I argue that industrial toxicity produces an “intimate monstrosity” making 
Black subjects complicit in their own subjugation; to rupture the monstrosity, we must trace the 
ghosts of past violences in the intimacies of racialized bodies and toxic ecologies. 
Racial geopolitics 
 Imperial, colonial and state power are consolidated through intimate geographies of 
home, household, family, body, sexuality and emotion (Massaro and Williams 2013; Oswin and 
Olund 2010; Smith 2012; Wright 2011). As racial hierarchies emerged in the banal intimacies of 
colonial life, the affective terrain – the intangible, latent and invisible – became a key site of 
colonial governance and resistance (Bear 2007; Stoler 2002). In post-colonial/post-slave contexts 
as well, the domestic is never a retreat from the market, state or civil society. Power’s intimacies 
blur dividing lines of public and private, oppressor and oppressed as racial minorities adopt the 
state’s disciplinary apparatus and racial logics to articulate belonging and desire (Bear 2007; 
Smith 2012). 
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 Similar affective dynamics shape Black geographies (McKittrick & Woods 2007), 
subject alternately to assault and neglect by a racial state (Cowen & Lewis 2016; Goldberg, 
2002; Massaro 2015). The U.S. state’s failure to redress racialized toxicity after decades of 
environmental justice organizing (Pulido, Kohl & Cotton 2016) suggests that industrial toxicity 
functions as a mode of neo-colonial oppression (Bagelman and Wiebe 2017; Huber 2016; Pulido 
2016). In this racialized riskscape, Black futurity is endlessly deferred by liberal technologies 
and governance strategies reinscribing pathology onto Black bodies (Mitchell 2010; Smith & 
Vasudevan 2017). Black post-slave subjects face a “corporeal predicament” (McKittrick 2017), 
pulled between chattel slavery’s obdurate afterlife that equates Blackness with non-humanity 
(Hartman 2007; Hartman & Wilderson 2003; Wilderson 2010; Sexton 2011), and “struggles to 
assert and reinvent black humanity as fantastic” (McKittrick 2017: p.98). Buoyed by abolition 
and civil rights’ nominal gains, Black subjects invested in capitalism’s cruel optimism (Berlant 
2011) experience the paradox of “monstrous intimacies,” where violations are “reinscribed as 
consent and affection: intimacies that involve shame and trauma and their transgenerational 
transmission” (Sharpe 2010, p.4). 
Toxic ecologies 
 “New materialist” approaches argue that matter is not a blank slate for social 
construction, but a vital and inventive force in constituting human and nonhuman worlds 
(Alaimo 2010; Bennett 2004; Braun 2008; Chen 2012). Such relational approaches illuminate “a 
vibrant, intricate, causally complex world” (Sharma 2015, p.1) that emerges through the 
interactions of agents, humans and bacteria, toxins and technology alike. Agency, while 
distributed, coalesces in particular enduring formations through capitalist social relations (Kirsch 
& Mitchell 2004); when attuned to power, materialist analyses may clarify the processual nature 
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of these formations (Kirsch 2012; Romero et al. 2017).  
 Molecular agents, such as synthetic chemicals, enter organisms’ biochemical pathways, 
revealing bodies to be porous and plastic assemblages rather than bounded sovereign units 
(Braun 2007; Roberts & Langston 2008). ‘Seen’ molecularly, bodies (human or otherwise) are 
nodes in a post-industrial riskscape (Landecker 2013), at once diffuse and concentrated. Toxic 
accumulations sediment racial biopolitics into the earth: a cartography of whose bodies count 
(Guthman & Brown 2016; Smith and Vasudevan 2017). Environmental epigenetic studies 
propose that unequal environments cause disparities in Black health, ranging from low birth 
weight and increased prematurity to greater incidence of cardiovascular diseases (Kuzawa & 
Sweet 2008; Thayer & Kuzawa 2011). Toxins alter gene expression, causing physiological 
changes not only in exposed adults but in future generations through an epigenetic imprint, a 
biological “memory” of trauma (Sullivan 2013; Thayer & Kuzawa 2011). As Murphy (2016) 
poignantly suggests, “past environments are ghosts inside us.” As a ghostly agent of racial 
capitalism, toxins subject Black geographies to a transgenerational “necropolitics of debility” 
(Puar 2009), an indirect and diffuse rule by violence that manifests in chronic illness and 
premature death (Gilmore 2002).  
Aluminum town 
L’Aluminium Francaise established Badin, North Carolina in 1913 as a settlement for workers 
building a hydroelectric dam on the Yadkin River for aluminum smelting. Purchased by Alcoa in 1915, 
Badin and surrounding areas were Alcoa’s property until Badin incorporated in 1990. A full company 
town, Badin has depended on Alcoa for livelihoods and everyday life. Apart from workplace grievances 
addressed through the United Steelworkers union, residents had little recourse other than direct dialogue 
with Alcoa. Badin Works, the smelting plant, was shut down between 2002 and 2007, but Alcoa still 
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owns property and is implicated in legal/regulatory proceedings concerning contamination. 
Though officially integrated in the 1960s, Badin continues to be a segregated town. East Badin is 
predominantly white and contains the town’s municipal and commercial operations. West Badin, once 
thriving with Black-owned businesses and a Black school, faces general disrepair with no local economy. 
The Concerned Citizens of West Badin Community (CCWBC), a grassroots group, formed in September 
2013 to address environmental and health concerns. 
   My research examines race and waste over Badin’s 100-year history, using formal and domestic 
archives, participation observation, and oral history interviews.8 In the sections that follow, I produce an 
intimate inventory of racialized toxicity: 
1. Innocence focuses on the Alcoa/Badin landfill, located adjacent to the West Badin residential area 
and nearby Little Mountain Creek; 
2. Care traces toxic flows between Badin Works, the aluminum smelting plant, and workers’ homes in 
West Badin; 
3. Pleasure examines Badin Lake, an important social site and a reservoir for outflows from the plant. 
Innocence 
heavy with our tiredness, solid with our devotion 
after work we succumbed… 
to the science-fiction tales of democracy 
(Brand 2006: p.7-8) 
 
There are roughly fifteen people in the church basement. They greet each other with a comfort 
born of generational ties. I am attending my first CCWBC meeting with Naeema. Morris 
introduces us as visitors from the NCEJN who work on environmental racism. We present our 
proposal for collaborative research, to gather oral histories about life in an aluminum company 
town. Morris opens the discussion – are they interested in telling us their stories? People 
avoided making eye contact, clearly uncomfortable. Morris’ gentle admonishment to interact 
with us is met by silence.  
                                                        
8 Collaboration with Naeema Muhammad, co-director of the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network 
(NCEJN) and the CCWBC. 
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Standing up suddenly, Roberta declares:  
“We cannot remain silent anymore! What they have done to us, what they are doing to 
us, it is wrong! Those men, my daddy and the rest of the daddies and uncles and cousins 
that worked, they didn’t know... Yeah, they were making money. But that still didn’t give 
them the right to let them work in that stuff without telling ‘em. They were dedicated to 
their jobs. And they were dedicated to killin’ them... I think I’ve said enough.”  
She sits, visibly upset, voice breaking. Frances quietly – hesitantly – asks:  
 “Y’all remember the trash pile? That was something. It was burning and burning, I 
don’t even know for how long. Was it a couple of weeks?”  
Roberta: “Two months it was! Burning all on its own.” 
The memories trickle out at first, and build up to a turbulent dialogue. They agree to share their 
experiences with us.9 
 Who is to blame for West Badin’s predicament? Some residents express outrage about 
the unhealthy environments they were exposed to. Others insist on Alcoa’s innocence and their 
goodwill towards the local community. Meanwhile, the trash pile burns in collective memory 
“all on its own,” revealing the threat of accumulated toxins down the street from West Badin 
homes. In conditions of racialized industrial toxicity, the interplay of social structures, specific 
actors and non-human agents complicate questions of culpability. In this section, I analyze the 
intimacies of everyday interactions with the Alcoa/Badin landfill to address how claims of 
innocence sustain racial capitalism. Spatial analyses reveal a disturbing pattern across national, 
state and local scales: majority Black populations are much more likely to live near waste sites, 
whether municipal, agricultural or industrial (Bullard et al. 2007; Wing, Cole & Grant 2000; 
Wilson et al. 2011). Landfill siting reduces environmental racism’s socio-spatial complexity to a 
simplistic framing as intentional action (Pulido 2000); however, I begin with the landfill for two 
reasons. First, Alcoa’s ongoing deflection of culpability, even with such explicit discrimination, 
calls for greater attention to how and why corporate and state claims to innocence operate. 
Second, racism functions not only through the discrimination of siting decisions, but through the 
                                                        
9 Adapted from fieldnote, 9.15.15 
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normalization of oppression; invisible toxins transform an exceptional situation into mundane 
everyday life, masking the structural forces that created these conditions. I argue that the 
convergent socio-materialities of toxicity and anti-Blackness evacuate Alcoa and the state from 
responsibility, shifting culpability onto West Badin residents. Yet, in heightened moments, 
toxicity’s imperceptible workings become apparent, revealing the structural backdrop and 
sparking a dormant potential for political action. 
 The “trash pile,” as West Badin residents refer to the landfill, was integral to daily life. 
Tillie Rae, now 92, shared: 
I used to live down there in West Badin. My children did play on that trash pile. All the 
children [did]… you would find broken toys and different things to play with. I guess you 
could say we was poor and didn’t know it… (laugh). So you’re down on that trash pile 
and you’re fishing for things that you can play with, and nobody thinks nothing of it… 
There was a little creek that went by there, which is still there… the children loved to 
play in it, fish for little fish in it. 
 The trash pile was favored as a playground close to home, a scrap yard of leftover parts, 
and an open commons where residents kept hogs. Residents referenced it repeatedly with 
unexpected nostalgia, like Frances, describing what made for “a good life”: 
It was different, than what it is now…. we had what we call a trash pile, a filtering 
plant… a grocery store, a barber shop, a café, a service station… a dance hall, a funeral 
home… and West Badin School. 
 The trash pile’s dirt, grime, and miscellanea were an endless source of amusement for 
children, as Morris laughingly recalled: 
you play in it all day and get your clothes dirty, and go home and get fussed… you had to 
figure out what you’re gonna wear to school the next day. 
 The “trash pile” is an unlined landfill that, for over 70 years, contained household trash 
from East and West Badin, as well as industrial wastes from Badin Works. Carbon anodes, scrap 
iron, and bricks from industrial kilns dumped in the landfill found new life in West Badin’s 
homes through an informal waste economy. It was no accident that the landfill remained fully 
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accessible to West Badin residents, without fencing, sign or other indication of the hazards 
within. Landfills embody the violence of racialized poverty; regional hierarchies coinciding with 
global value systems, demarcate minoritized populations as society’s discard through their 
proximity to landfills (Pellow 2007; Moore 2009; Gidwani and Reddy 2011). However, for those 
communities, landfills are a mundane reality, enfolded into everyday life through corporeal 
negotiations with materials wastes as they “unbecome” (Gregson and Crang 2010). In theory, 
waste exceeds containment, threatening to destabilize value systems (Gidwani 2013). However, 
the intimacy of landfills neutralizes waste’s disruptive potential. West Badin’s landfill served as 
an environmental amenity and an accessible commons, a vital part of community life. How then 
does waste become a threat? For West Badin residents, the landfill fire disrupted their 
comfortable intimacy, making apparent the toxic hazards of the landfill and the racialization that 
underlay it.   
 In the late 1970s, Alcoa filled in the landfill and grew grass over it, masking it as part of 
the natural landscape, a common tactic to domesticate waste’s threat (Vasudevan & Kearney 
2016). Frances recalled, “That was when the flame started burning. After they had covered it up, 
growed grass.” The landfill fire burned for an extended period – some remember it as 2 or 3 
months, others believe it was years. Residents describe the landfill as “burning on its own,” 
acknowledging the vitality of inanimate waste. As waste materials decompose, sensorial 
evidence of these processes become part of everyday interactions with waste. However, the 
burning fire, with its visible smoke and sharp smell, drew renewed attention to the seemingly 
harmless waste and with it, to Alcoa’s neglect of West Badin.  
 It is unclear how the fire began. Alton suggested that Alcoa started the fire prior to filling 
it in: 
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…that thing burned a long time. Winter time, summer time, rain, whatever. And I kinda 
figured it out. You know how you bury stuff underground and the gas escapes? And it 
was smelling so bad. I guess Alcoa lit it and let it burn its way out. 
Alcoa’s silence regarding the landfill suggested to Tillie Rae that residents were being 
exposed to additional harm as the chemical waste burned: 
You smelling the smoke and… ain’t nobody told you to move, nobody didn’t say 
nothing… they [Alcoa] were informed, they knew what was going on. But you didn’t, the 
community didn’t. 
 The persistent fire sparked a realization of the hazard that had become a part of ordinary 
life in West Badin, and a re-evaluation of their closeness to waste. These days, as residents 
struggle with the contaminants surrounding them, the trash pile has taken on new meaning. For 
Roberta, innocent childhood memories are recast as evidence of the stark conditions structuring 
Black life:   
…that place was a dump… when we would come back our hands [and] sneakers would 
be black. But we would ride our bicycles to that trash pile, for recreation… Whereas, the 
white folk could go to the country club. They could play golf. 
Some residents seem embarrassed by their innocence and question whether their parents’ 
generation knew more than they shared, while others, like Raymond, are wrestling with feeling 
increasingly responsible:  
And we hauled this stuff, you know what I mean? We had to pick in there with our hands. 
Me and you, Roberta. Load it up on the truck, throw it in the truck… We took it up here 
and dumped it around the corner, we dumped it in the neighborhood.  
As Raymond revealed, not only were black workers discriminately exposed to industrial 
toxicity without adequate protection, they were made complicit through their jobs, in exposing 
the community to toxicity.  
 While West Badin residents struggle with a growing sense of complicity, Alcoa and the 
state remain carefully unaccountable. Aluminum smelting generates a plethora of toxic 
substances including volatile organic compounds, heavy metals such as lead and arsenic, and of 
particular concern, “spent potliner” (SPL) – industry shorthand for the burned out carbon lining 
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from smelting vats that leaches cyanide and fluoride into groundwater (Longest 2014: p. 5-6). 
Following an extended legal/regulatory battle, SPL was included in the Federal Register of 
Hazardous Waste in 1988. In 1992, in Alcoa’s lawsuit seeking insurance coverage for pollution 
costs, Badin Works was identified in the top three among 35 of Alcoa’s contaminated sites in the 
U.S., estimated to exceed $50 million in remediation costs (ibid.), and was included on the 
federal Superfund Priority List of the most hazardous sites. Strategically exploiting a regulatory 
loophole, Alcoa established itself as a “responsible polluter” through an alternate legislation, the 
Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA), which shifted oversight of Badin’s toxic sites to 
Alcoa, in negotiation with the NC Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ).10 Through 
minimal intervention and active collusion, the state and Alcoa have evaded responsibility for the 
landfill entirely; the landfill was not included in a survey of Badin’s waste sites compiled in 
2003, nor were West Badin residents consulted, an egregious negligence given the historic 
segregation and ongoing exclusion of West Badin’s concerns from the town council. Soil 
sampling indicates excessive levels of organic compounds, fluoride and cyanide in the wetlands 
surrounding Little Mountain Creek, adjacent to the landfill (Parker 2016), where Tillie Rae 
described children joyfully “fishing for little fish, especially when it rains.” Attorney Ryke 
Longest, representing the Yadkin Riverkeeper in a contamination lawsuit, believes Alcoa has 
circumvented regulatory requirements by establishing groundwater monitors upstream of the 
landfill’s outflow into the creek, distorting evidence of leaching (R Longest 2017, interview, 07 
March).  
 Despite their negligence, Alcoa lays claim to being a responsible corporation: “we live 
our sustainability value every day, with a goal of leaving a positive impact everywhere we 
                                                        
10 Formerly the Division of Waste Management, renamed in 2015. 
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operate.”11 Alcoa’s claim to innocence is contradicted by their failure to remediate Badin’s toxic 
sites, as Roberta pointed out: 
Alcoa moved out the building, but they didn’t take the dirt. They didn’t take the land. 
And that’s what we raising sand about. You left all this stuff around our community…  
When you see a flame burnin’ and nobody don’t have to light it, what’s under there? 
Methane. And it keeps burnin’ and burnin’ and burnin’. But guess where it was burnin’? 
In our community. In our community! 
Devon, who lives in his wife’s family home in West Badin but never worked at Alcoa, 
asked a question that most others do not articulate: 
Some of the decisions, to put [the trash pile] in this area, on this side, I wonder was that a 
self-conscious thing to actually… to dump that type of waste and not even let the people 
know. 
 There is a feigned innocence about racial capitalism that belies its monstrosity. Capital 
narrates its own history as hard work and technological improvement arcing towards progress, a 
story that continually erases evidence of the devastation it wreaks. In Alcoa’s narrative, 
environmental toxicity and occupational injuries are incidental, as though dealt by the hand of 
fate. Alcoa’s claim to innocence buttresses harm and misdirects culpability, distorting the 
innocent desires of Badin’s workers and residents, and binding them as complicit participants in 
the monstrous web that subjugates them. In the next section, I examine how West Badin 
residents come to feel complicit in the first place. I inventory how Black workers and families 
become enmeshed in Alcoa’s apparatus of harm through caring for families, work, and Alcoa 
itself. 
Care 
buildings mechanized with flesh and acreages 
of tender automobiles (Brand 2006: p. 7) 
 
Naeema and I are in Frank and Myrna’s living room. Frank tell us they’ve lived here for 38 
                                                        
11 Kevin McKnight, Alcoa’s Chief Sustainability Officer and Vice President of Environment, Health and Safety, 
quoted in Business Wire 2015. Available: http://news.alcoa.com/press-release/alcoa-named-sustainability-leader-
dow-jones-indices-fourteenth-consecutive-year 
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years, close enough to Badin Works to “see the lake when the leaves fall off the trees.” His 
parents and sister live next door. Alcoa is a multi-generational affair – both their fathers, several 
uncles and Frank worked there for 25-30 years. Alcoa was much more than an employer:  
“They took care of you. They gave us stuff... free water… you could rent real cheap. All the 
wood frame houses around here that look just alike, those was company homes. They’re real 
nice too… Back then when Alcoa first come, it was real nice.” 
I had met Myrna at a CCWBC meeting where she was outspokenly discussing contamination, so 
I am taken aback to hear Alcoa described with such fondness. The tone shifts in discussing the 
present. 
Myrna: “Since they closed the plant, they’re not [helping] fund anything going on 
now…” 
Frank: “They forgot about Badin since they moved out… It’s heartbreaking, you know? 
Heartbreaking.”12 
 Myrna and Frank’s feelings of abandonment reflect West Badin residents’ internal 
struggle in the afterlife of the plant closure. Dawning realization of their disposability is forcing 
Black residents to reconsider the company they long considered their benefactor. What bound 
Black people to Alcoa, despite the explicit racism of factory and town? How do we understand 
their loyalty and the corresponding betrayal they feel? Below, I analyze how relations of care 
facilitated racial capitalism’s intimate reproduction in the plant and in the town’s social life. 
 During fieldwork, I expected narratives of exploitation, but was confronted everywhere 
by care. Filial relations are characteristic of company towns where dependence extends beyond 
factory walls into aspects of social reproduction (Borges & Torres 2012; Vergara & Dinius 
2011). By providing services and amenities, companies become de-facto municipal governments 
responsible for both welfare and work. However, racism further complicates company town 
dynamics, justifying negligence beyond labor exploitation. Here, I analyze how race and waste 
converged through relations of care, intensifying Black dependence and vulnerability to toxins; 
conversely, Alcoa’s management of labor and town, also expressed as care, complicated Black 
subjects’ ability to hold them responsible. 
                                                        
12 Adapted from fieldnote, 11.12.15 
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West Badin residents believe industrialization provided “a better way of life,” in Tillie 
Rae’s words, than the brutal regime of sharecropping. Nostalgic recollections of Badin’s 
founding celebrate Alcoa as a generous patron who freed Black workers from the fields. 
However, Black workers’ experiences illuminate disturbing continuities between field and 
factory, suggesting that anti-Blackness in 20th century industrialization may be analogous to 
slavery’s role in mercantile capitalism (Rediker 2007). For the first 50 years of the plant, Black 
men were hired for the most difficult and dirtiest jobs, known as the “the bull gang”: the crew 
that tended the giant aluminum “pots” in which bauxite ore was melted to extract liquid 
aluminum. Before the plant’s infrastructure was updated in 1965 (Parker 2016), potroom work 
involved manually pounding crust off pots’ rims with 12 lb. sledgehammers. Joe laughed when 
we asked why they were called the bull gang: “You about had to be a bull to do it. Yeah, it was a 
tough job.” He described a 1980’s occupational study to monitor physiological impacts: “They 
wired us up with monitors, checking [our] heart rate and perspiration… they couldn’t believe we 
could do that.”  
The potroom was a literal crucible: a giant furnace where valuable aluminum was 
produced “at the cost of laying waste and consuming by disease labour-power itself” (Marx 
1992: p. 326). In the factory’s gendered and racial hierarchy, Black men’s bodies were valued for 
physical strength and a presumed ability to withstand extreme conditions. When Tommy Dean, a 
white Badin resident, approached the company for a job in 1966, the only position available was 
in the bull gang: 
I was told that was a colored man's job. And, I said ‘Well, I can do it.’ And [the manager] 
said ‘No, you can't stand the heat. I talked him into letting me do it… they were laughing 
and betting whether I would make it or not. 
 Daniel, a white resident and former Alcoan who curates a local history museum, 
explained to me:  
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Alcoa actually had fellows out riding the roads to these farms and cotton fields… they 
hired the blacks and brought them up here out of cotton fields. They could stand the heat. 
They had a lot of heat in the pot room. Takes 1300 degrees to melt aluminum, it gets hot, 
hot hot. 
 Notwithstanding Daniel’s privilege in voicing these thoughts, the illogic that Black 
bodies “could stand the heat” that white bodies could not undergirded Alcoa’s labor divisions. 
Black bodies were subject to lethal conditions on the assumption of super-humanness, reflecting 
early 20th century eugenic discourses. As in slavery, Black bodies were instrumentalized as brute 
labor and toxic receptacle, providing Alcoa a space for technical and managerial experimentation 
in the early stages of aluminum smelting (Rediker 2007; Rood 2017; Rusert 2010).  
 Forced to labor beyond corporeal limitations, former Alcoans developed chronic 
musculoskeletal conditions (carpal tunnel and arthritis), as well as more “routine” injuries due to 
heat exhaustion and acoustic trauma (Wesdock & Arnold 2014). Beyond such measureable 
impacts, toxic interactions and accumulations have likely altered the very substance of workers’ 
bodies – their molecular structure and composition – in untraceable ways, enveloped as they 
were by heat, fumes and toxic dusts for 8-12 hours a day for decades. Joe recalled his first year 
in the potroom: 
Only thing you could do was bite on a rag and try to breathe through it… it was all coal 
tar pitch. I worked a year and one day and I was laid off. I blew out black stuff out of my 
nose for a whole year… I know my lungs got affected. 
 Joe returned to work at Alcoa for 36 years. Retired involuntarily due to asbestosis, he 
suffers from bronchitis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), but considers 
himself lucky for surviving. Health impacts only partially describe the complex transcorporeality 
of cellular matter and chemical toxins. Toxins constitute distinct post-industrial biochemical 
formations that radically alter “life” itself (Landecker 2013; Murphy 2016). We can only 
speculate about how chemical agents, including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s), 
benzenes, asbestos, fluoride, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s), have altered the cells, organ 
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systems and corporeality of the Black bodies that absorbed them. 
 If toxins found new life in Black bodies, the reverse is also true: Black workers gave life 
to aluminum. Endless hours spent “tending to the pots, keeping the fire going, and cleaning crust 
off the rims” resonate with descriptions of “life’s work” (Mitchell, Marston & Katz 2004); here, 
the object of labor was the inorganic matter of carbon, iron, and aluminum, and the alchemy that 
transformed them into vital infrastructures of modern life (Sheller 2014). Even as labor alienates 
workers from themselves, it demands a profound bodily investment in work (Marx 1992). A 
statement by West Badin resident Jason, that “a lot of the blacks… gave their blood, sweat, life” 
to making aluminum, is more material reality than metaphor. The mutual constitution of bodies 
and environments implies that our building infrastructures, transportation networks and 
“acreages of tender automobiles” (Brand 2006: p. 7) are infused with the residues of Black 
bodies expended in aluminum smelting.  
 Toxicity’s imprint extended into the town’s social network through care work, as women 
and children washed the soiled clothes of male family members. Nearly every former Alcoan or 
family member I spoke with discussed “the laundry situation,” including Tillie Rae, now 92: 
From [the age of] 14 or 15, my father would bring other men’s clothes with all this oil 
and stuff on it. My grandmother would wash it and I would help… [for] 50 cents or a 
quarter.... When my husband bring his clothes home I had to wash them… I had washed a 
many of clothes full of oil and asbestos… We didn’t have no washing machine. Lye soap 
and rubbing board! 
For Badin’s workers, “taking work home” has an altogether different meaning. 
Workplace hazards became homeplace hazards through toxins carried on workers’ bodies and 
clothes. I could sense Frances’ fear as she related: 
I can remember my daddy coming home… we would have to wash his work clothes, and 
it would be so smutty. And even [then], you can still see it… on his skin. 
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The “laundry situation” is shockingly recent. Alcoa began providing uniforms in the mid-
1990’s, when workers became outraged, noticing the elaborate safety gear required for outside 
contractors. Today, Alcoa’s failure to provide basic protection – uniforms and masks – has come 
to symbolize their blatant disregard. Joe’s response, when I asked him how the facility had 
affected his family, reflected a lifetime of unspoken sorrow: 
It was really sad that [Alcoa] hid that for so long… I didn’t realize at the time…. Dust, 
and fluoride…. Bringing it home, washing it in the same washing machine as we washed 
all our other clothes in. Everybody who worked down there did the same thing. So yeah, 
my father and my mother died of cancer. And my son was born with cerebral palsy. 
[Pause]. But he’s… it’s ok. 
It is difficult to ascertain to what extent workers’ families were impacted by toxicity; no 
medical studies link environmental toxicity to illnesses in Badin. Environmental health studies 
are notoriously complicated by scientific uncertainty and deeply contested political contexts that 
affect knowledge production (Roberts & Langston 2008). What is certain, is that Alcoa 
discriminately exploited Black workers, and failed to disclose what they knew of smelting’s 
hazards or to ensure adequate safety measures. Alcoa’s neglect is clearly detailed in attorney 
Mona Lisa Wallace’s (2010) letter to the North Carolina Senate during hearings regarding Badin 
workers’ health and safety, which documents Alcoa’s prior knowledge of aluminum smelting’s 
occupational hazards, including their own medical studies and internal memos that admit to 
inadequate medical monitoring and ineffective safety measures. Ms. Wallace, who represents 
over 200 Alcoans in occupational injury lawsuits, provides compelling examples that “identify 
Alcoa’s lack of candor in providing information about the Badin facility” (ibid. p. 3).  
 Alcoa’s denial of responsibility is a bitter pill to swallow for Black workers and residents 
who, despite oppressive conditions, cared deeply and proudly celebrate their contributions. “We 
were like a family working down there,” Joe told me. The plant and the town mimicked colonial 
family structures. Ever the benevolent father, Alcoa promised to care for his children, albeit 
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differently, by race. Loyalty to the company was nurtured from an early age, as children attended 
(segregated) schools and dances financed by Alcoa, visited the plant on field trips, and wore 
basketball and baseball uniforms bearing Alcoa’s mark. Both men and women were made 
complicit through gendered relations of care. In West Badin, Black men gained respect by 
becoming Alcoans. Raymond described what getting a job at Alcoa meant: 
I was able to do a lot of things for my kids… Only thing I knew I was fulfilling a 
dream… I had the opportunity to build a nice, nice house. All the things that made a man 
look like a man. I had access to it through Alcoa. But I didn't know at that particular time 
that I was selling my soul to the devil.   
 The very opportunity that allowed Black men to do “all the things that made a man look 
like a man” has become a burden of guilt now, as Raymond and others struggle with the 
knowledge that they may have unintentionally exposed their families to toxins. Black women not 
only bear the corporeal load of waste externalized in production, but the multiple burdens of 
caring for family, communal life and freedom dreams in the midst of overwhelming death 
(Hartman 2016). Yet Black workers and their families were deeply invested in Alcoa. Despite 
negligence and discrimination, the plant closing felt like an intimate betrayal, as Joe revealed: 
You really almost went in tears when they said they were gonna shut it down. I couldn’t 
believe it. It was running too good. Just broke a lot of hearts. 
  Some are hopeful that Alcoa will reopen the plant and provide an economic boost. 
Others, like Raymond, are reckoning with “the everyday mundane horrors” of aluminum 
production “…that are breathed in like air and often unacknowledged to be monstrous” (Sharpe 
2010: p. 3). Care enrolled Black workers and residents into a toxic network. Care, in the 
torturous work of keeping aluminum pots alive, while heat and stress robbed workers of their 
vitality. Care, in the unacknowledged labor of washing oil and grime out of clothes, inviting 
toxins into homes and bodies. Care, in fond memories of picnics, in the shadows and sinks of the 
factory’s poisons. Care, in the eyes of old Black men who had survived brazen racism, 
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heartbroken by a factory closing. 
 Racial capitalism preys upon the very relations of care that people depend when their 
lives are devalued. The daily transit of toxins following pathways of care from potroom to 
homes, was one route in a complex network. The next section examines another toxic node of 
Badin’s toxic web, Badin Lake, and the perversion of environmental relations. 
Pleasure 
Let us not invoke the natural world,  
it’s ravaged like any battlefield, like any tourist 
island, like any ocean we care to name, 
like oxygen  
(Brand 2006: p. 42) 
 
 A vivid print hangs in Tillie Rae’s living room, painted by her son-in-law: an inviting 
beach, a tree branch overhanging, a golf course beyond. A lone figure stands fishing. The 
text below details a conversation between Tillie Rae and her daughter: 
 “Where’s Johnny Jr., Mama Tillie Rae?” 
  “Johnny’s Gone Fishin’.”  
The painter adds: “After working hard all week, there must be something therapeutic 
about the lake, the fishing pole, or both.”  
 Even today, when Tillie Rae’s son Johnny Jr. visits her, he returns to Badin Lake 
where he grew up watching his father fish.  
“That’s what his father used to look like. It was a way of life and you would be happy to 
do these little outlets… you don’t know that the water’s contaminated… all you know is 
that you’re enjoying it…” 
The lake was an integral part of West Badin life. Segregated access to the lake resulted in 
a Black-only lakeside haven, where residents described enjoying solitary and communal time in 
a forest clearing secluded from white surveillance. Their recollections offer a nostalgic glimpse 
into a space where Black people were free to enjoy life beyond the constraints of work and 
struggles of daily life. Once a source of joy and pleasure, Badin Lake is recast now as a site of 
pain with the realization that the serene lake is a toxic waste sink that has been poisoning them 
for generations. 
 Natural landscapes, set apart from the social ills of increasing industrialization and 
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urbanization, and celebrated by environmental movements intent on preserving pristine 
wilderness, embody the commodification of nature (Cronon 1996; Daniels & Cosgrove 1988; 
Neumann 2001). Material flows of waste between landscapes of production and preservation 
reveal that the binary of polluted and pristine nature is untenable. Racism further complicates the 
production of nature: Black geographies become associated with polluted urban spaces, while 
nature-as-recreation, designed for white consumption, is made inaccessible to those whose 
environmental traditions, such as subsistence hunting and fishing, express a relation other than 
commodification (Finney 2014). Badin Lake embodies the false binary between spaces of leisure 
and work and serves as a reminder that pristine nature as a source of pleasure does not exist for 
racialized populations. In this section, I analyze how the enfolding of the lake into the town’s 
ecology, by design, reveals a dystopic dreamscape where nature further enmeshes racialized and 
nonhuman subjects in a toxic web. 
Beautiful Badin Lake was important to white and Black social life alike. However, Black 
exclusion from recreational amenities such as the golf club and swimming pools, ensured their 
reliance upon the lake as a space of leisure. As Alton reflected: “that’s the only place we had 
coming up was the lake. We didn’t have no cars, we couldn’t go to the parks and all.” Roberta 
described how the lake, like all of Badin, was historically segregated:  
They put us on the dark side. We called it the “Black Side”. We had one pier. There was 
mud over there. But we enjoyed it because that’s where they put us. 
While the white pier and picnic area were visible from town, “the Black side” was 
located in a forested section, hidden from white view. Despite, or perhaps due to, segregation, 
West Badin residents speak of idyllic times at the lake. At church picnics, people would fry carp 
and other fish men would catch. Young women would sit on the pier, showing off their hats and 
swimwear. Teenagers, laughing, would push one another into the lake. Children would hunt 
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Easter eggs, surrounded by church elders. Morris fondly recollected:  
I swam in the lake, we all swam. That’s where I learned to swim. If you stayed down 
there long enough they would throw you in the water, so you better start swimming! 
West Badin exemplifies a counter-history of Black environmental relations, challenging 
narratives of Black non-participation in swimming, hiking and outdoor activities (Finney 2014). 
Beyond being a nexus of sociality, the lake and the surrounding woods provided West Badin 
residents with needed sustenance. Fishing and hunting were a way of life, a hobby and a skill 
passed down through generations. Morris learned to hunt and fish when he was 8, accompanying 
neighbors who lent him poles and bullets to practice. For Morris and many others, fishing and 
hunting provided for nutritional self-sufficiency: 
I did all of our hunting and fishing in the Badin area… We didn’t have much in the 
household so sometimes I would go fishing… take them home for the evening meal and 
be at school on time for 8 o’clock class. 
Fishing, for subsistence and recreation, has bound Black residents to Badin Lake and 
increased their vulnerability to toxins. Storm drains have been releasing toxic outflows from the 
smelting facility into the lake since the plant went into operation in 1915, ongoing today. 
Regulations have done little to mitigate the contamination. Environmental advocates charge that 
the DEQ has lowered pollution thresholds to Alcoa’s benefit (Taylor 2015). Generations of West 
Badin residents, many of them subsistence fishers, have likely ingested toxins through the past 
century. Joe became aware of the connection between factory and lake, serving as a supervisor at 
Alcoa: 
On a real windy day we used to have what they call blowouts in the reactor. The reactors 
are the machines that suck the fumes and stuff off the pots…If we’d have a power outage, 
the reactors would shut down. All the fumes would go up in the air… [during blowouts] 
you could see film on top of the lake… there was something going in the water… And it 
just settled down in there so you know it’s there. So I stopped swimming… started 
cutting back on eating fish from down there.  
Most West Badin residents no longer spend time at the lake. Perhaps integration made 
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swimming pools a more appealing option, or maybe fishing as a hobby fell away with other 
pastimes. Nevertheless, a growing awareness of toxicity has shifted the pleasure and comfort 
Black residents once derived from the lake. Every person I spoke with pointed out the advisories 
that have been in place since 2009, warning residents to limit fish consumption due to high 
concentrations of toxic PCBs. Alcoa’s remediated the lake by lowering lake levels and ‘capping’ 
loose sediment – a state-approved plan that environmental advocates argue is inadequate and 
ineffective (Taylor 2012). However, sustenance fishers, particularly poorer Black residents, most 
likely continue to fish in Badin Lake (ibid.).  
What is Black pleasure to racial capitalism? When people speak of times past at Badin 
Lake, I hear the pleasure in their voices. I can picture the abandon of teenagers flirting, children 
playing in the muck, parents scolding little ones for wandering too close to the water. The lake 
provided a space outside the confines of the plant and the workday where West Badin residents 
could, as Roberta suggested, “enjoy as the white folks did.” However, a tenuous thread connects 
pain and pleasure: Black life amidst suffering may be an excess that endures beyond oppression 
(Moten 2009), or, pleasure may be a coping mechanism, a desperate attempt to reimagine 
historical sites of intimate violence as spaces of pleasure (Sharpe 2010). Badin Lake floats on a 
fluid boundary between pleasure and pain. The intimate ecology connecting aluminum plant, 
company town and lake has refigured sites of pleasure as sites of pain. Awareness of toxicity 
distorts pleasure, where nature is no longer pristine nor an escape. Carp and catfish have come to 
signify harm rather than sustenance, and the serene clarity of the lake is made murky by the 
invisible ever-present threat of toxicity. For most, pleasure has become a nostalgic memory, 
recast in the light of contamination. 
 Yet environmental contamination has also catalyzed a sense of interdependence, an 
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awareness of a broader transcorporeal network that West Badin is part of. Lib and Devon 
expressed dismay that sport fishers and athletes continue to use the lake for casual recreation. On 
weekends, seeing Latino families enjoying fishing and picnics at the lake, they wondered 
whether fish advisory signs mean anything to those ignorant of the lake’s toxic history. 
Concerned for their own safety as well, they related a conversation with environmental scientists 
who visited the lake: 
Devon: If it’s going into the water system… I was asking them questions about how far 
do they believe it will affect the people on down toward Norwood. They said they really 
couldn’t tell… if the deer are probably drinking out of the creek, you know, you wonder 
about that. 
Lib: And then they hunt, you kill deers… they are drinking from the water. So if you are 
eating the meat… The deer’s got to be affected by something from the water. 
 
For Morris, toxicity has only sharpened the need for environmental relations that provide 
self-determination and communal support. Morris started off fishing to support his family, but 
fishing “has become a passion and I credit that to the people that lived in the community that 
taught me how to hunt and fish.” Now an avid professional fisher, often the only Black member 
of fishing clubs, Morris continues to derive great pleasure from outdoor activities, and is 
currently raising funds to start fishing clubs for youth across the country.  
Closing 
“On reading this someone will say/ God, is there no happiness then… 
some words can makes you weep, / when they’re uttered… 
they break all places intended and known” (Brand 2006: p. 89, 99) 
 
Anti-blackness operates at multiple scales simultaneously: structural racism creates toxic 
microenvironments that alter racialized bodies materially. Originating in the crucible of 
aluminum smelting, toxins were carried outward in irregular patterns through varying modes of 
transit. Industrial discard piled in the landfill and other unmarked sites, circulated in a secondary 
waste economy. Chemical agents inhaled and absorbed into bodies, left their mark on organs. 
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Particulate matter vented into the air settled in gardens, noted by children playing as “that white 
stuff.” Toxic sludge diffused into groundwater, gathered on the lake bottom, to be carried 
onwards by fish and deer. We can only speculate on the ghostly burden carried by Black 
residents and workers, and how the material and affective imprints of structural injustice will 
shape future lives. 
 Racial capitalism is an intimate monstrosity of violence that becomes normalized in 
everyday life and livelihood. In its 20th century industrial iteration, toxins replaced ball and 
chain, creating a different kind of monster. The monster feeds on intimacy – through the 
geopolitics of racialization that creates complicit subjects, and through the toxic ecologies that 
undo them. West Badin residents are struggling with the intimacies of race and waste, a 
generational inheritance that extends beyond the space and time of production. As innocence, 
care and pleasure have been distorted to serve racial capitalism, Alcoa has become more real to 
people than their own lives. An intimate inventory of race and waste requires us to face our 
shared - though disparate – fates, which entangle us all in racial capitalism, making people feel 
and become complicit in their own subjugation. For West Badin residents, confronting racialized 
toxicity has remapped their ecological interconnections along an axis of vulnerability, 
encompassing human and nonhuman life. Perhaps this is the task of inventory: to rupture the 
grammar of anti-Blackness that is the material and affective basis of racial capitalism, towards an 
abolitional political ecology. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE DOMESTIC GEOPOLITICS OF RACIAL CAPITALISM13 
Life’s work in racial sacrifice zones 
Roberta Simpson14 lives in West Badin, North Carolina. Roberta worked for the 
Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) in their Badin smelting plant from 1976 to 2003. For 
Roberta, as for many others, working at Alcoa was an inheritance of danger and discrimination:  
My daddy had seven children that he had to feed… He spent 44 years down there. 
They never gave my father a mask. The whites had the best jobs. There was a 
thing down there called a bull gang. That was the slang term for that nasty job. I 
never knew what my daddy had to go through until I was hired… And I, too, 
started in the bull gang. You’re setting a big, black carbon. It weighs over a ton. 
And runnin’ fire. I never seen runnin’ fire in all the days of my life. And it was so 
hot! The women had to protect their bodies. We would get burned… 
For Roberta, “life’s work,” the gendered labor of social reproduction (Mitchell et al., 
2004), encompasses enduring struggles in the workplace and the community:  
You killin’ us with all this stuff you dumpin’ in our community and we fightin’ it. 
We fightin’ in the inside. We fightin’ white girls coming in and getting the best 
jobs. You tell me, in a smelter, where you can come and wear eyelashes that long, 
and wear make-up? And you couldn’t tell if we were men or women. 
Capitalism is predicated upon a racialized hierarchy of gendered bodies and 
accompanying racialization of space: a heavily polluting aluminum smelting plant, crucial to US 
20th century industrialization, brutalized Black laborers in the most physically demanding and 
hazardous jobs within the factory and dumped lethal industrial waste adjacent to the Black 
residential area. For communities of color in toxic “sacrifice zones” (Lerner, 2012), life’s work 
                                                        
13 This article is co-authored with Sara Smith. I am first author; I coined the term ‘domestic geopolitics’ and outlined 
the theoretical framework based on my research in Badin. Dr. Smith contributed the Flint case study and 
collaborated in analyzing the forms of labor. This article is under review with Environment & Planning C: Politics 
& Space, submitted in March 2018. 
 
14 All names are pseudonyms. 
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involves much more than the challenges of obtaining food, maintaining a household, and 
sustaining community networks. In this article, we argue that maintaining life in conditions of 
racialized toxicity is not only a matter of survival, but also a geopolitical praxis. 
We propose the term domestic geopolitics to describe a reconceived feminist geopolitics 
integrating an analysis of Black geographies as a domestic form of colonialism (Hamilton & 
Ture 1992), with an expanded understanding of domesticity as political work. For Roberta, 
surviving colonization has demanded a dizzying range of labor: bearing witness to too many 
early deaths without apparent cause; seeking out complex scientific knowledge to explain 
inexplicable harm; and assuming responsibility for community welfare, well beyond the familial 
household. Drawing on Black feminist insights into social reproduction (James, 1997; Hartman, 
2016; Sharpe, 2016) in “the afterlife of slavery” (Hartman, 2007: 6), we suggest that sustaining 
life amidst racial violence constitutes a collective and embodied politics that challenges the 
ongoing spatial and bodily devaluation of Black people living within US territorial bounds. 
We draw on two case studies representing different aspects of environmental racism. The 
first, Badin, North Carolina, is an example that community leader Morris describes as “not even 
hidden racism”: in this segregated company town, Black residents have disproportionately 
suffered from exposure to toxicity by a heavily polluting industry without government oversight. 
The second is Flint, Michigan, a former industrial hub where municipal disinvestment and state 
abandonment notoriously resulted in widespread lead poisoning. We draw on Pavithra’s 
ethnographic research in Badin from 2015 to 2017, including participant observation of 
community meetings and oral history interviews with former workers and their families. For the 
Flint case, we rely on firsthand accounts in the press and secondary literature. 
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Despite their unique histories, rooted in the South and the Rust Belt respectively, Badin 
and Flint share a fate common to US Black geographies (McKittrick and Woods, 2007): a greater 
likelihood of premature death (Gilmore, 2002), due in part to disproportionate exposure to lethal 
industrial toxins (Bullard et al., 2007; Taylor, 2014). This violence is central to “racial 
capitalism”: the development of capitalism as a political economic system occurs through the 
proliferation of racial difference and the corresponding devaluation of racialized people 
(Gilmore, 2002; Robinson, 2000). Concurring with scholarship that links global capitalism with 
state-sanctioned racial violence (Pulido, 2016b), we argue that the sacrifice of places like Badin 
and Flint is neither incidental nor accidental. As zones of “organized abandonment” (Gilmore, 
2008), these territories are rendered materially and symbolically surplus, erased from national 
imaginaries of progress. Here, we examine Black geographies as crucial vectors of geopolitics 
that link US imperial power and domestic racialization, existing in a tense dialectic of state-
enabled degradation, and a corresponding politics affirming life in the face of death-dealing 
colonial conditions. 
In this article, we develop a domestic geopolitics framework that turns on the dual 
meaning of domestic: both the inward facing geopolitics of internal colonialism, and the 
domestic as home, family, neighborhood and community. We begin by drawing on Black studies 
analyses of internal colonialism to suggest that racial capitalism is central to state formation and 
ought to be foundational to feminist geopolitical approaches. Secondly, we center Black feminist 
scholarship on social reproduction to argue that maintaining life amidst racialized toxicity 
reflects a geopolitical practice that redefines the domestic.15 We iterate domestic geopolitics as 
                                                        
15 We focus on racialized toxicity as one vector of domestic geopolitics, and expect that other studies could utilize 
the framework for other modes of and resistance to racial violence, such as cultural production, police violence or 
disease. 
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three specific linked but distinct forms of labor that we elaborate on below: the labor of keeping 
wake, the labor of tactical expertise, and the labor of revolutionary mothering.  
Domestic geopolitics 1: Territorialization of racial capitalism 
Feminist geopolitics has examined territorial struggles as lived and embodied, attending 
to how objects like clothing (Gökarıksel and Secor, 2009), intimate violence (Pain, 2015), border 
crossing (Martin, 2011; Mountz, 2004; Sundberg, 2008) and body counts (Hyndman, 2007) are 
sites of geopolitics - not mere proxies, but the very material of territorial conflict. Such analyses 
complicate the scale of politics, questioning the presumed authority of states and revealing that 
territory and belonging are made and unmade across disparate sites and multiple scales including 
bodies, families, neighborhoods, cities and transnational networks (Massaro and Williams, 2013; 
Pain, 2015; Smith, 2012). 
Feminist geopolitics’ scalar shift creates an opening to examine the marginalization of 
populations residing within a state’s territorial bounds as equally a matter of geopolitical 
concern. Geopolitics functions at the interstices of race, class, nationality, and gender (Casolo 
and Doshi, 2013; Fluri, 2014; Fluri and Piedalue, 2017), linking local and global state power. For 
example, municipal policing interventions to address intimate partner violence reiterate global 
masculinist security discourses of protecting women (Cuomo, 2013). In Hurricane Katrina’s 
aftermath, government contracted relief workers criminalized Black residents purportedly to 
restore calm (Giroux, 2006); these very security forces also profited off imperial incursions 
abroad, notoriously killing innocent Iraqis (Adams, 2013). In Philadelphia’s  Black 
neighborhoods, targeted by the ‘war on drugs,’ young men continue occupying public spaces 
despite the inherent danger as “an ongoing nationalist effort to maintain the city as a coherent 
territory in the face of aggressive forces of fragmentation” (Massaro, 2015: 372). Racialized 
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populations within the US are routinely posited as domestic enemies of the state: as terrorists, as 
“divisive” threats to cohesion, as cultural decay, and as barriers to development (Puar and Rai, 
2002; Silva, 2016). 
We encourage greater cross-pollination between feminist geopolitics and theorizations of 
racial capitalism, particularly the argument that Black geographies (McKittrick & Woods, 2007) 
function as an “internal colony” of US empire (Blauner, 1969; Gutiérrez, 2004; Hamilton & 
Ture, 1992; Pinderhughes, 2011). The theory of internal colonialism emerged through the Black 
Power movement, situating intra-national struggles as an aspect of global decolonization, and 
remains relevant today. Subject to a “domestic geography of perpetual war” (Cowen & Lewis, 
2016) by a racial state (Goldberg, 2002), Black communities are dispossessed through 
carceralization, discriminatory zoning, gentrification, fiscal mismanagement, 
disenfranchisement, and surveillance (Alexander, 2012; Cowen & Lewis, 2016; Gilmore, 2007; 
Pinderhughes, 2011; Shabazz, 2015). Predominantly Black spaces become signified as toxic, 
crime-ridden, and blighted, masking the structural forces that engender their underdevelopment 
(Muhammad, 2010; Lipsitz, 2011). The disproportionate burden of toxicity is a mode of 20th 
century capitalism’s “slow violence” (Nixon, 2011): hazardous wastes are concentrated in 
racialized sacrifice zones, neglected by a state apparatus colluding with industry (Bullard et al., 
2007; Holifield, 2001). Black spaces become necropolitical zones (Mbembe, 2003; McIntyre and 
Nast, 2011), subject to forestalled futurities (Smith and Vasudevan, 2017). 
We examine toxicity’s disproportionate burden as a case study of the racialized territorial 
control we describe as domestic geopolitics. Chemical residues absorbed from polluted air, water 
and lands, the physiological and emotional stresses they engender, and the subsequent 
intergenerational biological transmission of this violence, suggest a deeply embodied 
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territorialization of racism. Toxins become bound to racialized bodies through intimate pathways 
in bodies, homes, workplaces and landscapes (Chapter 2), thus internalized and naturalized as 
part of settler colonialism, anti-Black racism, and ongoing colonial ruination (Stoler, 2008). 
Though it may not appear linked to state geopolitics, racialized toxicity is borne out of industrial 
processes that are deeply entangled in state-making. The sacrifice demanded for the nation-state 
can be quite literal, for example in the irradiation of indigenous communities through nuclear test 
sites and waste disposal stations, an internal colonialism that extends the militarized subjugation 
of native peoples into everyday life (Taylor, 2014). Toxic sacrifice zones reveal the domestic 
operation of geopolitics: racialized populations are made disposable, territory and body devalued 
by lethal industrial toxins, and their sacrifice justified for the ‘national good,’ enacting a 
territorial imaginary that erases racialized people from the national body. We advance domestic 
geopolitics in conversation with feminist scholarship examining how war and structural violence 
are continuous, as economies orient towards militarization even in so-called ‘peacetime’ (Loyd, 
2011), and build on work linking the domestic politics of racialization to the formation of 
imperial states (Mills, 1997; Stoler, 2008)  
While empire’s operations are comprised by interlocking components - the bodies of 
soldiers, the aluminum in an aircraft carrier, the flag, the mine, the rhetoric - their effects may be 
experienced in everyday life. Sweating and struggling in the bull gang, learning the languages of 
runnin’ fire, chemicals and harm, Roberta can see quite clearly how white female workers’ long 
eyelashes and makeup are colonial encroachment, marking some bodies for pleasure and others 
for work, some for protection, and others for risk. To document this disparity and to fight for 
survival, is a geopolitical act, a refusal to willingly submit to sacrifice. In following the layered 
meanings of the word domestic, we tilt the stage to examine not only how empire domesticates 
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racialized populations, but how the domestic becomes the terrain of resistance against racial 
capitalism. 
Domestic geopolitics 2: Everyday struggles of body, home, life 
Communities engage numerous strategies to challenge the imposition of contamination 
such as grassroots organizing through neighborhoods, churches, and translocal coalitions (Di 
Chiro, 2004; McGurty, 2009; Sze, 2006), research collaborations compiling scientific evidence 
of toxic loads and health impacts (Brown et al, 2011; Wing et al., 2008), and cultural 
methodologies countering the dual invisibility of toxins and racism from public dialogue 
(Adamson et al., 2002; Houston, 2008; Houston and Vasudevan, 2018). In conversation with 
environmental justice scholarship, we suggest that strategies to maintain everyday life (Di Chiro, 
2008) are a form of geopolitical work. We draw inspiration from Black feminists charging Black 
radical scholars with failing to consider the forms of labor, socialization, and racial violence 
particular to Black women’s experience, consequently erasing the crucial role women played in 
political struggles (Hartman, 2016; McGuire, 2010). Here, we review the political significance of 
the domestic, and in particular for Black women fighting for justice. 
Feminist scholars argue that the primacy of “productive work” in capitalism negates the 
diverse labors that maintain both economies and societies; from birthing, feeding, cleaning, and 
caring for bodies, to sustaining cultural and ecological commons, social reproduction is devalued 
in the wage labor system (Fraser, 2016; Meehan and Strauss, 2015). The “domestic” has had 
particular valence politically, inspiring anti-capitalist movements that fought for the recognition 
and economic valuation of the gendered labor of maintaining households (Federici, 2012; James, 
2012). As a terrain of geopolitics, the domestic reveals how states produce insecurity for 
marginalized populations by targeting everyday life, as well as how communities enduring 
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conflict restructure intimacy, kin, and care to sustain home (Williams and Massaro, 2013; 
Fregones, in Rokem et al, 2017). In Cambodia, female housing rights activists challenge 
government redevelopment efforts by politicizing the loss of their homes; while successfully 
garnering international support, this public voicing of grief becomes a vector for government 
sabotage through incursions into their intimate lives (Brickell, 2014). In Turkey, state programs 
focused on Kurdish women’s bodies, fertilities, and familial roles have become the ground of 
contestation for both Turkish statehood and Kurdish ethnic identity (Clark, 2017). 
Originating in Latin, domesticus, meaning house or home, is imbued with a secondary 
etymology as “household servant.” We note that the hearth of the US racial state/empire, 
maintained by Black women’s racialized, classed, and gendered labor, is embroiled in a history 
of struggle. In the efforts of enslaved women who “judged the plantation a viable site from 
which to wage war and engage in the process of emancipation” (Glymph, 2013: 492), and in the 
organizing campaigns of waged household workers (Nadasen, 2015), we trace a lineage of 
racialized oppression and resistance that calls for a repoliticization of the domestic. For Black 
women, the domestic also indicates a parallel space of struggle, that of nurturing their own 
homes, families and communities amidst ongoing violence (Davis, 1972). Following mass 
migration to the North in the early 20th century, Black women’s clubs organized neighborhood 
campaigns to address unsafe living conditions in overcrowded cities (Mann, 2011). This 
pioneering eco-feminism continues in the social reproductive labor of environmental justice, 
concerned with “the survivability of individual bodies, particular communities, national cultures, 
and the earth itself” (Di Chiro, 2008: 280).  
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Roberta’s history of fighting racial capitalism on the inside (in the workplace) and 
outside (in the town) are a starting point to consider how feminist political geography and 
environmental justice might be strengthened by engaging with the longer tradition of Black 
feminist theorizations around the domestic. We argue that social reproductive practices constitute 
a collective and embodied domestic geopolitics, engaging the US state’s necropolitical 
governance of Black geographies (Smith, 2016). In particular, we identify three categories of 
labor as domestic geopolitics. The labor of keeping wake refers to practices of caring for, 
attending to and registering deaths in the community, a secular ritual of valuing lives in death 
that are sacrificed in life (Sharpe, 2016). The labor of tactical expertise addresses how racialized 
people, living with double consciousness (Du Bois, 2008/1965; Fanon, 2008/1967), must strive 
to translate the lived experience of racial violence into forms legible to the state, such as 
scientific and legal discourses. The labor of revolutionary mothering (James, 1997) describes the 
responsibility placed upon and adopted by Black women activists to nurture communal life in the 
face of persistent death. In the next sections, we describe the context of everyday life in Badin 
and Flint, abandoned as surplus populations by a state intent on facilitating racial capitalism, 
followed with a discussion of the labors that constitute domestic geopolitics’ challenge to the 
racial state. 
Case study: Badin, North Carolina 
I promise you, every inch of that soil and the area around it, is contaminated. 
They owned all the property, all they had to do was go dump it in the woods… 
When the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources did 
the interview to try and locate all of these sites, they never came into the West 
Badin community to ask anybody about anything. So what does that tell you?... 
It’s not even hidden racism. (Morris Tennison, CCWBC meeting, 1.19.16) 
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Badin, North Carolina, was a company town of industrial giant Alcoa, where primary 
aluminum was smelted from 1917 to 2007 to produce commodities from airplanes to beverage 
cans. In and around Badin, toxic remnants of nearly 100 years of aluminum smelting produce a 
material archive of capitalism’s injustices sedimented into the landscape (Pulido, 2000). In one 
sense, as Morris suggests, the operations of race are not hidden in Badin. As a segregated 
company town in the US South, Badin typifies environmental racism: unevenly distributed 
hazardous waste that disproportionately burdens a marginalized population, who are excluded 
from environmental decision-making processes (Chavis 1994; Holified, 2001). Black workers 
were consigned to the dirtiest jobs in the plant, without significant protection until the 1990s, 
municipal and industrial waste were deposited for over 60 years in a landfill in West Badin, the 
Black residential area of town, and Black residents, dependent on subsistence hunting and 
fishing, were more vulnerable to environmental contamination. Amplifying the explicit 
discrimination, toxic pathways operationalize racism at a microscopic scale, complicating 
perceptions of and attempts to prove injustice (Chapter 2). Racism thus territorialized within 
West Badin’s landscape and bodies fosters death for Black residents and workers, condemning 
them with a generational transfer of lethal chemical exposures. 
Badin is a key node of racial capitalism in the global geopolitics of aluminum production. 
From plant construction to closure, Badin's story encapsulates a history of racial devaluation in 
the 20th century, during which time, aluminum production enabled the US rise to geopolitical 
dominance. In Badin, among the earliest US aluminum smelters, success and profitability were 
enabled by the disposability of Black bodies. Industry histories emphasize the availability of 
cheap hydropower as the key variable in locating plants, disregarding the significance of a 
seemingly endless and inexpensive supply of a Black laboring force. In the “New South,” former 
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plantation elites reconsolidated economic power following abolition and Reconstruction by 
actively exploiting racial divisions within low-wage workforces to develop new industries 
(Billings, 1982; Woods, 2017/1998). Black workers were ‘included’ in industrialization’s 
promise of a hopeful future as manual laborers, subjected to the smelting furnace’s extreme heat 
and toxic environment (Chapter 2). 
In direct contrast with Black abandonment in Badin, Alcoa benefited from a relationship 
of increasing entanglement and mutual reciprocity with the US government. In his 1961 farewell 
address, President Dwight Eisenhower’s cautionary note about the “unwarranted influence” of 
government by the “military-industrial complex” was likely referencing the consolidation of 
power by Alcoa, the US military’s sole source of aluminum material and technological expertise 
through World Wars I and II (Sheller, 2014). Alcoa integrated vertically and expanded globally 
in concert with US imperialism, by purchasing vast holdings including bauxite mines, factories 
and dams to power production, while planting its executives and investors in key foreign service 
positions (ibid.). The erasure of Badin from this tale of geopolitical prowess and modernization 
exemplifies racial capitalism’s hierarchy of value in the US in which corporations are designated 
personhood and Black people disregarded as property (Adams, 2007). 
Badin today is embroiled in contestations over aluminum’s toxic residues, entrapped by 
state neglect and industrial abdications. Black residents formed an organization in September 
2013, the Concerned Citizens of West Badin Community (CCWBC), to redress their exclusion 
from environmental regulatory processes and to address health disparities. This emergent 
struggle, in the aftermath of active production, testifies to residents’ realization of their 
disposability in celebratory accounts of national progress, in itself an act of geopolitical 
resistance. 
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Case study: Flint, Michigan 
When lead enters the body, it infiltrates all of it: the nervous system, the brain, the 
liver, the bones; no bodily system is spared. For children and developing fetuses 
lead contamination of the brain and nervous system at any level is clinically 
unacceptable… In Flint, Michigan, all children under the age of six—nearly 9000 
in total— are now being treated as if they were exposed to lead due to the 
contamination of the town’s water system (Ranganathan 2016:17-18). 
 
Nine thousand children potentially poisoned by lead, their capacities compromised for 
life, is not, as Ranganathan observes, incidental to the functioning of capitalism. Nine thousand 
children poisoned does not need to result from intentionally racist “bad actors” to be understood 
as an attack on a population that is 57% Black and 42% poor. This dispossession of life, land, 
and wealth from those who had invested in homes, is a continuation of settler colonialism and 
anti-Blackness through the form of racial liberalism, which “fuse[s] technologies of racial 
domination with liberal freedoms to represent people who are exploited for, or cut off from, 
capitalist wealth as outsiders to liberal subjectivity [and] for whom life can be disallowed to the 
point of death” (Melamed 2006, 2; Ranganathan, 2016). Flint’s reproductive catastrophe, with 
lead’s specific risks to the young and a plunging birth rate (Grosman and Slutsky, 2017) points to 
a profound devaluation of Black bodies and life. It is a biopolitical action against Black and poor 
people that cuts short reproductive futures and threatens generational damage. It is a theft of time 
from family members, who drive around town collecting gallons of water for cooking, drinking 
and bathing their children. Flint’s catastrophe gives new meaning to “life’s work:” the work of 
living and thriving is more intense and the stakes heightened in the struggle to keep lead from 
entering the bodies of children and loved ones. 
In 2012, the city of Flint began investigating cheaper sources of water. When the 
Emergency Fiscal Manager turned to the notoriously polluted Flint River in April 2014, residents 
immediately complained about taste and color, to no effect (Pulido 2016a). Within a few months 
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General Motors stopped using Flint River water in its plant: the water was so corrosive it could 
damage machinery. Excessive contamination was caused by pollution from GM’s factories 
(Pulido, 2016a; Craven and Tynes, 2016), and because of chronic disinvestment in the city’s 
infrastructure, itself a result of racial capitalism’s politics of abandonment (Pulido, 2016a; 
Gilmore, 2008). This valuation is underlined by the chronology, in which machinery was 
protected before people. By January 2015, Flint was found to be violating the Safe Drinking 
Water Act, and by February 2015, lead was found in Flint homes (AP, 2017). State officials 
dragged their feet, obfuscated data, and tried to discredit the Virginia Tech researchers who 
pointed to the widespread and potentially catastrophic problem. In September 2015, a study 
demonstrated that the percentage of children with high levels of lead had doubled; shortly after, 
the Flint Mayor declared a state of emergency, followed by Governor Snyder and President 
Obama. Researchers have found that the water crisis has led to a “horrifyingly large” increase in 
stillbirths, miscarriages, and a parallel decline in fertility (Ingraham, 2017). In September 2017, 
water was cautiously declared safe to drink by the Virginia Tech team, though residents were 
warned to continue using filters, and many rely on bottled water at great expense, despite paying 
expensive water bills. Flint resident Jeneyah McDonald describes her life with two children in 
these conditions: “I don't know any way to explain to a 6-year-old why you can't take a bath 
anymore every day, why you can't help mommy wash the dishes anymore. So I told him it's 
poison, and that way he'll know I'm serious. Don't play with it even when I'm not looking” (All 
Things Considered, 2017). Reports suggest that Flint children’s exam scores have plunged, 
whether from lead levels or the disruption and stress caused by the crisis (Riley, 2018).  
Race is a key strategy by which capital produces a variegated landscape for extracting value, and 
the illiberal means through which private property and individual freedom become naturalized in 
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white (male) land-owning bodies (Derickson KD, 2016; Harris, 1993; Robinson, 2000; 
Ranganathan, 2016). In Flint, depopulation and abandonment driven by deindustrialization led to 
the city becoming more poor and more Black: in 1970, Flint was 70% white, and today it is 30% 
white (Pulido, 2016a). Associated with Blackness, Flint’s people have become a surplus 
population (ibid.). In the relegation of Black bodies to surplus, whether as surplus labor 
(McIntyre, 2011) or as Blackness in revolt (Da Silva, 2013), Flint is marked as a Black 
geography outside the national imaginary. Rather than indicating the abjection emergent from 
racial capitalism, Flint’s poisoned water further embeds it in Blackness such that this devaluation 
also adheres to the white bodies remaining within its boundaries. 
How can we understand the ‘life’s work’ that Black communities in Badin and Flint must 
undertake to survive racialized toxicity? What do their struggles reveal about US racial 
geopolitics in the 21st century? In the sections that follow, we read social reproductive labor in 
Badin and Flint through Black feminist scholars. Attending to community deaths, interpreting 
suffering for a state that has repeatedly abandoned you, and nurturing life when you have been 
positioned for death: Black survival struggles exemplify a domestic geopolitics of everyday 
warfare against racial capitalism’s onslaught. 
The labor of domestic geopolitics 
Labor of keeping wake 
Reflection from Pavithra’s fieldnotes: 
When I first browsed through Tillie Rae Wallace’s scrapbooks, I did not realize I was 
seeing obituaries. Nestled between family photos and newspaper clippings, yellowing 
scraps from the Tarheel Alcoan, Alcoa’s monthly bulletin, profiled workers who had 
joined the company’s 25-year and 30-year service clubs. Beneath headshots, short 
columns revealed neighborly tidbits of employees’ daily lives: “Mr. Bruton, currently a 
truck driver, is a Mason and an Elk”; “Mr. Colson, a Methodist, enjoys hunting and 
fishing.” I later learned that Black workers refer to Alcoa’s seniority clubs as “the death 
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group.” In interviews, I heard story after story about the deaths of Black men who 
worked at Badin Works. Raymond, an Alcoan for over 30 years, estimates that 85% of the 
Black men who worked at Alcoa died unjustly and prematurely from toxic exposure. 
Initially mistaking Tillie Rae’s stories for nostalgic living room recollections, I now 
recognize the scrapbooks as a testimonial to the pervasiveness of death in slavery’s 
afterlife. 
 
Life’s work under racialized violence is about valuing death as a fact of life, an 
inheritance of chattel slavery. In Jamaica’s sugar plantations, death rites were crucial social 
reproductive spaces, where enslaved people could articulate communal and familial connections, 
affirm the social value denied to people in life, and assume “meaningful roles that could rebut 
the degradations of abject bondage” (Brown, 2008: 122). Black diasporic life is lived “in the 
wake” (Sharpe, 2016: 17-18) of slavery, with its multitude of meanings: “the keeping watch with 
the dead, the path of a ship, a consequence of something, in the line of flight and/or sight, 
awakening, and consciousness.” In West Badin, “wake work” (ibid.) takes many forms. In 
community meetings, West Badin residents conduct roll calls, naming friends and family who 
passed away too young, and those still alive, who bear marks of their battle for survival in lungs 
that struggle to breathe and hearts that threaten attack. Death is everpresent, and generations of 
prematurely dead appear routinely in conversations and community spaces as ghostly figures16, 
questioning declarations of progress or the possibility of futurity. 
Though Tillie Rae is the de facto community historian of West Badin, she is not the only 
one who keeps scrapbooks. An older generation of West Badin women compiled scrapbooks 
with obituaries like others collect treasured recipes. At one community meeting, three (now 
adult) women talked about their mother, aunt or grandmother collecting obituaries. In a 
                                                        
16 Avery Gordon (2008: xvi) defines haunting as a state of being animated by “a repressed or unresolved social 
violence making itself known.” 
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community dialogue that followed a presentation of West Badin oral histories, Glenda, now in 
her 40’s, had a profound realization of the scrapbooks’ significance: 
My great aunt has about four or five albums of just obituaries of African 
American men who have died from Alcoa… every now and again she would add 
to it, and I wondered… But [listening] to what you all have been speaking about 
and then thinking [back] on the album that she collected — she said, “Baby 
there's all these men, all these men who have died” — and it's amazing, I believe 
I'm probably not the only one that hasn't heard the story like that, in that 
retrospect (italics, our emphasis). 
 
In Glenda’s retrospect - vision gained from looking back - her great aunt’s practice of 
gathering obituaries gains new meaning amidst community conversations about toxicity’s 
impacts. The scrapbooks punctuate celebratory accounts of Black contributions to aluminum 
production, revealing the constraints that bound an older generation of workers from speaking 
openly about the hazards of industrial work. Raymond was warned by older workers not to “go 
off at the mouth, or we would get the plant shut down.” Residents often describe work at Alcoa 
as an opportunity for advancement through higher pay and social status, reflecting the very 
discourses Alcoa employed to recruit Black employees. Given this context, the scrapbooks 
contain a domestic archive of the unspoken realities of industrial life, signaling the burden 
generations of women have borne in attending to premature deaths. 
Wake work is recognition of slavery’s ongoing afterlife in the present, a rejection of 
teleological narratives of progress contradicted by pervasive unjust death. Inherited from West 
Badin’s female elders, the scrapbooks offer a veiled message to younger generations. To accept 
the offering, the labor of keeping wake, is to understand one’s own place in a lineage of 
premature death. Linking the generations is not only the unnatural death that is the inheritance of 
Blackness, but a lineage of resistance embodied by wake work. Black domestic workers 
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organizing for just working conditions in the 1930s and 40s for example, understood and 
narrated their own exploitation as a continuity of slavery (Nadasen, 2015).  
Roberta fought to get masks for black workers in the aluminum smelting pit, who worked 
for decades without basic protections from the fumes and dust they were enveloped in: 
My dad, had a towel in his mouth. But we complained. So we got masks… 
Because when you pull those carbons out, it was gaseous, and all around those 
carbons were gases. So when I got there in ‘76, it was gaseous to me too. But I 
knew there was a better solution. So we started with the 3M masks… 
 
When Roberta joined Alcoa as an employee in 1976, she found herself fighting for what 
her father could not say openly, despite knowing that he was being killed by work. In this sense, 
wake work is a fight for generations past as much as a struggle for alternate futurities. In turning 
to death, we are cautious not to re-pathologize Blackness or naturalize this connection. Rather, 
we wish to highlight how attending to death is another form of life’s work, a refusal of 
unwitnessed death (Sharpe, 2016). It is labor that makes meaning of death, resisting disposability 
in life and erasure from memory. Given an afterlife in the present, death ruptures the ordinariness 
of life to allow for transformation. 
Labor of tactical expertise 
The violence of racial capitalism in Flint occurs in the mundaneness of everyday life, 
where the shower to prepare for work or school necessitates time-intensive or risky options: 
drive around town to secure enough water bottles, and spend 30 minutes opening them one at a 
time to bathe your child safely? Leave town to impinge on a friend or relative’s hospitality? 
Close your mouth, shower quickly, and hope for the best? Reverend Rigel J. Dawson describes 
the emotional labor that accompanies these choices: “You wonder what you’re stepping into 
when you’re getting into the shower and just trying to make it as quick as possible…That 
uncertainty really kind of plays on you after a while; it wears you down” (Goodnough, 2016). 
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Daily life is reshuffled through the uncertainty of a context in which residents cannot trust 
information they are provided with: residents are told that their rashes and itchiness are not due 
to the water, but had been previously misled about the safety of the water: 
“It was like fire ants biting me,” Ms. Garland, 42, said, describing how she felt 
after bathing at home. “I scratched so hard I had bruises on my arms and legs.” 
“Some people still say, ‘Are you sure it’s not psychosomatic?’” Ms. Garland 
added, tears welling in her eyes. “When you can’t shower and you’ve got to find 
somewhere to go and your car’s not working and you’re thinking, ‘I can’t sell this 
house,’ it all adds up, and it’s very frustrating.” (Goodnough, 2016) 
 
Virginia Tech professor, Marc Edwards, understands that even if the water is now safe, 
“Some of those people are probably never going to take a bath or shower again without some 
level of fear” (ibid.).  
“Some level of fear” means the work of social reproduction is intensified through the 
need to parse sources of information, and to develop intimate awareness of a complex scientific 
and political terrain. In Badin, residents encounter an obstinate silence regarding the level of 
toxicity they live amidst. Corporations like Alcoa actively promote the “nonproduction of 
knowledge” (Roberts and Langston 2008: 632) by limiting the information available for 
regulation and oversight. For residents with illnesses, making available information useful is 
further complicated by the difficulties of tracing chemical pathways through mobile bodies and 
multiple sources of pollution in “landscapes of exposure” (Mitman et al., 2004). How to fight for 
life where the terms of struggle are so uncertain? 
In working as a “material handler,” responsible for sorting and dumping 
hazardous waste, Raymond described being exposed to chemicals without protection, 
where “we could barely breathe, but the environmental people were saying we weren’t 
exposed to anything.” To counter Alcoa’s repeated denials of occupational hazards, 
several Black employees began searching out hidden records to document the specific 
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chemicals used in the plant. Raymond discusses the research he conducted to counter 
Alcoa’s claims of innocence regarding occupational hazards: 
I made MSDS17 sheets, went around to the departments, and took notations of all 
the materials. When I reported what I found, it was like a nightmare to them: 
“Where did that come from?” I found things with skeleton heads all over the 
plant. 
As documentation became increasingly crucial to workers’ struggles at Badin, 
Alcoa began requiring non-disclosure statements from workers whose jobs involved 
access to files, as Raymond described: 
When I first went in there, they had me sign papers saying that I wouldn’t talk about it, 
wouldn’t share what I saw. Sometimes I would be in there by myself, would find 
people’s names that I knew what [work] they did. I would see guys I knew, that died that 
were exposed to radiation, so much that they didn’t even know how it affected them. 
 
Roberta and others “started slipping material out of the plant,” accumulating 
physical material as evidence of Alcoa’s negligence. Surviving in an industrial riskscape 
demands a particular labor of tactical expertise, to translate embodied experiences into 
forms of knowledge legible to the state requiring education in complex and inaccessible 
scientific, technical and legal discourses. In order to prove harm, Badin’s residents have 
developed an intimate familiarity with aluminum smelting’s hazardous by-products, 
including asbestos, coal tar pitch, fluoride, cyanide, polychlorinated biphenyls and 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. CCWBC leaders are learning to navigate a complex 
political landscape involving state and federal agencies, researchers from multiple 
institutions and disciplines, environmental and legal nonprofits, and private lawyers, 
variously specializing in toxicology, epidemiology, hazardous wastes, water 
contamination, civil rights law, environmental regulations, and workplace safety. The 
                                                        
17 “Material Safety Data Sheets” (MSDS), initially compiled by toxicologists and industrial hygienists to record 
‘safe’ limits of chemicals in biological organisms, were subsequently adopted by the Right-to-Know movement 
seeking to democratize scientific research towards workplace safety (Derickson A, 2016; Morse, 1998).  
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struggle is ongoing: West Badin residents continue to wonder if their own and family 
members’ illnesses are caused by toxic exposure and bemoan the lack of medical 
evidence that would validate their experiences. 
To challenge the racial injustice underlying disproportionate toxic exposure, 
Roberta used herself as a test subject to track discriminatory practices. Noticing that 
white women were frequently transferred out of dangerous jobs, but Black women never 
seemed to ‘qualify,’ Roberta began applying for every open position. When white women 
were hired for a safer and better-paid Shop position she had applied for, Roberta used the 
union contract negotiated with the company to push back: 
I couldn’t understand. We were more educated than any white female in there, but they 
were getting those jobs. And again, I had my [test] paper. We passed, we passed! I took it 
to my union brothers and sisters, and I said, why can’t we go to the Shop?…I just held 
them to the union book. 
 
Communities affected by toxicity frequently employ citizen science approaches 
and grassroots health campaigns to prove the unequal burden of toxicity (Brown et al, 
2011). Here, we suggest that the labor of tactical expertise, by which Black communities 
translate the lived experience of racialized toxicity into discourses legible to the state, 
constitutes a form of social reproductive labor. Tactics like gathering documentation, 
creating a paper trail, learning the intricacies of what evidence counts, and testing the 
system’s unspoken rules are a geopolitical challenge to the sacrifice zone. However, this 
work intensifies risk to those who assume or are assigned responsibility for collective 
survival, as we suggest below. 
Labor of revolutionary mothering 
Roberta’s paid work exposed her to innumerable carcinogens and chemicals. Beyond 
these ‘ordinary dangers’ of her work, Roberta’s life story is a litany of the ways she has had to 
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“raise sand,” in her words to stay alive despite racist and toxic violence. Roberta embodies a 
lineage of Black women whose survival strategies “[blur] the line between biological mothering, 
community mothering, and political activism” (Barnes, 2016: 52, citing McDonald 1997). In 
maintaining racialized life amidst incessant violence and active familial destruction, Black 
“revolutionary mothering” (James, 1997) traditions have reorganized kinship in queer utopic 
terms, nurtured covert and overt forms of resistance, and created autonomous spaces sustaining 
political activity across generations and traditions (Davis, 1972; Gumbs et al., 2016).  
As “the custodian of a house of resistance” (Davis, 1972: 89) in West Badin, Roberta has 
kept the fight alive in West Badin for decades. In the factory, she challenged discrimination by 
fighting for better jobs routinely denied to Black employees. Through the union, she fought for 
masks, fitted shoes, uniforms and improved working conditions for her co-workers. She fought 
with the union to take racism seriously when white co-workers rallied, parading swastikas, 
confederate flags, and guns. Her documentation of Alcoa’s cover-ups provided evidence for over 
200 occupational injury lawsuits. In later years, as West Badin residents began noticing an 
increasing number of inexplicable illnesses and cancer deaths among family members who had 
never worked in the plant, Roberta gathered information on occurrences of cancer and other 
illnesses by going from house to house in her neighborhood. In 2013, she co-founded the 
CCWBC to address the community’s health and contamination concerns. In addition to 
collaborating with advocates to become informed about environmental and civil rights law and 
policy, for the past four years, Roberta has fought with the town to take their concerns seriously. 
She has attended meeting after meeting of the Badin Town Council to raise West Badin’s 
concerns, only to be repeatedly ignored. 
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For her lifelong commitment and self-sacrifice, Roberta has been rewarded with 
patronizing dismissal, threats against her and her family, and rejection by town, company and co-
workers alike. When I spoke with Roberta and her sister Frances together, the interview ended 
with Roberta breaking down in tears when she described several incidents at work where she 
suspects a screw was loosened in a piece of equipment, intending to injure her: 
They were tryin’ to hurt me because I spoke up…I was bleeding and I didn’t know how 
bad it was… And then I got to thinkin’. Now if anything ever happen to me down here, I 
told one of the guys I work with, don’t move me until my sisters and brothers get down 
here… I was getting fearful cause I didn’t know why they were doing it, you know… I 
had to raise my granddaughter. And I didn’t want anything to happen to her. Nor any part 
of my family. It was tough working down there. (Crying). And I can’t hardly take it 
because I don’t like when people trying to… [Pause]. I’m done. 
Most torturous perhaps, is that in dedicating herself to fighting racism, Roberta has been 
labeled a ‘troublemaker,’ even by some family and community members, many of whom remain 
silent out of fear or loyalty to Alcoa. Roberta’s heartbreaking story reflects the paradox Black 
women face as revolutionary mothers: the work of care and corporeal sacrifice that underwrites 
racial capitalism situates Black women in “a position that is revered and reviled, essential to the 
endurance of black social life and, at the same time, blamed for its destruction” (Hartman, 2016: 
171). In a society built on Black death, the gendered responsibility for maintaining life positions 
Black women as geopolitical adversaries, with debilitating consequences for their own wellness 
and survival (Smith, 2016). The “heavy, intense and desperate” (Parker, 2015: 118) labor of 
fighting for communal survival amplifies the intensity of social reproduction for Black women 
seeking to bridge the gulf between their desires for change and the reality of sustained precocity 
(Barnes, 2016). The burden of maintaining not only life, but liberation, results in increased 
psychological and corporeal stress (Barnes, 2016; Smith, 2016), a stealth of time and care from 
those fighting for a barebones survival. 
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Domestic geopolitics: Everyday warfare 
Theorizing the “life’s work,” that communities of color engage in teaches us a great deal 
about social reproduction in the US at the turn of the 20th century. It is easy to see the cases of 
Badin and Flint as isolated instances of environmental racism, in which a condition of racialized 
toxicity is specific to being a town in 20th century South or industrial belt in the North. However, 
our perspective shifts if we realize that Badin and Flint are key nodes of industrial production 
deemed crucial to national security and success. To approach these sites through a language of 
internal colonialism is to understand the extraction of value from them as imperial ruination that 
fundamentally links racialized geographies within the US with global militarism and 
imperialism. Toxic exposure domesticates racialized geographies, rendering residents of these 
sacrifice zones colonial subjects, not citizens. Geopolitics conceived of as domestic enables us to 
grapple with how environmental toxicity acts as a territorializing force, colonizing bodies, 
homes, water, and land, and creating a sacrifice zone of earth and flesh.  
We understand domestic geopolitics as an approach to theorizing social reproductive 
struggles against racialized violence as everyday warfare. Layered within capital’s existing 
structures, “[woven] into the warp and woof of domestic life [is] a profound consciousness of 
resistance” (Davis, 1972: 89) that reveals trenchant geopolitical insights about surviving ongoing 
colonization. In noting the domestic geopolitical labors of wake work, technical expertise, and 
revolutionary mothering, we also suggest that these lines of futuring are pathways for scholars to 
follow in solidarity. While our conceptualization of domestic geopolitics emerges from the 
specificities of US Black lives and politics, we see utility in thinking across contexts of racism 
and resistance. The wasting of bodies and lands through toxicity is experienced by Black, 
Indigenous and Latinx communities alike, reflecting a convergence of disparate racializations, 
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including settler colonialism, anti-Blackness and anti-immigrant xenophobia in the current 
political economic juncture. Domestic geopolitics resonates in the presence and politics of the 
Mothers of the Movement for Black Lives, and in the clarion call of ‘SayHerName’ to honor 
Black lives in death. Domestic geopolitics reverberates across hemispheric divides and racial 
silos, in the “maternal activism” (Orozco Mendoza, 2016) of Argentinian mothers holding space 
for their missing children for decades, and in the revaluation of social reproduction by Latin 
American Indigenous movements (Zibechi, 2017). In beginning with feminist of color 
theorizations, racial capitalism’s intimate workings are made apparent through everyday 
struggles for life. These seemingly futile forms of labor are not simply about survival: they 




CHAPTER 4: BROWN SCHOLAR, BLACK STUDIES:  
ON SUFFERING, WITNESS, AND MATERIALIST REORIENTATIONS18 
 
Encountering reflexivity 
This chapter is a reflection on how I approach my research as a political praxis, a 
commitment to theorizing the operations of power in collaboration with communities devastated 
by racial capitalism. Here, I examine three encounters, occurring at various stages of my research 
process, that startled me and prompted deeper reflection on who I am in the world of my 
research. The first was a casual conversation with an older white man who spent decades 
working as a manager in the Alcoa aluminum plant in Badin, North Carolina, the aluminum 
company town that is the subject of my dissertation research. Following this interaction, which 
occurred after I had completed the bulk of my fieldwork with residents of West Badin, the 
African American section of town, I found myself questioning why I had chosen to ground my 
study of capitalism in Black experiences. The second encounter occurred during a campus visit 
in applying for an academic job. During one of my interviews, a white male academic who does 
quantitative work on social inequality, challenged my closeness to my research subjects, and in 
particular my focus on their experiences of suffering, leading me to consider why I focus on anti-
Black violence. The third encounter reaches back to the early stages of my fieldwork, to my first 
interview in West Badin with a pair of middle aged Black women, sisters, who recounted the 
traumas they have lived through. The paralysis I experienced following this interview pushed me
                                                        
18 Accepted pending minor revisions for Feminist Geography Unbound: Intimacy, Territory and Embodied Power, 
edited by Banu Gökarıksel, Michael Hawkins, Christopher Neubert, & Sara Smith, with the West Virginia 
University Press’ Gender, Feminism and Geography series. Resubmission in June 2018. 
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 to seriously consider my role in witnessing suffering, and its relationship to research as 
political praxis. 
I stage these encounters here, out of chronological sequence, to raise and address the 
following questions: 
Why am I, a brown immigrant scholar, working in Black studies? 
What are the implications of focusing my work on Black suffering? 
What are my ethical responsibilities in witnessing Black suffering? 
In what follows, I share the internal dialogues inspired by these encounters, to contribute 
to ongoing dialogues on the relationship between a researcher’s identity, their research subject 
and methodology: how we experience the world, which is determined in part by our particular 
intersections of identity, informs what we study and how. However, as I suggest in this chapter, 
our intersectional identity, the cards we are dealt, are only a part of the game. How we choose to 
play the game, is in equal measure about adopting a political orientation to the world, which 
informs our negotiations with the complexities of power, refracted through, but in excess of, 
identities (ours and others).  
My research examines how waste and race converged in the history of Badin, North 
Carolina, a company town where aluminum was produced from 1917 to 2007, and the 
implications of toxicity, as a particular mode of racial oppression, for the lives and politics of 
Black residents. My overarching methodology is Critical Performance Ethnography (CPE), an 
approach to research grounded in a triple commitment to analytical, activist and aesthetic 
production (Conquergood, 2013; Madison, 2005; Vasudevan, 2012). The overall project was 
designed in collaboration with the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network (NCEJN) and 
the Concerned Citizens of West Badin Community (CCWBC), formed in September 2013 to 
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address racial exclusion and health concerns resulting from toxic exposure. My fieldwork 
included a range of conventional research methods, reformulated to conduct research that was 
both intellectually rigorous and supportive of local organizing efforts. I engaged in “observant 
participation” (Vargas, in Hale 2008: 175) in community meetings, where I became an active 
member of the CCWBC, by sharing insights from fieldwork, supporting strategies for mobilizing 
community participation, and serving as a liaison to the NCEJN. I conducted 14 oral history 
interviews with 18 Badin residents, former Alcoa workers and their families; 5 of these 
interviews were jointly conducted with Naeema Muhammad, Co-Director and Community 
Organizer with the NCEJN, who served as a co-investigator in the project. In addition to oral 
histories, I interviewed lawyers and advocates who are involved in ongoing contestations 
regarding Alcoa’s environmental contamination, gathered publicly available documents from 
legal and regulatory processes and congressional hearings, and examined materials that 
interviewees shared with me from their domestic archives such as scrapbooks.  
From the outset, the project was undertaken as an “activist scholarship” project “in 
dialogue, collaboration, alliance with people who are struggling to better their lives” (Hale, 2008: 
4). Excerpts from interviews were incorporated into the creation of a 90-minute play on West 
Badin, titled “Race and Waste in an Aluminum Town,” performed initially for the local 
community in April 2016, followed by a facilitated community dialogue. The play was restaged 
for the NCEJN’s statewide Annual Summit in October 2016, and subsequently rewritten and 
presented as a formal theater production in February 2017 through the Swain Studio 6 
Performance Series at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Despite my explicit 
commitment to supporting organizing efforts through my research, I questioned both my ability 
and positionality at various points in the research process.  This chapter takes up several of those 
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moments, to address a broader question concerning the significance of racial identity in research, 
and its relationship to political orientation.  
This work contributes to feminist debates on the importance of reflexivity in scholarship 
aspiring to anti-racism and decolonization. The idea behind reflexivity is disarmingly simple and 
necessary: if power shapes knowledge production, then as scholars, we must interrogate how 
who we are impacts how we work and what knowledge we produce. Reflexivity calls for 
analyzing how we are structurally positioned (Haraway, 2013/1991) within a complex terrain of 
power relations, in order to uncover how our identities inform how we relate to research subjects 
and are received by them; how we navigate everyday life in fieldwork and academy; the choices 
we make in gathering and interpreting data; and how these in turn produce situated knowledges, 
a recognition that “all knowledge is produced in specific circumstances and that those 
circumstances shape it in some way” (Rose, 1997: 305). The desire to be reflexive however, is 
complicated by the politics of identity. Feminist scholars have rigorously interrogated identity as 
a “construction-in-process” (Ahmed, 1997: 157), that is produced through the intersection of 
multiple axes of power (Crenshaw, 1991). However, incorporated into disciplinary feminist 
projects seeking to succeed institutionally through appeals to neoliberal multicultural discourses 
(Puar, 2017/2007), the critical force of intersectionality is dampened through an “overly 
academic exercise of speculative or normative musings” (Bilge, 2013: 411), producing a 
genealogy of feminist thought that erases Black feminism’s foundational contributions. In the 
context of apolitical feminism, reflexive writing can serve as a self-indulgent practice that 
operates as a confessional about one's own privileges, divorced from transformative political 
praxis (Kobayashi, 2003) and reiterate the researcher’s grasp on power by serving “as a shallow 
of legitimation and a back door for the god trick claiming to understand not only the lives of our 
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research participants but even our own relations and limitations within the field” (Smith, 2016: 
137). 
This paper attempts an alternate approach to critical feminist reflexivity (Faria and 
Mollett, 2016). I ground my account in interpreting the emotional responses I was received with, 
in field and academy, that revealed my body to be “racially unruly” (ibid.: 89); however, I move 
beyond positionality (Nagar, 2014) to reflect back on how I navigated challenges I faced in 
research through a political commitment. I explore the potential of reflexivity, not merely as a 
tool for self-discovery (England, 1994), but to “help us advance transformative politics of 
difference in relation to our own research agendas” (Nagar, 2014: 85) by strengthening analysis 
of how identities intersect with regimes of knowledge production (Crenshaw, 1991). Two strands 
guide this reflection: first, the potential for destabilizing the academic ‘self’ in research through 
situated solidarities that collaboratively produce meaning (Nagar, 2014); and second, that 
orientations, “how bodies are directed towards things” matter for liberatory research in the two 
registers of what is most significant, and in the sense of physical substance (Ahmed, 2010: 234). 
In what follows, I bring these strands together, to suggest that as scholars, we are materially 
connected to experiences of racialized suffering in and through our identities; reflexivity can be a 
tool for social change when we orient ourselves towards building solidarities across the 
oppressive cleavages that unevenly produce suffering. 
This analysis reflects two decades of reflexive participation in social justice struggles. I 
am writing in a political moment, when it seems that the anxieties and fervent desires that my 
fellow radical desis in the U.S. and I had long discussed in private, have generalized into a public 
dialogue. In support of the Movement for Black Lives, Asian and South Asian Americans have 
called for a “Model Minority Mutiny” (Jung, 2014). In open letters to family and community, 
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activists reveal Asian immigrant communities benefit from the excesses of capitalism’s violently 
racial hierarchies (Iyer, 2014), and call for rebellion against public and state expectations of 
Asian Americans to be docile subjects and complicit participants in anti-Black violence.19 While 
such initiatives aspire to mutiny, their tendency to function as “inward-looking moral strictures, 
rather than explanations for how such disparities came into being” (Pan, 2015) reiterate the very 
narratives through which Asian Americans are positioned as a privileged minority, used to justify 
and perpetuate ongoing racial violence.20 Here, I pick up the desire for race mutiny through a 
reflexive analysis rooted in an explicit political orientation that begins with, but moves beyond 
static understandings of one’s own identity. Through participation in political struggle, identity is 
reformulated in terms of situated solidarities to challenge racial capitalism’s dependence upon 
identification with hierarchies of positionality. Such a politicization of identity offers a different 
entrypoint for self-reflexivity by activist scholars committed to anti-racism. 
This piece is a product of “kitchen table reflexivity” (Kohl and McCutcheon, 2015), 
reflecting the many informal conversations through which I processed the most difficult and 
awkward encounters of fieldwork with academic mentors, graduate colleagues in geography, 
performance ethnography and critical race studies, as well as my partner and friends, many of 
whom are more concerned with political struggles against heteropatriarchal racial capitalism, 
than the latest academic debates.21 What seemed like “everyday talk” (ibid.) led to profound 
                                                        
19 Open letter: https://lettersforblacklives.com/letters-for-black-lives-south-asian-american-version-f5d8ec9a46ac 
  
20 The narrative of racial complicity simplistically positions South Asians as uniformly privileged, erasing how anti-
Blackness complexly reverberates in and intersects with post-9/11 Islamophobic racial surveillance and violence 
targeting Arabs, Muslims and South Asians. See DRUM (2016) and Husain et al. (2016) for examples disrupting 
this narrative. 
 
21 I am particularly indebted to Anusha Hariharan for her insights into feminist of colors writing on reflexivity, 
transnationalism and South Asian history, Helen Orr, for her reminders about CPE’s dialogical approach to 
witnessing and suffering, and Stevie Larson for encouraging me to articulate my discomforts with identity with a 
spirit of radical generosity. 
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insights about the nature of race, power and knowledge, that pushed me to “get clear” about 
when my internal strifes intersected with operations of power, why emotionally intense 
encounters with ambivalent meanings may deserve attention, and most importantly, how to re-
examine and refine my political praxis through these reflexive practices. I have voiced thoughts 
here that I would rather – and frequently have – reserved for women of color spaces, in the spirit 
of reclaiming feminist critique as a generative practice rather than a territorializing maneuver 
(Nash, 2017). In academia and activism alike, the politics of identity require rejuvenation and 
honest re-examination, if we are to carry reflexivity forward as a tool in the struggle. In what 
follows, I explore the implications of being a brown (immigrant) scholar focusing on anti-Black 
violence, and the responsibilities inherent to such a political project. 
Welcome to America 
Ethnographic fieldnote, 7.24.17 
Last week, I accidentally found myself at the 100th birthday party for the Yadkin dam, a 
guest of the Yadkin Riverkeeper, a regional environmental advocate. The occasion was 
hosted by Cube Hydro, an engineering company that repurposes old dams for ‘green’ 
hydropower. Ownership of the Yadkin, and 3 other dams that have long supplied energy 
for Alcoa’s smelting operations in Badin, have recently been transferred to Cube. After 
having spent over 1.5 years learning about Badin’s history from its Black residents, 
being at the party felt strangely unsettling. The “party” was a celebration of the 
engineering marvels of the dam, and an opportunity for Cube to honor Alcoa’s 
commitments to safety and innovation. Guests included former Alcoa managerial staff, 
several of whom were easing into new positions with Cube; Cube employees who had 
come down to Badin from their headquarters in Virginia, including a surprising number 
of attorneys working for Cube who had specialized in “environmental law”; and local 
and regional economic development stakeholders from the city, county and state. Libby, 
my collaborator on a related health project whispered to me, “I feel like I’m a spy.”  
I walked outside, joining several guests who were listening to Tommy Gibson, former 
Badin Works manager, describing the workings of the dam, one of four whose massive 
flows produced hydropower for the smelting plant. A white man in his 60s, Tommy 
carries himself as if he is entitled to respect and held the attention of his audience about 
the marvels of the dam’s engineering. During a break in the conversation, I introduced 
myself to Gibson, as a PhD student writing a dissertation about Badin and Alcoa. His 
response floored me. “Welcome to America!,” Gibson said, at once friendly and 
condescending. I glibly replied that I had lived in the U.S. for 25 years but thanked him 
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nonetheless for the welcome. Having had limited access to white Badin residents and 
Alcoa management, I saw the moment as a valuable fieldwork opportunity. I asked 
Gibson what happened to former employees when the plant shut down, to which he 
replied proudly that they had been offered vocational training in order to transition to 
other jobs or retired with generous packages. Unsurprisingly, he did not mention the two 
hundred occupational injury lawsuits involving former workers, or the ongoing 
environmental contamination that residents are struggling with following the closure of 
the plant. I also learned that Gibson’s son is the plant manager now in the e-waste 
company that leases part of the old factory. 
 
I have replayed my ethnographic encounter with Gibson many times, wondering at the 
layers of meaning insinuated in his statement. Was it an innocent invitation to join in the 
celebration of technological and industrial glory that was the underlying narrative of the day? Or 
was it the drawing of a boundary, a delineation of (white) American greatness that implicitly 
rendered me forever an outsider to this country? After the dam party, I experienced a moment of 
intense disjuncture. In concentrating on the centrality of race throughout my research, had I 
misunderstood Alcoa and with it, capitalism? Why couldn’t I celebrate the tremendous 
achievements of engineering, innovation and development that the party guests saw embodied in 
the dam? Was my focus on race simply a stubborn insistence that reflected my own experiences? 
Or was race ‘objectively’ crucial to the development of capitalism in Badin and elsewhere?  
The 100th birthday party for the Yadkin dam was an education in the intimate 
reproduction of whiteness and in the stories capitalism narrates about its own history. In 
Gibson’s statement, and the constant invocation throughout the celebration of (white) ancestry as 
the source of innovation and labor that powered American progress through aluminum 
production, I received a glimpse into the entitlement of inheritance that white America claims 
through capitalism, and in who and what constitutes “America.”  
As an immigrant to the U.S., I enter into a de facto white historical narrative that justifies 
the existence of the state through ownership of land, modernization, and a colorblind self-
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representation of multiculturalism. This narrative is reproduced through a constant erasure of the 
ongoing violence of anti-Blackness and settler colonialism, the blueprints which creates the U.S. 
as a ‘blank canvas’ for dreams of utopia, development and progress. Whiteness in the U.S. is 
maintained through a series of erasures, in which indigenous existence is relegated to a historical 
past, and white guilt is salved through the legal abolition of slavery and the nominal gains of 
civil rights. In this landscape of historical erasure, immigrants must prove their allegiance to 
white America through their labor or symbolic gestures that disavow their presumed ties to 
terrorism, because of their skin color, religious affiliation or national origin (Puar and Rai, 2002). 
Those who accept these terms of whiteness may find themselves able to access benefits denied to 
Black Americans, and further serve whiteness as “model minorities” to uphold the lie of 
American multiculturalism. For immigrants like me – South Asian, middle-class, upper-caste, 
highly educated – our desires for and imaginaries of “America” are produced by cultural 
consumption well before we enter the territorial bounds of the state (Grewal, 2005). Always en 
route to whiteness, we can then live in comfortable suburbs with highly funded public schools, or 
walkable urban neighborhoods with farmers markets, failing to understand how these are 
superstructures built onto and dependent upon anti-Black violence and Indigenous dispossession. 
As a brown immigrant working on race in the U.S., the role my ethnic/racial identity and 
performance play in research encounters are a puzzle I reluctantly reflect on, despite my general 
proclivity towards self-reflexivity. Being South Asian, an ethnic and national background that is 
alternately valorized and demonized by the state, and as an immigrant who has faced both overt 
racism and subtle microagressions in interactions with Americans of various races, I occupy a 
complex racial positionality that is not transparent in research (Rose, 1997), not clearly captured 
in discourses of privilege and oppression. Since age 11, when I moved to the U.S., I have often 
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been asked where I am from and how I learned to speak English so well, misrecognized as a 
political refugee from Southeast Asia and an undocumented border-crosser from Latin America. 
When perceived as South Asian, I have been suspected about affiliations with radical Islam and 
envied as being inherently blessed with Hindu philosophy’s ancient wisdom, interpellated 
alternately into Orientalist narratives of the demonic and exoticizing varieties. Hilariously, one of 
the only times in my life I have been assigned a U.S. origin was while conducting research in the 
small town of Warrenton in Eastern North Carolina, where I was asked by a white man on a 
tractor what a “Yankee” like me was doing down South – perhaps projecting onto me the threat 
of encroachment by an imagined urban (brown, queer, liberal) North on Southern (white, male, 
deserving and increasingly precarious) independence (Silva, 2016). As a brown researcher in the 
U.S. South, working within a mostly dichotomous racial landscape in which Indigeneity, 
Latinization and ethnic diversity are consistently and visibly erased, I have struggled to make 
sense of the diverse readings of race assigned to me, and the corresponding emotions they 
engender in my research encounters. 
However, Gibson’s “Welcome to America” reminded me of the utility in occupying a 
racially ambiguous positionality in research, particularly as a scholar of race, where my very 
presence unfixes racism’s claims to truth, revealing the “unnaturalness” of race by destabilizing 
how bodily markers such as skin color, hair and voice are interpreted within localized racial 
scripts that reiterate the global workings of whiteness (Faria and Mollett, 2016). The first time I 
visited the Treehouse Cafe, Badin’s only restaurant, I stopped in between interviews, expecting 
to process my fieldwork while eating lunch. Instead, I waited for forty-five minutes to be helped, 
and ended up leaving after having a tea. Standing in the small lobby, apparently invisible even as 
a marked outsider to the area, I had ample time to make note of the restaurant’s kitschy decor - 
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deer antlers, fur coat, ‘homemade’ jams, repurposed mason jars - and familiar clientele - older 
white women leisurely sipping tea, wealthy well-dressed white grandparents encouraging the 
children to eat the field greens with the catfish. I knew intuitively, as I imagine most people do 
upon walking in, that this was not a space that was welcoming to Badin’s Black residents; racial 
scripts are repetitive iterations that we embody and enact in mundane ways, at times 
unconsciously, but they are perceivable, nonetheless. 
Gibson’s statement is not the first time that white Americans have sought to educate me, 
by inclusion or exclusion, in their version of history. Liberal white Americans have ‘taught’ me 
that their ancestors too were immigrants, and through hard work, made a home in the U.S. Some 
have perceptively noted, with the air of tolerance and a whiff of resentment, that they’ve met a 
lot of Indian doctors, and are my parents doctors? I sometimes prefer the less sugar-coated 
reaction I receive from those who find my presence to be an insult, who immediately offer that 
(brown) immigrants are taking over all their jobs.  “You may not know this,” all these 
interactions suggest, “but you are lucky to be here.” What I am not, for Gibson and for many 
other white people I interact with, is Black. And as a corollary, my political affiliations are 
unclear. I am more likely read as a student of engineering, as several guests at the dam 
celebration assumed, than a scholar of Black radicalism or feminism. 
Why am I, a brown immigrant scholar, working in Black studies? To center Black 
experience in examining racial capitalism, is an active rejection of how my identity is employed 
by the U.S. state, which positions me not only as a beneficiary, but as a mechanism for the 
furthering of anti-Blackness22. Beyond acknowledging my complicated positionality, I draw on 
an alternate identity that is rooted in a political orientation towards decolonization and the 
                                                        
22 For a parallel intervention addressing how non-Indigenous people of color and particularly immigrants uphold 
settler colonialism and Indigenous dispossession, see Lawrence and Dua, 2005 and Dhamoon, 2015. 
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possibility of creating another world. Within racial capitalism’s erasures lie submerged histories 
of Asian and South Asian immigrants who have understood that anti-Blackness operates as a 
template and justification for racialized violence within and outside the U.S. Through activism 
and scholarship, politicized Asian immigrants have situated themselves in solidarity with Black 
communities and struggles, an alternate path forged for some in realization of their own 
disenfranchisement, and for others, through re-examination of the lie of American democracy. In 
the early 20th century, South Asians who traveled to North America for trade and through British 
colonialism, discovered that the America that welcomed them was Black (Bald, 2013). 
Embedded within and excluded by the U.S., “Black is a country” (Singh, 2004) whose freedom 
dreams have long inspired Asian struggles for justice. Flows of solidarity, while situated in and 
emerging from particular contexts, have contaminated mythical imaginations of cultural purity 
with aspirations to freedom dreams (Prashad, 2001). Black radicals who understood their own 
racial oppression in the context of global colonization sought out political exchanges with the 
Muslim Third World (Daulatzai, 2012). Transnational exchanges between political leaders in 
India and the U.S. redefined how race figured in anti-imperialist struggles (Slate, 2012), and 
inspired Dalit activists to draw on Black Power movements for inspiration and strategy in 
fighting caste-based oppression (Pandey, 2013). Black studies redresses Gibson’s distorted 
glorification of the U.S. as a capitalist achievement: to dismantle racial capitalism, to imagine 
another world, requires study of how modernity is structured through anti-Blackness, implicating 
us all, and the possibilities of reimagining the world that are present in the persistence of Black 
life, in defiance of racial capitalism (Bledsoe, 2017; Weheliye, 2014).  
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Proximity to pathos 
A year after my fieldwork was completed, I was invited to interview for a faculty position 
with a geography department at a large public university in the South. My research talk discussed 
the importance of understanding the centrality of race to global capitalism, focusing on how 
racialized toxicity intimately infuses Black lives in Badin both politically and ecologically. The 
remainder of my visit was composed of interviews with geography faculty in small groups. One 
of these involved a conversation with two white male professors who do quantitative analyses of 
social vulnerability, spatial segregation and access to services. The meeting began with a general 
show of interest in my work, including questions about my fit in the department. One of the 
professors, Jason, seemed increasingly uncomfortable. After a pause in the conversation, he 
asked with sudden intensity, “How do you negotiate your proximity to pathos?” Unsure of what 
he meant, I asked for clarification. He continued, “Aren’t you concerned about positioning 
yourself so close to people’s suffering?” 
I was taken aback by his question. I thought about how these two professors research 
social inequality through quantitative data sets and tried to imagine their concerns about my 
research: theoretically, my work intersected with theirs, but my approach was not only 
qualitative, but grounded in an explicit political commitment. After thinking for a minute, I 
responded by saying that yes, there are various concerns, including the ethics of working closely 
with those who are vulnerable. And yet, there are lessons to be learned from people’s direct 
experiences of suffering about how structures of power “objectively” operate. He pushed further, 
“But what have you learned? Won’t your closeness to your research subjects influence your 
findings?”  
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I was in a difficult position. I did not want to make myself vulnerable to researchers 
whose insistence on objectivity precluded engagement with their own or their subjects’ 
positionalities. What had I learned from West Badin residents’ experiences that could not be 
gleaned from quantitative studies of access and vulnerability? I responded by saying, 
“Absolutely, focusing on experiences of suffering absolutely changes my findings. One of the 
things I learned, and did not expect to, going into this project, is the importance of death. We talk 
about social reproduction, and the work of maintaining life. But for those who are threatened by 
toxicity as a form of racial violence, maintaining life is as much about attending to death, what 
Black Studies scholar Christina Sharpe describes as ‘wake work’.” I continued to explain that in 
racial capitalism, for the most part, the premature death of racialized people are not taken 
seriously; they are considered incidental, unnecessary and sad perhaps, but not significant. To 
approach racialized deaths as meaningful, as a fundamental component of our current social 
structure, would require us to completely restructure current configurations in working towards 
producing a more just society.  
Thinking back on this conversation, I wonder, was it the pathos or the politics that were 
disturbing to Jason? While he framed his concern in terms of methodological bias, I intuitively 
responded to what I sensed beneath his stated question about my proximity to my research 
subjects’ pathos: a particular discomfort with my political orientation to research, which is 
framed in explicit affirmation of Black lives devalued by racial capitalism. Many communities of 
color, who have long been excluded, ignored and/or harmed by allegedly “neutral” scientific 
studies, understandably require researchers to demonstrate an explicit political commitment 
before becoming involved in research (Vargas, in Hale, 2008). When both the researcher and the 
research site are non-white, methodology becomes a tool by which to delegitimize the 
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intellectual integrity of scholarship (Vargas, 2008). When intellectual work reveals the extent of 
racialized violence, the non-white scholar is then blamed for over-identification with negativity, 
as though “the exposure of violence becomes the origin of violence” (Ahmed 2010: 68). In my 
response to Jason, I implicitly posed a challenge to him in turn, about how research without a 
political commitment, whether qualitative or quantitative, may in actuality reiterate the violences 
that enable Black death in the first place.  
In a sense, I am grateful for the opportunity this encounter afforded. Jason had 
inadvertently pushed me to reflect on as aspect of my research I had struggled to articulate. His 
question about my “proximity to pathos” raised the questions of why I research Black suffering, 
and the implications of this focus for understanding racial capitalism. Rephrased more generally, 
what is gained in studying capitalism through experiences of suffering? Does the study of 
racialized life express only the particular perspective of marginalized subjects? Or are there 
implicit lessons about how the structure itself functions? 
The lived experiences of Badin’s Black residents are critical to my examination of 
aluminum production as a case study of racial capitalism. As “the material of modernity,” 
(Sheller, 2014), aluminum has been of vital importance to 20th century development, enabling 
the geopolitical predominance of the U.S. militarily and economically. Characterized by 
mobility, lightness and speed, aluminum is infused into infrastructures of transport, everyday 
built environments, and communication technologies. Aluminum has scaffolded capital in 
narratives of efficiency, modernization and progress; this teleological imaginary erases the 
countless localized contestations over environmental and corporeal devastation wrought by the 
aluminum’s global supply chain (Padel and Das, 2006; Sheller, 2014). Badin’s history 
exemplifies the significance of the local and regional particularities of anti-Black racism in the 
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U.S. to global capitalism. Not only were Black workers particularly impacted by Alcoa’s 
discriminatory hiring and neglectful management of hazardous wastes, but, as the Yadkin dam’s 
100th birthday celebration reminded me, this material devaluation has been buffeted by a 
consistent narrative violence, that erases Black suffering from aluminum’s story altogether. 
Attending to how Black workers and residents have suffered is an effort to redress this archival 
erasure: narrating Black suffering is not only a validation of the experiences of those most 
directly impacted, but a decolonization of knowledge regimes that erase Black life from their 
explanatory frameworks, despite how notions of humanity, modernity and life itself are 
formulated in apposition to Blackness (Sexton, 2011; Spillers, 1987; Wilderson, 2010). 
What if we were to reconceptualize the inanimacy of aluminum, its attendant 
conveniences and cold comforts in our lives, through the violences and excess of Black 
suffering? Weheliye (2014) suggests a relational approach that begins with acknowledgement of 
how humanity is constituted by assemblages of racialized suffering, whose exception from legal 
definitions of personhood, or “juridical humanity” (Esmeir, 2012), served to justify the continued 
dominance of liberalism, even as these very racialized peoples are paradoxically excluded as 
exceptions to such law. Weheliye builds on Abbas’s (2010: 12) materialist reconceptualization of 
suffering, suggesting an alternate approach to political praxis through suffering: “For suffering to 
be allowed to live and desire differently, we must turn to those moments where its life and its 
becomings threaten an imperialist politics that moves predictably and swiftly to contain living 
suffering.” Abbas argues that liberalism distances suffering as unknowable, producing victims 
who cannot be agents, and politics premised on recognition of injury as exception, thereby 
upholding imperial and capitalist logics that produce conditions of suffering. She calls instead for 
a sensuous and compassionate recognition of the proximity of suffering, “that beholds us to the 
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work of the living that has to always contend with the dead and the not present, and the modes of 
presence and materiality that the dead and the living share and call each other to” (7).  
What would such a materialist relational approach to Black suffering look like? In Badin, 
racism has infused life with toxicity in the most intimate of ways, profoundly unsettling Black 
residents’ relations with their white neighbors, with each other, and with their local 
environments. Raymond recalled visiting Roberta’s house as a child and eating tomatoes her 
father had grown in his garden. He described how the tomatoes had black spots on them that they 
would have to cut off. Were these deposits of toxic chemicals that were being ingested by West 
Badin’s children? Joe recalled that he stopped swimming when he realized that wastewater from 
the plant drained into Lake Badin. Did Badin residents accumulate poison in their 
gastrointestinal organs through decades of eating fish they had caught in the lake? I have never 
lived adjacent to an industrial plant, never had to wonder whether the air I breathed daily or the 
water or food I took in were layering lethal toxins into my body, never had to question whether 
my very existence in a particular place and time were cause for concern. What if we were to 
reimagine the existential paradox of contaminated life in Badin not simply as an unfortunate 
exception, but as the very condition upon which my ability to live freely, drink clean water and 
eat safe food are predicated? How would my distance from suffering be altered if I allowed 
Badin’s sacrificial existence to contaminate my claims to freedom?  
Weheliye suggests that freedom would no longer signify inclusion into liberalism’s 
already racialized hierarchies. It is my distance from others’ suffering that allows me as a liberal 
to feel sympathy, to position those who suffer as victims in need of recognition or charity. To 
unsettle this liberal hierarchy requires a displacement of both victim and agent, and a 
repositioning of life itself through “claiming and dwelling in the monstrosity of the flesh” 
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(Weheliye, 2014: 137). The material experiences of suffering produced by the political violences 
of colonialism, chattel slavery and Indigenous genocide “offer pathways to distinctive 
understandings of suffering that serve as the speculative blueprint for new forms of humanity, 
which are defined above all by overdetermined conjurings of freedom” (14). To approach Black 
suffering relationally, Weheliye insists, is to not only redress the marginalization of Black 
experiences from abstract theorizations of modernity and humanity, but to realize that another 
world, a new possibility of humanity untethered from the grammar of racial capitalism, will 
emerge from these very lived experiences. Mutiny then, is neither a recognition of the violences 
enacted upon a racialized Other nor an acknowledgement of my own privilege and complicity, 
both of which uphold these racially determined positions. Rather, it is to understand that my 
possibility of humanity is enacted through Black dehumanization. As a modern subject, and as an 
immigrant from a postcolonial state to a settler colonial state, my personhood – not just my 
identity – is composed through the racial violences that are our collective legacy. If my labor and 
presence are valued, it is not in contrast with, but rather, constituted by the devaluation of 
another as flesh.   
I admit the challenges of such a materialist relationality. I write this piece on a MacBook 
Pro, composed of an aluminum body that is sleek, lightweight and promises to make my 
intellectual labor simpler. The transformation of aluminum into the commodity of the computer 
contains within it and masks the violence of exploited labor (Marx, 1992). The liberal demand 
that those who suffer to perform their injuries to the state to gain recognition embodies a 
secondary violence, by which the labor of suffering is fetishized as injury (Abbas, 2010). So, if 
not recognition or resolution, what does a materialist reconceptualization of suffering offer? 
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I remember that, real good 
I conducted my first interview with sisters Frances McCray Greene and Roberta 
Simpson, who had grown up in West Badin and lived there now with their families. We were 
sitting in their church basement, and the room was silent. Frances was the younger of the two, 
and it was apparent, even from the one community meeting I had attended, that she looked up to 
Roberta, a strong and outspoken community leader. I did not expect Frances to volunteer to 
speak first. I followed the oral history training I received and opened with a general question: 
“Tell me about growing up in Badin. What was it like? What do you remember?” Frances 
responded that “it was a good life in Badin.” She described a close-knit Black community in the 
segregated town, “a village” where adults shared responsibility for children, who would run 
through gardens picking fruit. They couldn’t swim in pools, so they would walk to the swimming 
hole, a secluded part of Badin’s lakeshore that Roberta described as “the Black side.”  
Frances’ nostalgic tone continued as she began talking about her father coming home 
from working at Alcoa: “and we would have to wash his work clothes, and it would be so 
smutty.” In the next instant, she was recalling a day where it rained hard. The deep ditches Alcoa 
had been building around their new construction site had filled with water. Frances’s friends had 
gone out to play in the rain, and four children had drowned that day: “And the different parents 
was down in there, you know, just trying to catch the children.” I asked how old Frances was 
then, and she thought she may have been 8 or 9. “Yeah, I remember that, real good.” She 
continued, stoically listing a lifetime of tragedies as they occurred to her: the trash pile nearby 
that burned for months from accumulated chemicals; realizing there was a dump site somewhere 
behind their house; the smut on her father’s and then her husband’s skin returning from long 
days at work; having to fight daily to survive the newly integrated high school. Roberta joined in 
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then, recalling “the good life” of childhood in Badin, prior to integration: Black teachers who 
cared, Black-owned dance halls and cafes, digging around in the trash pile for throwaway toys 
and scraps. After the drowning, Roberta recalled: “They closed that reservoir up, put dirt in it, 
and now it doesn’t even look like it existed.” The interview lasted for close to 1.5 hours, and 
ended with Roberta asking me to turn the recorder off, after revealing that a co-worker in the 
factory had tried to kill her for speaking up about racial discrimination. 
I sat through the interview, listening and asking clarifying questions, but some open 
receptive part of me had shut off after hearing about the children drowning. Looking back now, I 
think what struck me about the story was the ordinariness of the violence (Das, 2007). It sounded 
like it could have been anyone’s tragic memory – “a child in my class died when he was too 
young, and I remember it well.” I remember a child in my class dying when I was around that 
age. Incidences of death, in a time of youth when one assumes that life will extend indefinitely, 
are definitive moments that become sedimented into memory. But Brenda’s memory, recounted 
as though a memory of human suffering like any other, speaks of a particularity of experience 
that is not equally shared. Those children, one of them her classmate, died because an industrial 
company did not consider the lives of Black employees worth protecting, did not consider the 
safety of Black children, who had access to an unsecured construction pit, playing as though it 
were a puddle the rain had made just for them. 
I was incapacitated by the extent of trauma Frances and Roberta revealed. It took me a 
week to be able to process the interview in an ethnographic fieldnote: 
Oct. 15, 2015 
I did my first interview last Friday and I’ve been paralyzed and exhausted since then. I 
drove back with Naeema till Apex where I picked up my car. As soon as I was alone, I 
started crying. I cried again when I talked to my friend that night, telling her how wrong 
it was, how they’ve been fucked over. It’s easy to forget when you study about capitalism 
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that in a way there is nothing abstract about it, that real people are killed all the time, 
worked to death, poisoned to death; and yet, their deaths and the injustice of it are 
denied, masked, invisiblized by concrete poured over to rebuild and erase any evidence 
of it. 
 
I woke up in the middle of the night Friday, overwhelmed, making a list of all the 
logistics I needed to deal with. Until today, I haven’t been able to write about it or write 
any of it down. I cried off and on all day on Saturday, I’m crying again now remembering 
the injustice, the violence, the wrongness of it all. The powerlessness I feel, witnessing 
and feeling unable to do anything. The guilt and anger at myself for having such a low 
tolerance, such a limited capacity, knowing so many have been fighting for so long. The 
strangeness of hearing conceptual arguments verbalized so clearly in people’s 
experiences. The unfiltered, untempered rage and pain I heard, that breaks through in 
moments, and knowing that it’s there throughout, that people carry and live with that 
pain their whole lives, or even for generations. 
 
I wondered why I had chosen this site for my project. What is my ethical responsibility as 
a researcher, when there is so much suffering and so little I can do to alleviate it? I considered 
changing projects or altering my methods. I had only done one interview. Maybe I could focus 
on archives instead of ethnography, or maybe I could shift sites? If I did not return, perhaps they 
would not notice that I had left. I revisited my research proposal, re-read ethnographic writing on 
engaged scholarship, and reviewed scholarship on racial capitalism, hoping that one of these 
would make sense of the paralysis I was experiencing. Finally, I returned to my notes from the 
first CCWBC community meeting I had attended a month earlier. When Naeema and I proposed 
a project to record oral histories of West Badin residents and Black Alcoa workers, we were met 
by total silence in the room. I was mentally preparing myself to walk away from the project if the 
community was not interested, when Roberta stood up and declared: “We cannot remain silent 
anymore!” With a desperate intensity, she talked about how her father, and all of their fathers 
and uncles, had worked without knowing that they and their families were being exposed to toxic 
chemicals: “They were dedicated to their jobs. And they were dedicated to killin’ them for what 
they were doing.” Roberta’s urgent plea catalyzed a revelatory conversation about how racism 
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and toxicity had layered into their everyday lives, profoundly unsettling any sense of comfort or 
security that is associated with home: uncertainty about swimming in Badin Lake and eating the 
fish, guilt about exposing their families to workplace toxins by taking clothes home, anger and 
awe at realizing that the community hog pen was next to an industrial landfill. By the end of the 
meeting, those present were strongly committed to the idea that it was time to break the silence, 
and Naeema and I were encouraged to conduct interviews. 
I did not initially understand the silence at the community meeting. Through interviews, I 
have since learned that few people in West Badin talk to each other or their families about the 
generational exploitation and devaluation they have experienced with Alcoa. For some, talking 
about Alcoa feels like a betrayal to a deeply ingrained sense of familial loyalty, while others are 
concerned about their safety, well aware of how those who spoke out have been punished. Yet, 
in the economic and social precarity that has accompanied the closure of the Badin Works plant, 
there is a growing imperative to make sense of the history that led to the moment, to share the 
stories of Black Badin that have been erased from Alcoa’s celebratory narrative. In returning to 
the community meeting, I discovered my role as a researcher in this historical moment. As an 
outsider to Badin, and particularly as an outsider to the black-white racial binary of the South, I 
served an invested observer who could bear witness to and articulate the suffering that was 
expressed in recountings of work and life in Badin. 
Assuming I was not from the South or from the U.S., people would teach me about what 
America was, from a Black perspective. Tillie Rae Wallace, for example, explained to me why 
industrial jobs were so appealing to Black workers: “when the depression came and what you 
read about in your history… So then they had to move back south because they had no jobs.” 
Jason Anderson shared that in the 1920’s and 1930’s, Black workers came from Georgia, South 
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Carolina, Tennessee and other parts of the Deep South in response to Alcoa’s advertisements to 
make a home in Badin: “They gave their blood, sweat, life. Was mistreated and considered less 
than the other people.” In these and other interviews, I heard Black residents’ internal struggle to 
acknowledge the anti-Black racism that structured their lives, even as they sought to claim 
Alcoa, Badin, and the U.S. through their own contributions. Joe Black proudly shared that he 
was extremely valuable to Alcoa as a “pot doctor” who specialized in keeping aluminum 
production pots running efficiently: “That’s why when I left Badin it was, it was the best running 
plant in the world. It was really a good running plant. And I helped do it, I’m proud of that.” 
The community imperative to share their stories informed my role as a researcher. Yet 
the role of witness is not uncomplicated. Throughout the research process, I found myself 
questioning what it meant to be a witness. The stories I heard from West Badin counter 
mainstream U.S. understandings of racism as an unfortunate historical fact without bearing on 
the present. This teleological narrative was reiterated by many of my interviewees as well, for 
instance in their insistence that industrial jobs provided relief for Black workers from the 
brutality of sharecropping regimes that they left behind. Participatory research models frequently 
privilege the voices of “community” members as primary sources of authority. I found myself 
disagreeing with this particular interpretation of Black experiences in Badin as preferable to 
sharecropping.23 Yet was my role to accept people’s interpretation of their own experiences 
without critique? 
I discovered an alternate model of engaged scholarship and a response to my dilemma in 
how my co-investigator Naeema approached interviews. In speaking with Joe, he nostalgically 
recalled a time from the aluminum plant when, “after we got past all the racism and stuff, things 
                                                        
23 I thank Dr. Kenneth Janken for highlighting this disagreement in historical interpretation and Dr. Neel Ahuja for 
encouraging me to theorize this ethnographic disjuncture further. 
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got better and we were like a family working down there.” I was surprised by the idea that 
racism had been overcome and noticed Naeema reacting slightly to the statement. After all, 
Naeema and I were in Badin because of ongoing racism that excluded Black residents from 
negotiations between the company and the town. Naeema asked Joe, “what do you consider past 
the racism?” to which he responded that Black workers were able to move up beyond manual 
labor jobs to become technicians. Naeema framed her question as an innocent intervention, 
asking for clarification. However, having worked for some time with Naeema, I understood that 
as a long-time community organizer, she approached every conversation as a learning moment 
that would strengthen critical analysis through conversation. 
Naeema’s approach to research as an opportunity for building solidarity through dialogue 
reflects Critical Performance Ethnography’s (CPE) emphasis on the inter-subjective nature of 
exchanges, “a meeting a of multiple sides in an encounter with and among the Other(s), one in 
which there is negotiation and dialogue toward substantial and viable meanings that make a 
difference in the Other’s world” (Madison, 2005: 9). As a form of “dialogical performance,” 
(Conquergood, 2013), critical ethnographic encounters are an embodied interplay between 
researchers and their interlocutors as they interrogate the meaning of lived experiences. As 
participant in this interplay, Naeema is informed by decades spent working with Black 
communities in the South, and brings nuanced awareness not only of structural conditions, but of 
the complexities of how Black people interpret these conditions and narrate their own 
subjectivities. I have followed Naeema’s lead in approaching research as an enlivened, 
processual dynamic that generates possibilities for re-examining lived experiences and their 
relationship to structural forces. My research “toolkit” includes the radical aspirations and 
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theoretical explorations of the Black studies canon, which I bring into conversation with how my 
interviewees’ explain their own realities. 
In interpreting Black residents’ experiences with racialized toxicity as a form of anti-
Blackness, I stepped into a contentious terrain within Black studies about the implications of 
narrating Black history through suffering. By focusing on Black suffering and death, some 
scholars argue, scholarship performs a secondary violence by pathologizing Blackness as 
suffering, and fixing the Black body “as a suffering object that reinforces the global web of anti-
blackness” (McKittrick, 2017: 99). Black suffering has been central to racial capitalism, not only 
in the repeated violation of Black bodies, but in the subsequent and ongoing consumption of 
Black bodily violence as public spectacle, reinscribing the national body as white and forging a 
Black collective historical memory rooted in the horrors and everpresent threat of bodily harm 
(Alexander, 1994). The paradox of Black suffering – where Blackness is foundational to 
humanness and yet occupies “the position of the unthought” (Hartman and Wilderson, 2003) – 
leads to two divergent epistemological positions for scholars of Black studies: is Blackness to be 
narrated as a condition of “social death,” (Sexton, 2011; Wilderson, 2010), a state of total non-
existence in modern society, or is Blackness something that exists in excess of these conditions, 
an escape from abjection, a “fugitive movement in and out of the frame, bar, or whatever 
externally imposed social logic” (Moten, 2009: 179)? 
As a non-Black scholar interpreting Black suffering, I found myself trapped within this 
tense intellectual debate and the political implications of choosing from between Blackness as 
social death and Blackness as fugitivity. Unsurprisingly, the insights I was drawing from Badin 
were murkier, reflecting the complexities and complicities of lived experience that resist clear 
theorization but tension was present in their own telling. Frances’ narrative of lifelong trauma 
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and Joe’s nostalgia for an illusory post-racial moment signal the profound disjunctures that Black 
residents and workers face in reconciling their sense of loyalty to the company with the 
inexplicable injustices they have lived through. In this turbulent emotional context, Black 
residents’ disclaimers of industrialization as progress is no accident; Alcoa has spent millions 
producing an image of itself as a socially and economically progressive company that seeks to 
minimize harm, a narrative that was employed to reframe community experiences from the 
minute workers were recruited, through decades of exploitative and unsafe working conditions, 
and continuing on past the closure of the plant in the portrayal of Badin as the epitome of a 
caring company town. 
Frances’ litany of injustices reminds me of Audre Lorde’s (1997: 255) injunction that for 
those “who were never meant to survive,” the “illusion of some safety to be found” in silence is 
enforced by tactics of fear. I can only imagine the many ways that fear has been materially 
imprinted into the lives and bodies of West Badin residents by Alcoa, their benevolent patriarch; 
I can only speculate about how some overcame the intimidation, to decide that “it is better to 
speak” (Lorde, 1997: 255). And yet, in all the interviews and community dialogues I witnessed, 
detailed descriptions of daily life in Badin expressed an underlying depravity and disposability 
that was the condition of their very existence in industrial life: white powder that children 
noticed settling on cars as they played outside, the film on the Lake that was neither water nor 
dirt, the inexplicable blackened parts of home-grown tomatoes that had to be cut out, the smut on 
skin layered with workplace dusts that were deemed safe enough, the coughing up of black stuff 
for years after leaving a job, the acrid burn of chemical fires that burned freely alongside homes. 
If I, a temporary visitor to Badin, not having accumulated generations of imprinted fear and 
bodily insecurity, was to narrate Badin’s story through the progresses of industrialization, not 
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only would I be obscuring and denying the unspoken realities of Black suffering I witnessed; 
such a project would be, in Saidiya Hartman’s words, “obscene: the attempt to make the 
narrative of defeat into an opportunity for celebration, the desire to look at the ravages and the 
brutality of the last few centuries, but to still find a way to feel good about ourselves” (Hartman 
and Wilderson, 2003: 185). 
Is it possible to encounter Black suffering as a non-Black scholar without reaffirming the 
“racial table” that fixes power in whiteness and pathology in Blackness (da Silva, 2013), and 
without exploiting the Black body as simply a placeholder for justice (Hartman, 2016?)? What 
does it mean to be a witness? What can I offer, if not recognition and not resolution? I am left 
with these questions still, and the understanding that there may be no resolution, actually or 
theoretically, to make sense of the excess of violence that continually recreates Blackness 
through suffering. To embrace suffering, however, is not to accept defeat; rather, it is to 
understand “the importance of miniscule movements, glimmers of hope, scraps of food, the 
interrupted dreams of freedom found in those spaces deemed devoid of full human life” 
(Weheliye, 2014: 12). To witness, document, and reflect back these moments, is to make 
meaning of unjust deaths (Chapter 2), an alignment in solidarity with the possibility of alternate 
futures. For those of us who are interpellated into the interstices of racial capitalism, to prop up 
whiteness’ imagined entitlements to land, labor and luck, we can choose to desert our assigned 
posts. However, we cannot redirect our decolonizing energies and critical theorizations towards 
self-defeating pronouncements of privilege and complicity that replicate the frailties of white 
fragility. For to do so would voluntarily mute our mutiny. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
In summary 
 My dissertation examines the convergence of anti-Black racism and toxic wastes in 
Badin, North Carolina, an early aluminum smelting plant and site of an environmental justice 
struggle today. The project examines how residents experience, interpret and negotiate living 
with racialized toxicity, and what these experiences teach us about racial capitalism. I find that 
toxicity intimately binds race to waste through disconcertingly familial relations in the factory, 
everyday practices of caregiving, and distorted environmental relations. I argue that survival in 
the context of racialized violence is a form of “domestic geopolitics” that challenges the internal 
colonialism of the U.S. state through gendered social reproductive practices that attend to the 
everpresent threat of premature deaths, translate lived experiences of suffering into forms 
recognizable to the state, and enact radical forms of community care. Finally, I put forward an 
alternate approach to reflexive scholarship, that understands suffering as a material relationship 
that implicates us all and calls for building solidarities across oppressive cleavages that unevenly 
produce racialized suffering. 
 In my research, I draw on feminist political geography, political ecology and critical 
Marxist understandings of capitalism, bringing them into conversation with Black studies, 
feminist science studies and new materialist scholarship. I understand toxicity as a technology of 
racism that operates at a molecular scale, complicating Black subjects’ understandings of self, 
community, and environment, and relations with science and the state. In bringing forth a Black 
feminist and materialist analysis grounded in everyday experiences of living with waste, my
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 work suggests that “racialized toxicity” reflects a distinct regime of racism, particular to 20th 
century industrialization and its relation to racial capitalism. Racialized toxicity results from 
uneven racial development and necropolitical governance, in continuity with other forms of 
structural racism. However, the molecular nature of toxic interactions, the material 
characteristics of toxins which pose formidable challenges to perception, control and reparation, 
and the particular embeddedness of toxicity in industrial, scientific and governance networks, 
raise questions about how best to achieve racial and environmental justice when toxicity 
permeates bodies, landscapes and socio-political relations. 
 This project redresses the erasure of Black experiences from histories of racial capitalism, 
a form of activist scholarship that engages critical theoretical work in conversation with 
community organizing. In theorizing from Black lived experience and centering Black feminist 
scholarship, I counter the tendency of Black feminism to be relegated as an ethnographic and 
localized particularity (Weheliye, 2014), seeking instead to formulate theory that emerges from 
the margins. As suggested in Chapter 5, I intend to extend this commitment by reading Black 
studies in conversation with transnational and postcolonial feminisms, in furthering critical 
race/ethnic studies’ analytical contributions to decolonizing scholarship. 
 In what follows, I outline additional publications based on my research in Badin, an 
ongoing research project that is an extension of my dissertation work, and two future book-
length projects that elaborate on my interests in racial capitalism. 
Anticipated publications 
 In “Building an Archive of Living Memory,” intended for submission to Text and 
Performance Quarterly, I analyze my research play, “Race and Waste in an Aluminum Town” 
and the process of developing and staging the play. This article builds on my previously 
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published work on the value of storytelling, and in particular, memory practices, in addressing 
the dual invisibilities of race and toxicity in environmental justice struggles (Vasudevan, 2012; 
Vasudevan and Kearney, 2016; Houston and Vasudevan, 2018). I draw on literatures concerning 
memory as a place-based praxis for social change (Till, 2008), staged performance as an 
amplification of the oral history interview as performance (Pollock, 2005), and witnessing as a 
relational approach to suffering (Oliver, 2001; Abbas, 2010) to elaborate on the value of 
performance as a political tool to animate the silences and erasures of historical memory in 
communities affected by racialized toxicity. 
 “The Toxic Alchemy of Racial Capitalism: Black Life and the Making of American 
Industry,” for submission to Souls: A Critical Journal of Black Politics, Culture and Society, 
focuses on the specificity of race in 20th century industrial development. Building on historical 
materialist analyses of racial capitalism (Pulido, 2016; Robinson, 2000; Baptist, 2014), and 
histories of scientific experimentation on Black bodies (Rusert, 2009; Washington, 2006), I am 
interested in elaborating on how anti-Blackness in aluminum production functioned to enable 
experimentation in a “living laboratory” (Spillers, 1987) for the production of industrial and 
chemical knowledges. 
 “Race, Waste and Minor Histories of Capitalism,” slated for Capitalism Nature 
Socialism, is a theoretical piece formulating how race and waste converge in capitalism. I bridge 
critical political ecologies and historical materialist analyses of the centrality of wasted bodies, 
landscapes to capitalist accumulation (Gidwani and Reddy, 2011; Goldstein, 2013; Harvey, 
2004; Marx, 1992) with critical race/ethnic studies literature on the racialization of land and 
labor (Morgensen, 2011; Pulido, 2016; Voyles, 2015; Wolfe, 2006) and race as disposability and 
surplus (Giroux, 2016; Tyner, 2013; Yates, 2015). I am interested in thinking across Black and 
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Indigenous studies to understand how Indigenous dispossession and Black disposability 
reproduce capitalist logics that imprint waste as the “other of value” (Gidwani and Reddy, 2011) 
through race.   
Extension of current project 
The experience of living amidst toxicity is mediated by the politics of scientific 
knowledge production, which in turn informs environmental justice politics. The trajectory of 
environmental justice in the U.S. reflects a politics of “biological citizenship” (Petryna, 2004), 
where claims for inclusion in state structures are premised upon biological status or biomedical 
need. In Badin, residents have repeatedly shared the uncertainty of knowing how they and their 
families have been affected by toxic exposure, and expressed hope in gaining more certainty 
through health studies that would prove the extent of injustice. To examine the political 
possibilities of health and biomedicine, I am working on two related pieces: a theoretical 
exploration of the bio/necropolitics of racialized toxicity, and an applied epidemiological project 
on disparate exposures, as I describe in greater detail below. 
 In “Illness as Injustice: Debility, Suffering and the Biomedicalization of Racial 
Violence,” that I plan to submit to Social Science and Medicine, I explore health politics in 
environmental justice where injustice is articulated in terms of illness (Nguyen, 2005). I 
conceptualize racialized toxicity as a complex assemblage involving toxic interactions with 
bodies (Mitman et al., 2004), techno-scientific apparatuses producing knowledge and uncertainty 
(Murphy, 2006), and necropolitical governance regimes (Mbembe, 2003). The difficulties of 
perceiving and proving toxic interactions in “chemical regimes of living” (Murphy, 2008) where 
toxic exposure produces a generalized sense of debility (Puar, 2009), necessitate scientific 
expertise to translate embodied experience into forms of legible to the state. However, these 
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discourses rely on scientific paradigms that obscure their underlying racial logics (Roberts, 
2011), and assume the racial state to be an ally, in denial of ongoing abandonment of racialized 
subjects by the racial state (Kurtz, 2009; Pulido et al., 2016). The article concludes by asking 
what abolition might look like in the context of racialized toxicity (Heynen, 2016; Krupar and 
Ehlers, 2016). 
 In a related effort, I am collaborating with Libby McClure, Ph.D. student in social 
epidemiology at the Gillings School of Public Health at the University of North Caroline, Chapel 
Hill, to trace the racialized and gendered health impacts of toxic exposure in Badin using 
company records, union archives and through development of a community survey. While this 
study cannot prove the extent to which residents were physiologically impacted, we hope we 
may validate their experiences by addressing their uncertainty, in order to support community 
organizing efforts. This project also performs a methodological intervention. The published 
literature regarding occupational epidemiology in aluminum production, largely funded by the 
industry, focuses on celebrated company-initiated interventions into hearing loss and 
methodological advances. The stark absence of evidence on the health impacts of toxic exposure, 
or the disparate exposure to toxicity by race, reveals an underlying whiteness in disciplinary 
epidemiology (Zuberi and Bonilla-Silva, 2008). Our work considers the possibilities for an 
abolitional health politics (Krupar and Ehlers, 2016) in this context, to explore what can or 
cannot be captured of racialized toxicity’s dynamics through epidemiological methods. We plan 
to publish our findings as a co-authored piece, titled “Disparities by Race and Gender due to 




Future research directions 
I am interested in developing two book projects that extend my examination of racialized toxicity 
as a mode of racial capitalism, as I describe in brief below. 
1. Race and waste in San Antonio, Texas: The domestic geopolitics of racial capitalism  
 I plan to develop a new local project in San Antonio, Texas that continues my work in 
conducting community-engaged collaborative research. Building on the concept of “domestic 
geopolitics” (co-authored with Dr. Smith in Chapter 3), I will investigate racialized toxic 
exposure in San Antonio, Texas through a series of case studies, including military 
contamination hotspots, fracking wastewater wells and waste transfer routes, to explore how the 
bodily and spatial devaluation of communities of color enables U.S. military-economic growth. I 
am interested in understanding the social reproductive practices that sustain communal resilience 
and political agency in this context, theorized through a Chicana and Latin American decolonial 
feminist lens. I plan to collaborate with the Southwest Workers Union, a nonprofit with over 
twenty years experience organizing LatinX communities in San Antonio, and Universidad Sin 
Fronteras, a multi-city collective education institute, to build a community-owned repository of 
multimedia and curricular materials for public education. 
2. Exposing aluminum: Race and waste in global capitalism 
 How do race and waste converge in the global production of aluminum?  
How are socio-spatial structures of race reiterated, transformed or dismantled in 
disparate regional contexts?  
 How does waste figure variably in relation to regional contexts?  
 What threat, if any, do race and waste pose to capital?  
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 This book elaborates a materialist and feminist of color reading of racial capitalism 
through case studies examining the lived experiences of workers and their communities who 
constitute the global production network of aluminum. In Section 1, “Element,” I examine how 
bauxite ore is transformed into scientifically pure aluminum through the corporeal and ecological 
devastation of mining. I draw on case studies of Indigenous dispossession in Australia, lower-
caste and tribal exploitation in India, and the contamination of freshwater by mining debris in 
Pará, Brazil, to explore the Anthropocene’s casualties of broken earth and bodies. Section 2, 
“Experiment,” addresses racialized toxicity in Badin, North Carolina, as a form of experimental 
techno-science in racial capitalism’s industrial variant. Here, I bring together science and 
technology studies approaches to the world as laboratory, and the U.S. South’s role as a crucible 
of racial management in capitalism. In Section 3, “Explosion,” I read the 2012 explosions caused 
by aluminum dust in Apple’s factories in Chengdu and Shanghai, China, alongside Caribbean 
worker uprisings in bauxite mining, to explore the latent threat that race and waste pose to 
capitalism. The book closes with “Emergence,” an exploration of the transnational possibilities 
of abolition across aluminum’s global network, through a materialist-feminist of color analytic. 
What does the future hold for countries like Suriname, struggling with massive displacement and 




APPENDIX 1: RACE & WASTE IN AN ALUMINUM TOWN 
 
A Play in Development Based on Oral Histories with Residents of Badin, North Carolina 
Playwright: Pavithra Vasudevan 
Draft 11: Feb. 19, 2017 
 
Cast of Characters 
 
Tillie Rae Wallace – Black, early nineties  
 
Roberta Simpson – Black, mid fifties 
 
Morris Tennison – Black, late sixties 
 
Raymond Ellis – Black, fifties 
 
Myrna Ellis – Black, fifties 
 
Joe Black – Black, early sixties 
 
Marilyn Crawford – Black, late seventies 
 




Georgia (Marilyn double in first community meeting) 
 
Marilyn Crawford (flashback) – Black, nineteen 
 
David Crawford (Marilyn’s husband) – Black, early twenties 
 
Jimmy Dead (Tommy’s father) – white, forties 
 
Earl Baron – black, thirties 
 
Betty Grier (Secretary, W. Badin Alumni Association) – Black, forties 
 
John (Morris’ supervisor) – White, forties 
 
Lee Merrill (Alcoa service worker) – black, late fifties 
 
 
TIME: Present-day and in the time of memory 
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PLACE: Badin, North Carolina 
 
SET: 
Downstage right-center is a LIVING ROOM. An armchair and a loveseat, both draped with 
quilts. A projection surface hangs behind the chairs. Old laminated family photos hang on walls 
(projected). Cabinet chock full of small porcelain objects and Black ceramic dolls. A record 
player sits on a small table to the side, a stack of records below it. 
 
Centerstage is a CHURCH BASEMENT used for community meetings. Chairs arranged around 
table in a rough semicircle, neatly laid with pink plastic tablecloth. Vase with plastic flowers sits 
on table. Framed picture of Jesus hangs on wall.  
 
Other areas on stage serve as floating interview spaces, indicated by spotlights as needed.   
 
 
Scene: LIVING ROOM. “How can I believe” by Clyde Bernhardt playing. We hear the sound of 
a door knock, a pause, and then louder knocking. TILLIE RAE, a youthful woman in her 




Hello, come on in, come on in. I’m Tillie Rae Wallace. Yes, it’s nice to meet you. Did you find 
your way alright? I don’t get visitors up here too often, and it’s not easy to find my place.  
 
Come on in. It’s a bit crowded. Sit down right here.  Now don’t be afraid to talk loud to me 
because I can’t hear, even with the hearing aid. I knew you were coming but I  didn’t put it on 
because it bothers me. And I said, I’m gonna ask them just to yell at me, like, you know how you 
yell at children (laugh). I will not be offended.  
 
How long have I lived here? Well, I grew up in West Badin most of my life. But I’ve been living 
up here, outside town, for a long long time. Doodle bug – that’s what I call my baby boy - he was 
about 5 or 6 when I left my husband and moved up here to the country. And doodle bug is 
probably about 55. Well, he died at the age of 32, but if he’d had been living he’d be about 55. 
When you have a whole lot of children, your memory is not as bright as it should be (laugh). 
After all I’ll be 90 in a couple of days. But yes, I’ve been up here almost 50 years.  
 
Morris told me you were interested in the history of Badin. I wasn’t sure what you would be 
asking, so I pulled out a few things. This book is by Star Jones. You know Star? She’s on that 
show, “The View.” Star is from here.  
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(Pause, listening to music) That’s Clyde Bernhardt. You must have heard of him? He used to live 
here, worked at Alcoa when he was a boy. He went off and became real famous. He writes about 
growing up in Badin in his book. [Skim book, skip to p27, marked with a post-it and read snippet 
aloud.] 
 
“School let out in March of 1918 and I got a job working for the big Tallahassee Power 
Company, which later was the Alcoa Aluminum Company plant. Paid twenty-five cents an hour 
for a ten-hour day just for soaking rusty bolts in kerosene.  
 
When I told Mama how I saw these big cranes in there, a couple hundred feet up lifting big 
buckets of hot, liquid metal, how men was cutting things all over with big rains of sparks falling 
down, how hot and sweaty it was all the time, maybe 125 degrees, she didn’t like it at all.” (Shut 
book.) I wouldn’t have liked it either if Doodle Bug had to work in that plant.   
 
I don’t know too much, but I’ve been collecting a few things about Badin’s history over the 
years. If you have some time, I’ll show you. Yes, just some cutouts from the newspaper, and 
some photographs. Now where did I put that scrapbook? [Get up and start searching.] 
 
Scene: Cedar Grove AME Zion CHURCH BASEMENT, New London, NC, half a mile down 
the road from the town of Badin. A cool night, shortly after sunset, early winter 2015. People 
walk in sporadically, some alone, some in twos and threes. They stop to say hello to each other, 
ask about families, talk about church on Sunday, work etc. 
 
ROBERTA 
Alright y’all, everyone get a plate, help yourselves. There’s sweet tea and lemonade and water 
over there. Let’s get this meeting started.  
 
As you all know, we are the Concerned Citizens of West Badin Community. We got together a 
couple of years ago to deal with the pollution of Badin Lake and the area around the Badin 
Works aluminum plant that’s been affecting our community for years. Some folks have moved 
away and live nearby in East Badin or in New London, but we’re all from West Badin and we’re 
here because we care about what happens to West Badin.  
 
Morris, you got anything to say? 
 
MORRIS 












(Chuckle) Yeah, you’re invited. Maybe you can bring some of that BBQ sauce you made for the 
picnic last time?  
 
ROBERTA 
That’s momma’s special recipe. Can’t tell you what it is, but I will bring some. Morris, you want 
to start us off with a prayer? 
 
MORRIS 
Alright then.  
 
ALL 
(Stay seated, head bowed) 
 
MORRIS 
Lord, thank you for bringing all these folks out today. Give us the strength to keep on fighting 






Let more people realize what is going on in the West Badin community and get involved. We 
pray for those that have passed, that gave their lives for that plant, and for all those that are 















Amen. Thank you Morris. The first thing we have on our agenda today is to talk about writing up 
our organization’s mission. So then, what concerns do y’all have? 
 
Scene: LIVING ROOM. TILLIE RAE is slowly flipping through a scrapbook. 
 
TILLIE RAE 
When the depression came -- what you read about in your history, about the depression and thing 
-- my family had to move back South from Philadelphia because they had no jobs. But Alcoa 
was functioning, and it is said that my father walked, him and some other men from Cheraw, 
South Carolina. That’s 60 miles they walked to Badin, to get jobs! At that particular time I was 8 
years old, but I don’t remember and neither would I have been knowing… you don’t know your 
momma ain’t able to buy shoes, you know what I mean? (laugh) They don’t put those burdens on 
you.  
 
I used to live down there in West Badin. My children did play on that trash pile. All the children 
played on that trash pile. We loved it! Sometimes you would find broken toys and different 
things to play with. I guess you could say we was poor and didn’t know it… (laugh). So you’re 
down on that trash pile and you’re fishing for things that you can play with, and nobody thinks 
nothing of it. There was a little creek that went by there, which is still there. The children loved 
to play in it, fish for little fish in it. Especially if it rains, you will see little small fish in it. 
 
All this stuff that went to the trash pile-- they was not caring about it. Because the blacks were so 
glad to have jobs. They had come off of slavery, they had come off of share cropping. They were 
not educated. And whatever happened, at least they thought it was a better way of life. And it 
was, in a way, a better way of life.  
 
Scene: Interview with MORRIS. 
 
MORRIS 
You ready? Got your recorder turned on? 
 
My name is Morris Tennison. I’m 69, and I do whatever I please! (laugh) I retired from Alcoa in 
2000. I went through an auto mechanic apprentice program, I was a metal furnace operator and 
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in my last job capacity, I was a mechanical and electrical supervisor. I worked there 31 years and 
10 months. I do electrical work sometimes now. Not as a job, but to help people out that need it. 
 
I was born in West Badin. Growing up, my family lived less than a quarter of a mile from the 
plant. We were born and raised there – Alcoa had a plant doctor who basically delivered all 6 of 
us. I grew up knowing all about the plant. You could hear the noises there throughout the day. If 
I’d stayed there I could have literally walked to work. I came out of college after a year because 
my dad lost his job. At that time I married Hannah and we’ve been married near 50 years. We 
moved up here to New London, 3 and a half miles from where I was born. Never had any desire 
to move elsewhere. 
 
Back in the 20’s and 30’s when Alcoa really got going, they sent out flyers all around the 
country:  
“Come here to work, come to the South…!” 
  
Blacks came from all over – Georgia, deep in South Carolina, from Tennessee. Some came back 
from up North too, in the hopes of making a living and being able to take care of their families.  
They gave their blood, sweat, their lives. And they were mistreated and considered less than. It’s 
one of the reasons why I want to move forward and make things better in this community. 
 
You talked to any white folk in Badin yet? No? Can’t say I’m surprised. There’s only one white 
person I can think of who would talk about our history here. I’ll call Tommy and see if he’ll talk 
to you… (Dial phone). “Hey Tommy, it’s Morris. Yeah, it’s been a while. How’s the family…” 
 
Scene: Interview with MARILYN CRAWFORD. 
 
MARILYN 
Honey, don’t go taking any pictures of me today, alright? I got my rollers in, I ain’t about to look 
like this in public! So what’s all this about? Roberta told me you want to know more about 
Alcoa?  
 
My husband worked there. That’s his picture. He was a good lookin’ devil! 
 
We met in West Badin. But I wasn’t from here. How did we meet? Well. It was 1956, and I was 
in Badin for the summer, visiting my cousin… 
Scene: Flashback. Projection of small company homes on a dirt road. Badin Works aluminum 
plant and smokestack in the back. A man in his early 20’s is working in his front yard. In the 





Marlene! Girl, you are so slow. I’m dying for a soda! I’ll wait outside for you alright? Hurry up 
or that Mr. Hugh will close the store. You know he starts his drinking early! (Check hair in 
hallway mirror. Walk out onto porch, looking down the street. Notice young man next door. 
Quick smile and look away.) 
 
DAVID CRAWFORD 
Well… hello. I don’t believe I’ve seen you around these parts before.  
 
MARILYN (young) 
Hello. I’m here visiting my cousin Marlene. 
 
DAVID 
I didn’t know Marlene had such a pretty cousin. How long are you in town for?  
 
MARILYN 
For the summer. I just finished high school down near Norwood and I’m looking for some work. 
 
DAVID 
Well, I might have to show you around while you’re here. We could stroll down to the old 
theater, and maybe stop by the People’s Place and get a coke. You know how to shoot pool? 
Yeah, we got a pool hall here, the Busy Bee! I can show you a trick or two… 
 




(Dance to background music, lost in the memory briefly.) 
It was a summer of love. We used to go out to that recreational place they had, the dance hall. 
We went to movies at Badin Road Theater. He was tall and handsome, mmhmm. You know he 
played basketball for the West Badin Blue Devils! They were a real team back then. Even won 
the state championship a couple years later. Anyway, that was a long time ago honey! Why you 
digging around in all this old history anyway? 
 
Scene: Interview with TOMMY DEAN. 
 
TOMMY 
Come on in. My wife’s not home today, visiting the grandkids. We can sit right here at the 
dining table. Morris told me you’re doing interviews with folks about growing up Badin? 
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My name’s Tommy Dean. My family is all Alcoa. My grandfather worked as a laborer, helping 
build the dams, so they could generate power to operate the plant. Gosh, I don't know the date… 
something like 1916, 17, 18? He and his brother were among the first hourly employees at 
Alcoa, testing the purity of the aluminum metal in the laboratory. They both put in about forty 
years. They died with a diagnosis of leukemia, but I know it was mercury poisoning. Lots and 
lots of history over there. My dad was in the 25 year club at Alcoa, worked as a lineman. My 
older brother was in the 25 year club, worked as a pot room technician in the pot rooms and the 
smelting plant. 
 
In our household growing up, we weren't allowed to do racial jokes and stuff like that. We had 
the farm here and a couple of black guys worked on the farm when we were cutting hay or corn 
or wheat or getting up soybeans. When we sat down to each dinner, the black guys would sit 
outside under the shade tree and eat their plate outdoors. My dad would say to them, “you work 
my field, you good enough to eat at my table.” That was what the home I came up in. We were 
not allowed to make off color, or racist, or ethnic jokes. It was a cultural thing, a kind of way we 
grew up. 
 
Culturally you had West Basin which was the black section and you had East Badin which was 
the white section. And there was no crossover. Now, these guys would all come and work 
together, and you would think they would be laughing and joking, but when they walked out that 
door, it was totally segregated.  
 
Now there were lots of people who really weren’t racist. Prejudiced? Yes. Racist? No. I mean 
I'm aware he's black. He’s aware I'm white. That's a form of prejudice. But, the point where it 
stand in the way of you socially interacting in a functional and equal way, that’s when it becomes 
racist. But even though they might have been sympathetic,  there’s very few local white guys 
who would stand up publicly. But, for a guy to take the position I did, you basically alienate 
yourself from 90 percent of the white community. And so, they just wouldn't do it. Just fear and 
intimidation. But frankly, I didn't give a damn.  
 
Scene: Community meeting, CHURCH BASEMENT 
 
ROBERTA 
So then, what concerns do y’all have? 
JOE 
Our sidewalks are all broken up, is that something this group can work on? Old lady Ella twisted 
her ankle the other day when she was walking home. It’s real dark out, and they still haven’t put 





What about applying for one of those grants? Have we ever gotten a grant to help us fix up West 
Badin? 
GEORGIA 
That’s a great idea. Alcoa’s trying to help the community out with those grants. Did you see the 
lights they put up and the flowers they planted by the Treehouse Café? They did it up real nice 
for the centennial couple of years ago. 
 
MORRIS 
I would like to be there the day Alcoa decides to help us out of their own free will! (Chuckle.) 
 
MYRNA 
Come on now Georgia, just because you’re on the town council now doesn’t mean you so 
different than the rest of us. They act like they’re there for the whole town, but you know who 
counts as Badin. And who doesn’t. 
 
GEORGIA 
People need to attend town council meetings. We’re always asking for people to come, and that’s 
how you find out what’s going on. 
 
ROBERTA 
You know we are always showing up for those meetings! We’ve been to five, maybe six 
meetings just last year I can recall. Twelve of us showed up in March last year and presented our 
concerns – no response! Look, I have the letter right here. Ray, read it out loud for us will you? I 
forgot my glasses at home (hand paper to Raymond). 
 
RAYMOND 
(Reading from paper) 
 
“March 11, 2014 
 
We, the concerned citizens on West Badin and surrounding communities, have a concern for 
Alcoa’s clean-up hazardous waste sites identified in and around the former aluminum producing 
plant. We are concerned that the sites identified did not adequately include the areas where we 
live. 
As residents of Badin, we were not included in the process of identifying the sites where 
hazardous waste and illegal dumping took place. Realizing that we were overlooked in the 





(Cutting Raymond off) 
 
I thought the purpose of this organization was to better the community. If it’s to point fingers at 
the town council, I’m not sure that’s helping anyone. 
 
MYRNA 
Look around in West Badin. Roads broken up, no sidewalks. All those stores shut down. And 
what about West Badin High School, all boarded up! It’s a shame, I tell you… 
 
Scene: TILLIE RAE LIVING ROOM 
 
Did you know, they used to say Badin was like a little New York back then! Badin had a famous 
theater – this was before my time – but they say it was the biggest theater between Richmond 
and Atlanta! There were two grocery stores, the big company supply store, and Kearn’s over in 
East Badin. And here in West Badin, we had our own little store where you could pick up a few 
things. There was a funeral home on the corner, the West Badin café, and a pool room, a dance 
hall, a shoe shop, a barber… all these little businesses that were owned by black folk! 
 
Why did they shut down? I couldn't tell you really. There used to be doctors here too, but they 
moved out. I guess they didn’t have enough business. I imagine when times got hard, these 
places didn't have the funds to continue. And then when people could own their own cars, they 
could drive out to bigger towns. McDonald’s and other things opened up too, so you didn’t need 
these little local places anymore.  
 
It was real nice though, having our own main street here. You would see so-and-so out with a 
different lady each night, and people would get to talking… (laugh). There was always some 
news to go around. But that was a different time. 
 
Scene: Interview with MYRNA AND RAYMOND ELLIS. 
 
MYRNA 
My name is Myrna McCray Ellis, and this is my husband Raymond Ellis.  
 
RAYMOND 
I go by Ray.  
 
MYRNA 
I have been here since I was born. I was born in here, in this same house (laugh). Ray moved in 




It’s just down the road. And you can see Badin Lake from here when the leaves fall off the tree. 
 
MYRNA 
It’s been a long time, since my family’s been here. I have seen pictures from way back. You see 
a little shed, and there was a dirt road in front, and you see the whole family standing out in front 
of the shed… It has been built up compared to what it was.  
 
I’m the 7th child of Richard and Blanche McCray. My parents weren’t born in Badin, but they 
came here when my daddy became a worker of Alcoa aluminum company. When he got laid off, 
they had nothing else to do – all they knew was Alcoa. He didn’t have much education. I can hear 
him sayin’, “I only got a 3rd grade education, that’s why y’all need to work hard in school.” 
 
RAYMOND 
I worked at Alcoa too, 33 years. I’m 64 now, retired. It was a good place to work. Alcoa would 
throw a picnic once a year and invite the whole town. We’d go over there and have a ball. Alcoa 
was okay, you know. They took care of us. We didn’t pay a water bill, they gave us free water. 
Housing was relatively cheap. They built homes in East and West Badin. You could live here, 
rent real cheap. Later, they started selling them and people could own their homes. All the wood 
frame houses around here that look just alike? Those was company homes. Back then when 
Alcoa first come, it was real nice. 
 
MYRNA 
It was a good life in West Badin. It was like, what we would say a village, because every parent 
raised the children. If we got in trouble, the different parents would beat us, and then go and tell 
our parents, and they would beat us (laugh).  
 
My friends and I, we would go and swim in Badin Lake, ‘cause we wasn’t allowed to go to 
pools, those were for the white kids. We would walk to the swimming hole. You remember 
going out there Ray? 
 
RAYMOND 
Mmhmm. We all swam in the lake, that’s where I learned to swim. If you stayed down by the 
lake long enough, they would throw you in the water, so you better start swimming (chuckle). 
 
MYRNA 
(Laugh) That’s right. And we would live off the land as being children. Different people had 




Scene: Interview with ROBERTA SIMPSON. 
 
ROBERTA 
I’m Roberta Simpson, born, and brought up, in West Badin. We used to go to Badin Lake too, 
like the white people. It was beautiful on their side, but they couldn’t see us. We had a pier. 
There was mud all over, deep ditches, and it was like we were hidden. But that’s where they put 
us and that’s where we went. We called it the “Black Side”. And we enjoyed it.   
 
As kids, we would walk down to the trash pile. That place was a dump. Where Alcoa dumped 
everything. Black carbon dust, household trash, broken parts from the plant… Our hands would 
be black, our sneakers would be black. But we would ride our bicycles there for recreation. The 
white folk? They played golf at the Badin Country Club.  
 
Truth is, Badin’s got two different worlds. People call me a troublemaker, to my face. To my 
face! They have tried to hurt me for speaking the truth, but I’m just trying to do what’s right. 
 
Someone asked me once, “Roberta, how come you ain’t dead?”  
 
I said: “Ask God.”  
 




Can I pour you some wine? I make my own wine. I do a lot of hunting and fishing and 
gardening. My wife and I raise 80 percent of our vegetables, just live off the land. I even make 
my own bullets (laugh.) I haven’t bought a bullet in 15 years! 
 
We didn’t have much growing up. My dad was always… he always drank. We had food on 
Fridays and Saturdays after payday, but come Monday, somebody had to bring food home so we 
could eat. I fished out of necessity then. Now it’s a passion. I credit that to the people in the 
community that taught me how to hunt and fish.  
 
They started taking me when I was 11 years old. They would loan me their guns, give me bullets. 
Saturday mornings, I would sit on their doorsteps waiting. I loved the outdoors. I was just 
fascinated by the fact that I could go out and get food like that! One gentleman would take me 
fishing with him every evening when he got off work.  
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You know, my white friends at Alcoa would talk hunting all the time. But none of them would 
ask me to go hunting because black people were not supposed to go out and kill deer. As far as 
deer hunting, that was a white man’s sport. Black people? Rabbits, squirrels, possums, raccoons.  
 
Scene: Tillie Rae’s LIVING ROOM 
 
TILLIE RAE 
(Sifting through scrapbook) Look, these are from when my older kids graduated from West 
Badin. I went to West Badin High School too. Actually, I was in the first group that graduated 
from there when they added the 12th grade. It was only 6 of us then who graduated, and as far as 
I know, only one other still living. 
 
We didn’t go over to East Badin too often as kids, but I remember we would go to their school 
sometimes to perform. I was in Ms. Lucy Donaldson’s choir, a glee club, we called it. Ms. Lucy 
was Lou Donaldson’s mother, she taught music in West Badin. You haven’t heard of Lou 
Donaldson? He’s a saxophonist, real famous! Let me see, I know I have his record somewhere. 
(Searching in stack). Here it is! (Wipe dust off cover with shirt or cloth. Put record in to play.) 
 
Music: Play Lou Donaldson, “Watusi Jump”  
 
TILLIE RAE (contd.) 
These pictures are from our first West Badin High School alumni reunion in 1984. That was a 
really nice time. People came back from all over. Look, here’s an article by Betty: (reading 
aloud) “First West Badin School Reunion is a Big Success.” And it was… 
 
Scene: Flashback, 1984. Auditorium of the National Guard Armory in Albemarle, NC. Four 
dignitaries, all black, seated on stage. BETTY GRIER, stands at the podium, dressed formally. 
Sound of audience applauding. 
 
BETTY 
“Yes, thank you all, thank you very much. I am Betty Grier, the secretary of the West Badin 
Alumni Association. We are just thrilled that so many of you were able to make the time to come 
here from near and far. We have had such a wonderful time already. I saw enough hugs and 
kisses just at the registration table, to last us till the next reunion. (Audience laughs). What a 
wonderful time we had this morning with the picnic on the old campus. It really did back some 
fond memories of days gone by. And I know I had a good time dancing at the semi-formal. I 
hope you enjoyed the music by Covacus from Greensboro. They sure know how to bring the 
rhythm and blues alive! And please give a hand to our celebrity alumni, Mr. Clyde Bernhardt and 
Mr. Lou Donaldson. (Audience applause.)  
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I would like to share a special note, from our beloved Ms. Armonia H. Taylor Wright, who 
taught the primary grades in West Badin beginning in 1924. Ms. Taylor, as we all know her, 
longed to attend the reunion, but sadly could not make it today. She says: (reading aloud) “I feel 
great joy in the thought that I helped to develop the minds of the students in the W. Badin 
community. If I have attained anything of enduring merit, a large share of the glory must go to 
those with whom I have labored.” When Ms. Taylor retired in 1967, she had worked with over 
one hundred teachers through the decades. Please show her your appreciation. (Audience 
applause.) 
 
And now, a special treat, please welcome the West Badin Concert Choir! (Audience applause.) 
 
ENSEMBLE 
When you walk through a storm 
Hold your head up high 
And don't be afraid of the dark 
At the end of the storm 
There's a golden sky 
And the sweet silver song of a lark 
 
Walk on through the wind 
Walk on through the rain 
Though your dreams be tossed and blown 
 
Walk on walk on with hope in your heart 
And you'll never walk alone 
You'll never walk alone 
 
Scene: Present-day, TILLIE RAE living rooom. 
 
TILLIE RAE 
(Sigh.) We had a good time. Did you know my brother was the keynote speaker? Yes! He ran a 
newspaper in Brooklyn called The Big Red News. At one time, it was the largest Black weekly in 
the whole country. It’s called the New York Beacon now. Have you heard of it? Our West Badin 
graduates have gone far in life. But that was another time.  
 
(Sigh.) I know we needed to integrate because there was so much our children were not getting. 
But when integration went about, all those black teachers and black principals, they were without 
jobs. Like Ms. Taylor, who taught West Badin for 43 years! She earned her degree in 
Livingstone College in Salisbury. You ever heard of Livingstone? It was started by the AME 
Zion church. It’s a HBCU, a Historically Black College. Those black educators gave their lives 
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for the children. Those were the glory years for our children. But when they integrated the 
schools, they didn’t want to put those teachers in the white schools. Guess they didn’t want black 
elders educating their white children…  
 
Scene: Community meeting in CHURCH BASEMENT. 
 
MYRNA 
What about West Badin High School, all boarded up! It’s a shame, I tell you… 
 
RAYMOND 
That school is a real eyesore. And it used to be the heart of the community!  
 
ROBERTA 
Y’all remember, we used to walk home for lunch? 
 
MORRIS 
(Chuckle) And you better make it back in time or they would pull out that switch… 
 
ROBERTA 
(Laugh) It was all done with love. 
 
JOE 
I wasn’t here when they integrated, but something could have been done to keep West Badin 
High open. That was a real neighborhood school. Shutting it down was a loss to our community. 
 
GEORGIA 
Well, the town council really can’t do anything about the old school. The building belongs to a 
church. They used to run a camp in there, but it’s really up to to the church to get the place fixed 
up so it can be used again! 
 
MYRNA 
You know that church ain’t got the money. See, this is the thing, anytime it comes to West Badin, 
it never seems to be the town council’s problem. 
 
GEORGIA 
Y’all know we’ve been integrated for a long time now (laugh). There’s only one Badin, why do 
you keep bringing old history in? 
 
ALL 




We’re the Concerned Citizens of West Badin. You go to the post office in Badin, on the other 
side of town, and you’ll see all of these beautiful mums. They got mums! And our roads are all 
broken up…  
 
MYRNA 
No lights, no sidewalks. 
 
MORRIS 
It’s not even hidden racism.  
 
RAYMOND 
They have meetings right down the street in town hall, but who knows what goes on in there. It’s 
like they’re private meetings and don’t no blacks go. We really and truly don’t know what’s 
going on. We don’t. 
 
ROBERTA 




(Stand, hold hands, head bowed) 
 
JOE 
Let’s pray. Dear gracious Lord, we don’t have the answers to everything that went on in the past. 
But we’re asking you for your help right now. Help us to be… 
 
ALL 
…of one accord… 
 
ROBERTA 
Help us Lord! 
 
JOE 
…and show us how to overcome what has happened to us here, especially those that have 
already done deceased. 
ALL 








(Everyone gets up, gathering belongings, saying goodbye to each other and walking out. Georgia 
walks up, speaks to audience.) 
 
GEORGIA (aside) 
Some people are just looking for trouble everywhere. We all knew it was dangerous work. My 
husband was in there too, working just like all the rest of them. He got sick, we went through a 
hard time. But that’s why Alcoa paid us money in the settlement. I didn’t see people complaining 
when they bought their new cars and houses from the settlement money. There’s no job that 
doesn’t come with some risks! But we made out alright, our kids got to go to better schools, and 
we made a living. What more do you expect from a company, from a job? Now they’re trying to 
rewrite history. (Shake head). You don’t look a gift horse in the mouth, you just don’t. (Exit.) 
 
Scene: Interview with MORRIS TENNISON. 
 
MORRIS 
What’s Badin like? I got two stories for you. Alcoa supported the local Country Club in Badin. 
Back in the 70’s, I played golf so I said, “well shoot, I’ll apply to join the Country Club.” It was 
convenient, it took 5 minutes to get there. You had to get two signatures from members to apply. 
One person I asked said, “why don’t you ask so-and-so, or that person…” Named everybody but 
himself when I asked him to sign (chuckle). The other person I asked was my supervisor at 
Alcoa. I worked night shift. I went to work one night, and he was waiting in the parking lot to 
talk to me.  
 
Scene: Flashback. Projection of aluminum plant in the backdrop. 
 
JOHN 
Evening Morris, how are things? 
 
MORRIS (young) 
Fine, fine John. How was your weekend? I heard Johnny Palmer dropped by to hit a few balls. 
JOHN 
Yeah, yeah. I hit a couple of them into the trees, but I did alright. I was just looking at your 





Sure do. Used to caddy at the club for years and learned a few tricks along the way. 
 
JOHN 
Yeah. No other folks around town you can play with? 
 
MORRIS 
Not really. Could use some good competition to pick up my game (chuckle). 
 
JOHN 
Yeah. Well you know the club is only for serious golfers (hand paper to Morris). 
 
MORRIS 
You forgot to sign the paper John. 
 
JOHN 
Listen Morris, I can tell you, I don’t have a prejudiced bone in my body. You know that, you’ve 
worked under me for years now and I’ve always treated you well… 
 
Scene: Present day, interview with MORRIS TENNISON. 
 
MORRIS (present) 
Not prejudiced, hmmph. I was turned down. Now I had to go back and do business with these 
people and work right beside some of them.  
 
There was nobody black over at the club, period and I was very, very explicit about the fact that I 
wasn’t trying to do something because of the color of my skin. I did it because I enjoy playing 
golf.  
 
The second story: Badin had a fire department that was basically funded by Alcoa. I said, man, 
I’m an auto mechanic, trained by Alcoa. I can work on those trucks for nothing. So, I applied to 
join the fire department. Do you think I got in? (Shake head.) They didn’t have to give me a 
reason. I knew what it was. But I didn’t understand why I was turned down just because of the 
color of my skin. 
 
Scene: Interview with JOE BLACK. 






I’m Joe Black. I’m 64 years old and retired, on disability. I worked for 36 years at Alcoa. My 
father worked there for 39 years. I had a brother in law, couple of uncles, some cousins that 
worked there for 30 some years… I had quite a lot of family there. 
 
I had a lot of knowledge about aluminum, the smelting process. They called me a pot doctor. 
(Pause). A restart specialist. I could start pots and didn’t lose them. I learned how to tweak pots 
and make them run efficient. That’s why when I left Badin, it was, it was the best running plant 
in the world. It was really a good running plant. And I helped do it, I’m proud of that. (Sigh).  
 
It was like a family atmosphere in the latter days, after we got past all the racism. Blacks had 
opportunities to move up, that was good. Before that, it was all just manual labor. That’s how I 
got to become a supervisor, a technician, and basically a plant manager. Matter of fact, the plant 
manager told me, when the three o’clock whistle blew, the plant was in my hands. So. Yeah. 
Yup.  
 
I tried to retire once, but they called me back within a month (smile) because it was a mess in 
there, and they needed me to troubleshoot the pots. That’s what I was doing until I got sick. 
Found out I had asbestos and that ended my career.  
 
I got a couple of calls when I retired, one from a company out in Germany and another one from 
Louisiana. I probably would have kept on working if Alcoa hadn’t stopped me from working 
with another company. I can’t disclose details, but it was part of the settlement. They put in a 
stipulation that I couldn’t work with any other company. They didn’t want me sharing technical 
knowledge with anyone else.  
 
Funny thing is, I wanted to go to college, but I never did finish, had to work to support the 
family. (Sigh). I’ve thought about writing a memoir. I might still. You know, I was very valuable 
to the company. I really knew aluminum smelting.  
 
Scene: Interview with TOMMY DEAN 
 
TOMMY 
Morris told you his golf story? All he wanted to do was play golf! (Laugh). He’s probably the 
most non-controversial laid back, accommodating guy you’ll ever meet. These people knew him 
all their lives. They worked with him and knew his nature, yet he still couldn’t get in the club. 
(Shake head). 
When I went to work at Alcoa, we were right in the middle of the Civil Rights Movement. The 
federal government had just given Alcoa a mandate to desegregate the shower room. It was a two 
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story facility – the downstairs was all white and the upstairs, all black. The new hires they 
brought in had to switch things up.  
 
I was the first white guy to go upstairs. I remember how awkward it was the first day. Now I'd 
grown up with most of those men. But at the time, the culture was segregated, you know. You 
still had water fountains, bathrooms, facilities, all say: white only, colored only. Jim Crow and 
segregation in the South, in its prime in the 60’s. We had a couple hundred years of culture and it 
didn’t just change overnight.  
The shower cubicles were concrete block with 8 shower heads each. There were a number of 
these cubicles with 8 shower heads and a couple hundred guys lined up to take a shower. 
They’ve all got a towel and a bar of soap. And, they're standing in line, waiting to get in the 
shower.  
 
The first day, I go upstairs to get in the shower. You know how a bunch of guys are – they’re 
hollering, laughing and carrying on while waiting in line. Saying: “excuse me, excuse me,” I 
work my way to the front of the line. The biggest guy in there was Big Clyde Riding Howard. He 
was a monster of a man...300-plus pounds. 6’10 or something. He was one of the Bull Gang 
chiefs. So, I went over, caught him with the elbow, said “Excuse me,” and stepped in the shower. 
 
When I got through showering, everything got real quiet, all I could hear was a “shush” of the 
water. Then, I tapped him on the chest and said “My name’s Dean. If anybody messes with you, 
you let me know.” And so, everybody started laughing. It was a big joke then (laugh).  
 
Scene: Tillie Rae’s LIVING ROOM 
 
TILLIE RAE 
(Flipping through scrapbook) Alcoa used to send out these newsletters with news about the 
factory. Did you know Badin Works was one of the most famous aluminum plants in the world, 
with all the latest technology? A lot of our people were not highly educated, but they did get 
what they called an industrial education through Alcoa. Learned the trades and learned to read 
and write.  
 
You see these profiles here? That’s the 25 year club, or the 30 year club. We all have men in the 
family who were part of the club, they put in some long hours every day for years and years. I 
used to cut out these clippings when someone I know joined the club.  
 






Management was white, but the workforce was black. There was just a few white workers, you 
could count them. The only reason black people worked there was because white people couldn’t 
do the work. It was hard work. When the aluminum would come out it would be hot, real hot, 
and you had to go to the pots and change the anodes. And it was so hot, it was intense, and white 
people didn’t want nothing to do with that. It was hot work, it was hard work.  
 
When the machines took over and started doing all the hard stuff, they stopped hiring black 
people and started hiring white people. I know black guys that were mad because they couldn’t 
get a job down there. They tried and tried and tried, and Alcoa wouldn’t hire them. Only reason I 
got hired was my daddy was down there. By then, you had to know somebody to get in down 
there. As the work got easier, you could see more and more white workers. When I left, it was 
predominately white. 
 
Scene: Interview with ROBERTA SIMPSON. 
 
ROBERTA 
The whites had the best jobs. Most of us worked in the bull gang. That was the slang term for 
that nasty job. The bull gang. My daddy spent 44 years down there. They never gave my father a 
mask. And my daddy… (shaking head). I never knew what my daddy had to go through until I 
was hired in 1976. And I, too, started in the bull gang. 
 
You’re setting a big, black, carbon. It weighs over a ton. And runnin’ fire. I never seen runnin’ 
fire in all the days of my life. And it was so hot! The women had to protect their bodies. We 
would get burned. 
 
A crane was goin’ overhead. And you walk up four steps. It was a thing called a shackle-- it 
would come out and you’d place it in a hole. You’d have to use your crushbreaker to break the 
brick crust that was around the carbon that you was supposed to have pulled out. And when you 
pull that carbon out, you had to get out of the way because after that hole was open, it was fire 
burnin’, it was runnin’ like water, okay? It was… 
ALL 
…fire, runnin’ like water.  
 
Scene: Interview with TOMMY DEAN 
 
Racism was rampant in the plant. When I worked in the service department, we had to crawl up 
under those huge pots, 30 feet wide, 60 or 70 ft long maybe.  
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Once a pot was up and going, they would suck off the liquid metal and keeping adding ore to it.  
Like you had a cup of coffee, where you keep taking some out and heating it back up and putting 
more grounds in, so you got a constant brewing of metal. One of the jobs was to clean out from 
under the pots, the old crushed stuff that was broken off. And, it was very hot. About 10 minutes 
is all you could stand under there. So, you would rotate because you had to get out from under 
there.  
 
Scene: Flashback. Badin Works aluminum smelting plant, pot room. LEE MERRILL, a black 
man in his late fifties, steps out to the ventilator to cool off. Winces, looks around, and pops a 
pill in his mouth. 
 
TOMMY (young) 
What’s goin’ on Lee, you doing alright? 
 
LEE 
Yeah, yeah, I’m fine man. 
 
TOMMY 
Did I see you just take a nitro tablet? 
 
LEE 
Come on man, you know how it is. 
 
TOMMY 




Don’t got no choice about that. If I refuse to work, they’ll fire me. 
 
TOMMY 
Lee, you’re gonna die if you don’t stop. 
 
LEE 
I’m a couple of years from retiring, got to go under. 
  
TOMMY 
Retirement isn’t going to be worth shit if you’re dead. You can’t do this.  
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Few hours later, TOMMY, LEE, and REVEREND YARBOROUGH, a black man in his fifties, 
are sitting on a wall, eating lunch. 
 
TOMMY 




A driver? They won't give me that job. That's a white man's job. 
TOMMY 
“That ain't no white man's job. It's a job by seniority. We got a union contract. The contract gives 
you the right to apply for that job. You have seniority. 
 
LEE 
You know how this works? I apply for that job, I get laid off. They’d find a way to get rid of me, 
but they won’t give me that job. 
 
TOMMY 
If they lay you off, then I'll go to hell with you if that's what it takes, but you need to put in an 
application for the job. 
 
Scene: Present-day, interview with TOMMY DEAN. 
 
TOMMY 
He did apply, but he didn’t get it. A young, white guy did. I talked Lee into filing a grievance 
with the union then. It took a long time for him to do it. You have to understand, he had twenty 
odd years in the company. If he lost his job, he’d lose his pension. But a couple of black guys got 
on him to do it too, to file the grievance. Of course, the company didn’t have a leg to stand on, it 
was a total violation of the contract. So he did end up getting that job. Well, my role changed 
after that. I became an agitator. They called me,  
 
ALL 
A troublemaker.  
 
TOMMY 
They called me in and asked me, “What are you doing? Why are you stirring up our colored 
people? It’s just the way it's been here for years.” And I said, “Did it ever occur to you that it 




Scene: Interview with JOE BLACK 
 
JOE 
Back in 1970, when I started my career at Alcoa, I started in pot lining. We did a lot of patch 
work. Drilling out old pot lining and stuff out of the pots. We didn’t have masks back then. Only 
thing you could do was bite on a rag and… 
 
ALL 
…try to breathe.  
 
JOE 
‘Cause we raised a lot of dust, and it was all coal tar pitch. I worked a year and one day and I 
was laid off. I blew out black stuff out of my nose for a whole year. So I know my lungs got 
affected. 
 
Working at Alcoa sustained us as far as my job. I, I, I did a pretty good living but it also put me 
in bad health. That’s one of the reasons why I’m retired because I got asbestos poisoning. I got 
arthritis (cracking knuckles consciously) and shortness of breath and (sigh) COPD. They say I 
have bron, bron, bronchitis. (Sigh. Cough.) ‘Cause I smoked too. Working down in that plant, I 
don’t know how I did that, but I did it. Hmm. But… (sigh) I can tell you when it’s gonna rain 
and when it’s gonna snow. Hell, I can tell you prolly how bad its gonna be because this right 
here tells me (look at hands while massaging and cracking knuckles). It’s full of arthritis. ‘Cause 
I’ve had, oh-- I don’t know how many operations I’ve had. I’ve had both, wrists worked on for 
carpal tunnel. I had to have carpal tunnel operations twice. Both my shoulders, rotator cuffs. It’s 
repetition, doing repetition.  
 
ALL 
Over and over and over again.  
 
Scene: RAYMOND AND MYRNA 
 
RAYMOND 
I had an uncle who worked there over 25 years. My pop worked for Alcoa 30 years. And it was a 
good place to work, but we didn’t know-- we weren’t aware of all the dangers and hazardous 
material we were around.  
 
ALL 





It killed my dad. It killed my uncle.  
 
MYRNA 
Coming up, we didn’t think nothin’ about the danger. As I got older and people started getting 
sick, you would hear the grown-ups saying that it was coming from Alcoa.  
 
ALL 
Alcoa’s killing people.  
 
MYRNA 
That was back in the 60’s. We had one man that died at an early age. 42? 45? From cancer. They 
thought it came from workin’ at Alcoa. Then they started realizing, that… 
 
ALL 
…the smut they were bringing home…  
 
Scene: Tillie Rae LIVING ROOM 
From the time I was about 14 or 15, my father would bring other men’s clothes with all this oil 
and stuff on it. My grandmother would wash it and I would help wash it because they would give 
her 50 cent or a quarter or something, and so we would wash them. So when my husband bring 
his clothes home I had to wash them so that he could have them to be back. They would work in 
them from 3 to a week, 3 days to a week and they would be full of oil. I had washed a many of 
clothes full of oil and asbestos but that was that.  
We didn’t have no washing machine. (Laugh.) Lye soap and rubbing board! (Laugh.) 
 
Scene: Interview with RAYMOND and MYRNA 
 
MYRNA 
I can remember my daddy coming home, you know, and we would have to wash his work 
clothes, and it would be so smutty. And even if you wash it, you can still see it. (Look down at 
hands and skin, pause). It would be on his skin.  
 
If my Ray didn’t take a shower, it would be on him too. And we had to wash his clothes at home 
until they started getting uniforms.  
 
RAYMOND 
I never will forget when I made the 25 year club. An old man was laughing, said that I needed to 
be in the graveyard. Because all of the men that were in the twenty-five year club were dead. 
There ain't too many living now. I seen guys, died, didn’t even know why they dead. I know 
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guys, that Alcoa told their family they had emphysema – but they just used it as a smoking 
related excuse.  
 
ALL 
But they knew what really killed them.  
 
Scene: Interview with JOE BLACK.  
 
JOE 
(Stop cracking knuckles, put hands down on knees self-consciously).  
I had to bring my dirty clothes home and wash them. I didn’t realize at the time, until later, that I 
was bringing that dust home. Yeah. Dust, and fluoride, and all that other stuff. Bringing it home, 
washing it in the same washing machine as we washed all our other clothes in. Everybody who 
worked down there did the same thing. So yeah, my father and my mother died of cancer. And 
my son was born with cerebral palsy. (Pause.) Uh. But he’s…ok, it’s ok.  
 
Scene: Next community meeting in CHURCH BASEMENT. GEORGIA has not returned but 
MARILYN has joined the group today. Everyone is standing, head bowed. We join them in the 
middle of the opening prayer.  
 
ROBERTA 




We thank you Lord.  
 
ROBERTA 
Lord, help us to heal from what has happened with Alcoa, and the hazardous wastes they have 
put in this community. 
 
MARILYN 
Lord have mercy. 
 
ROBERTA 
Guide us in a way you want us to follow, God. We praise you and pray for your light to show us 







Welcome back, it’s good to see everyone here. 
 
ROBERTA 
Thank you all for coming out. I asked Marilyn to be here today too. I know everyone has a lot 
going on, but we got a lot of important matters to discuss. 
 
MORRIS 
We have some guests here today, from the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network. They 
have an idea to get our story out to those that don’t normally see or hear about the West Badin 
Community. They want to interview us about Alcoa, listen to our stories. It’s called doing oral 
history. Now, is that something we’re interested in? 
 
ALL 
(Silence – looking down, staring) 
 
MYRNA 




(Shaking head) I don’t know. I just don’t know— 
 
MYRNA 
Roberta, Morris, you should do it. You know all the history and stuff about Alcoa. I’m not as old 
as you are (chuckle), I don’t know as much. 
 
ROBERTA 
Everyone here has a story. You know about it, it affected you, even if you didn’t work at Alcoa. 
 
ALL 
(Pause. Mumbling under their breath to themselves/to neighbors) 
 
You know Alcoa’s not going to be happy about this— 
What do we got to say-- 
No one wants to hear our sob stories-- 
 





Y’all know we don’t have any funds to do what we’re doing. What we have is our experiences, 




(Still shaking head, visibly upset) How can we— it’s too much… (pause) too much to talk about.  
 
MORRIS 
(To everyone else) What does everyone else think? Are you interested in sharing your story? 
 
ALL 
(Pause. Uncomfortable silence. Looking down or blank stares.) 
 
ROBERTA 
(Sudden outburst.) We cannot remain silent anymore! What they have done to us, what they are 
doing to us, it is wrong! It is wrong. Those men, my daddy and the rest of the daddies, and 
uncles, and cousins, and women that worked at Alcoa, they didn’t know they were bringing it 
home to their families. They had no idea. Yeah, they were making money. They were making 
money. But that still didn’t give them the right to let ‘em work in that stuff without telling ‘em. 
They were dedicated to their jobs. And they were dedicated to killin’ them for what they were 
doing. 
  
I think I’ve said enough (voice breaking).  
 
Scene: Tillie Rae’s LIVING ROOM 
 
At one time Alcoa was about the largest plant, and the best place to work. My father was one of 
the main people elected to represent the union when it came into Badin. The union didn’t come 
in to benefit the blacks, but it did. Alcoa was working the people here for low wages. In 
Pittsburg, those people were demanding more wages and when they did that, then they found out 
that down here, Alcoa did not have no blacks doing nothing but punching those parts, and 
working, and did not give them no rights at all. So then when the union came in, and let them 
know, that they was working for near nothing and let them know, you don’t deserve this. They 
need to clean up this plant, they need to fix up this plant. And that is why a lot of our people 
found out that they were working around asbestos and all this kind of stuff.  
 





A lot of people that worked at Badin seemed to be dying of some type of cancer so the union 
started doing studies, the United Steel Workers of America, Local 303.  
  
The fact that we handled, cooked, sold, replaced and placed asbestos for so long, even without 
masks or protection. And the fact that Alcoa was realizing that it was affecting people’s health in 
some way, and then they hid it for so long. Or fought against the termination of it. Even their 
doctor that was handling all the workman comp cases from Yale University, he hid the fact. All 
the working comp cases were sent to him and he denied every one of them. 
 
Scene: Interview with ROBERTA SIMPSON. 
 
ROBERTA 
My dad, he worked with a towel in his mouth. It was the same when I got there in ‘76. But I 
knew there was a better solution. We complained to the union and we got the 3M masks. Then 
we complained and got potroom shoes  
for women. And then we started complaining about our clothes going back to our families. We 
did eventually get uniforms, and Alcoa had to pay for them… But now all this didn’t happen 
overnight, alright?  
 
Scene: Interview with RAYMOND and MYRNA. 
 
RAYMOND 
It’s a good thing they got a union down there. By that being a union plant, and they had the shop 
stewards that were black and all, they didn’t let the white guys do the black guys any kind of 
way. If they wouldn’t of had the union, they could have did us any kind of way, you know. 
 
One thing I can say about Alcoa that I really didn’t like. Every week they give us safety 
meetings. But they never did tell us, I never did heard them say that this stuff caused cancer. 
 
It was a dirty job. Myrna had to clean it up. That’s all it was.  
 
ALL 
It was a dirty job.  
 
MYRNA 
He brought his clothes home to wash and it was in the washing machines. And you would have 





Yeah, late 90’s! In the 70s, man, you wore your own jeans and t-shirts. Matter of fact it wasn’t 
long after we started wearing uniforms, that the plant closed. Yeah that was just recent. 
 
Scene: Interview with MARILYN CRAWFORD. 
 
MARILYN 
My husband worked down there 33 years. His main job was to drive the truck-- he had to haul 
that poisonous stuff and dump it. He drove that poisonous stuff to Tic Tac Hill. I met him plenty 
of times there. I’d make his lunch and I’d carry it to him.  
 
I had to retire because of my husband. We got divorced, but I had to come back to take care of 
him. My husband’s been dead 11 years. We were livin’ here when my husband passed, ok? I 
don’t like to talk about that because it was so… he had such a horrible death. It was horrible. It 
was horrible (trailing off, about to cry).  
 
I had to sit right here and make sure the bed, the floors, everything was clean. It got so bad, the 
preacher was coming in everyday and praying with him and…. My kids and grandkids have 
never sit down and asked me nothing about it. And that’s the truth. Not one of ‘em did. They’d 
go to that drug store and get whatever we needed. But I felt like they just couldn’t take seeing 
their daddy like that. But I had to stay. Where was I going? [Chuckle]. I had no other choice. 
 
It got to the point where my husband was so pitiful honey, he couldn’t go to the bathroom like 
you or me go. His bathroom came from here (gesture to mouth), came up out of his mouth. I 
guess that’s the reason why this is so hard for me to talk about it, because I was the one who was 
here and had to experience all that. 
 
He was pitiful. I cleaned out my little den over there (gesture to side) to put his hospital bed, the 
oxygen tank, and all that stuff in there and he told me he didn’t want to be in there. He said. “I 
want to be in my room.” I didn’t have no other choice but to grant his wishes, ‘cause I felt like it 
wasn’t gonna be long. So I took him upstairs (Point to indicate stairs.) 
 
Sometimes he might wake up and say, “please take me to get me a gravy biscuit from 
McDonald’s,”… it would take me an hour and a half to get him out of that room up there. To get 
him down all them steps. At the end of the steps, I would keep a little chair there so he could sit 
down and rest about 30 minutes, then we’d start again. And I’d get him out through the back 
door.  
 
Now it was just me and him, ok? So that was hard on me, ‘cause he was 6 and a half feet tall 
(gesture and look up). And I had to put him in the car.  
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He had to sit there a little while because his breathing was short. So we sit there, and sit there, 
and sit there, and rest a little while. And he told me, “Don’t go fast with me.” And I had to ease 
out the driveway and we’d start to go to Albemarle. And he might just say, “Would you stop for 
a little bit?” I mean that’s just the way it was so whatever he asked me to do I did, you know, so-
- (laugh). We’d stop for a little bit and talk. And he said, “Well, I’m ready for my gravy biscuit.” 
Then we start back again going to Albemarle to get that gravy biscuit. Then by the time I get 
over there, his appetite done gone. You know? He might take one bite. He wouldn’t even eat it. I 
just felt so sorry for him ‘cause it seemed like to me he was just going down, he was just gettin’ 
so little. It was pitiful! That was a pitiful case, honey. 
 
And it got so that-- to the place where I really couldn't take it no more, so I moved out of here for 
ten years. Just moved back last year.  
 
Scene: Interview with RAYMOND and MYRNA. 
 
MYRNA 
When we was coming up, we had a hog pen. My daddy and others raised hogs, and the dumping 
place was where the hogs was!  
 
RAYMOND 
At one of the meetings, these four scientists came and they were talking about the contamination. 
 
MYRNA 
My concern is, is the water gonna be harmful to us? Now, they was talking about the Little 
Mountain Creek, and I’m like, if it’s going into the water system… 
 
RAYMOND 
I asked them, about how far do they believe it will affect people, all the way down toward 
Norwood? They said they really couldn’t say. I’m just wondering… 
 
MYRNA 
…when people hunt, they kill deer… 
 
RAYMOND 
…and believe me…  
 
MYRNA 
… they’re drinking from the water. The deer’s got to be affected by something in the water. So if 





I see deer across the street down there, I see them in the backyard, everywhere. So… 
 
MYRNA 
It’s probably affected the community, they can’t go fishing like they want to. Because they’re 
thinking, well, what’s wrong with the fish? Something’s in the water and it could have affected 
the community. We have fishermen! We have hunters! People used to go all the time but I don’t 
think they go as much as they used to. 
 
Scene: Interview with JOE BLACK. 
 
JOE 
I stopped swimming in Badin Lake years ago. On a real windy day we used to have what they 
call blowouts in the reactor. The reactors are where the machines are that suck the fumes and 
stuff off the pots. We had to fight and fight and fight to keep those reactors going. Do everything 
in our power to keep them going. And if we had an outage, a shutdown, it would just--- phew. 
Blowout.  
 
If those reactors weren’t running 15 minutes, you couldn’t hardly breathe in that place, you 
couldn’t even hardly see. When we had a power outage, the reactors would shut down. All the 
fumes would go up in the air. It would be on your cars and everything else, the white stuff. Alcoa 
even had to pay for a few paint jobs a couple of times. 
 
You could be out there just fishing on the Lake, or riding by on a boat. And you could see there 
was something going in the water. It was just a white film, sometimes grayish. (Sighs.) And you 
could see the film on top of the lake. It just settled down in there so you know it’s there.  
 
So I stopped swimming in the lake. Late 70’s, early 80’s. And I started cutting back on eating 
fish from down there. I was working at the plant, and I knew, I knew that that stuff was going in 
the water. So, yeah, I decided it wasn’t the right thing to do, to swim in there. I wasn’t afraid to 
tell anybody else that they shouldn’t swim in there either. 
 
Scene: Community meeting, CHURCH BASEMENT 
 
ROBERTA 
They were dedicated to their jobs. And they were dedicated to killin’ them for what they were 
doing. 
  
I think I’ve said enough (voice breaking).  
 
(Extended pause. Roberta’s words sink in.) 
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MYRNA 
Y’all remember the trash pile? That was something. 
 
JOE 
Yeah, I remember that. We used to go down there when we were coming up. And then it was 
fenced up, and the fire was coming.  
 
MYRNA 
It was burning and burning, I don’t even know for how long. Was it a couple of weeks? 
 
ROBERTA 
Two months it was! Burning all on its own. 
 
MORRIS 
I promise you, every inch of the soil and the area around the plant is contaminated. Alcoa owned 
all the property, all they had to do was go dump it in the woods. And Bishop Williams always 




All that asbestos and stuff…. I’m saying where do you draw the line? They know that they put 




For 50 years, the waste wasn’t hauled off. Threw it in the woods, and anywhere they could. 
 
RAYMOND 
The sad part is this, our kids are contaminated and they don’t know it. That’s the part that bothers 
me, know what I’m saying? And when you say something, they say they ain’t responsible.  
 
ROBERTA 
Alcoa moved out the building, but they didn’t take the dirt. They didn’t take the land. And that’s 
what we raising sand about. You left all this stuff around our community.  
 
The folks from East Badin say, “Well, we got people dying too.” But that trash pile wasn’t in 
your community! That trash pile was on this side of highway 740. And it was there for years and 
years.  
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You wanna know why that flame was burnin’? When you see a flame burnin’ and nobody don’t 
have to light it, what’s under there? Methane. And it keeps burnin’ and burnin’ and burnin’. But 
guess where it was burnin’? In our community. In our community!  
 
RAYMOND 
We drank it in our drinking water, we ate it in our garden. Roberta, I used to come up to your 
house when your daddy had a garden and get tomatoes out of there. Those tomatoes had spots on 
them, you couldn’t even wash them off. Had to take a knife and peel them off. 
 
MORRIS 
Marilyn’s son got cancer. 
 
RAYMOND 
(To Marilyn) Your son? Shut up, I didn’t know that. 
 
ROBERTA 




I knew he was sick, but I didn’t know all that was going on. 
 
ROBERTA 
He can’t hardly breathe. He had those blood clots in his lungs. Tony would be giving out, ‘cos he 
worked in the potline. They didn’t call it black lung disease and they didn’t call it cancer, but we 
know what it is. 
 
RAYMOND 
Let me tell you where we go wrong. When our kids go to the doctor, it needs to be point blank, 
emphasized, that we have been exposed to asbestos, and, that we carried it home to our children. 
‘Cos when they get sick, and you take them to the doctor, the doctor ain’t looking for nothing, 
but something that they can see. If they don’t know the history of our surroundings, of what we 
exposed them to, then they don’t know what’s going on. So they don’t get diagnosed with 
anything. 
 
Scene: Interview with TOMMY DEAN. 
 
TOMMY 
An aluminum smelter is one of the dirtiest of all industrial operations. There's two byproducts: 
cyanide and arsenic. And then of course you have the third big element, PCBs coming out of the 
transformer oil. They used to put the oil in a 1000 gallon tank on a truck. They would actually 
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open it up and drain it down the roads to keep the dust down. It’s all covered up. It's never been 
remediated. It's not been dug up. And there's been tons and tons and tons of that stuff buried up 
on the hill. They hauled it up with concrete.  
But that trash pile in West Badin was where both the domestic and the industrial waste was 
dumped. And it is on the bank of little Mountain Creek which feeds into Lake Tillery which goes 
all the way to the Atlantic Ocean down through and joins the Pee-dee River.  
 
They intend to continue to do what they need to do to make that dollar. It's a David and Goliath 
story. It's almost impossible for people like you and me to fight them. 
 
Scene: Interview with MYRNA and RAYMOND. 
 
MYRNA 
In the meetings, people talk about how we couldn’t hardly raise our windows because of this 
white stuff. The stuff was so it would blow in your house, and you would see it on your tables. In 
our small years, we’d be outside just playing… (Gesture like playing kids game.) 
 
We didn’t pay any attention to the white stuff, but you would see it on your furniture and stuff if 
you left your windows up. My dad would wash his car and we would say, (stop playing and with 
hands on hips): “Well, what’s that on your car? You got stuff all over your car!” He used to say 
“That stuff come out that smoke stack or something.” And we say, “oh, ok!” (laughs, shrug and 
resume gesturing play), you know, and we just play on! 
 
(Stop gestures and place hands on lap.) They never told us it would hurt us. I don’t know how 
much our parents knew about it themselves. ‘Cause now, whenever we hear the stories, I’m like, 
well, why was it over here?  
 
RAYMOND 
The decision to put the waste on this side, I wonder: was that a self-conscious thing to actually 
dump that type of waste and not even let the people know? What it was, how harmful it was. 
Even when they was told to clean up. I guess they probably were thinking about (pause) money, 
but still, when you think about some of the stories, and the people that got cancer… 
(shaking head.)  
 
Scene: Tillie Rae’s LIVING ROOM. 
 
You got accustomed to your way of living so... And, like I said, you don’t realize that it was 
poison. If you’d known that the trash that was thrown down there was hazard, you wouldn’t have 
let your children go there. Nobody tells you this so you don’t know this. Like the fishing, you 
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don’t realize that they are dumping stuff down there in the lake that shouldn’t be there. You go 
there, and fish-- it’s a way of living.  
 
If you’re not educated you don’t know it! But once you find it out, then you realize hey, is that 
why momma died of cancer? Is that why they life was short? Then you realize hey, and I’ve got 
this, then you begin to realize hey, what went on? Then when you find out then hey, it’s too late 
for the ones that has done gone on. You can’t go back and relive it, it’s too late to see it. But 
now, you wouldn’t let none of your grandchildren go down there because you know what went 
on.  
 
The Badin men that worked at Alcoa-- their lives were shortened! Cancer, Alzheimer’s, 
tuberculosis. Those hot pots and all that hazardous stuff killed those people. Well we know it 
now but hey, you can’t go back and dig them out of the grave to add life to them! It’s too late 
now and you didn’t know it then! It’s a lack of knowledge, we didn’t know!  
But that’s the way I look at it (laugh). 
 
Scene: Interview with JOE BLACK. 
 
JOE 
Hmm, you really almost went in tears when they said they were shutting down the plant. I 
couldn’t believe it. It was running too good. Just broke a lot of hearts, I’ll say that. It was good 
for the community as long as the plant was running. But now, now it’s an eyesore and a hazard. 
Because of all the contaminated ground around it, and in it. 
 
It’s a divided community. And to me, it’s a dying community… It’s almost like people down 
here don’t have no hope. It’s real sad. We need to come together and address the real problems, 
create something to look forward to. That’s what I think this organization is about… 
 
Scene: Interview with MYRNA and RAYMOND. 
MYRNA 
Since they closed the plant, they’ve just kinda left Badin alone. They’re not helping fund 




They forgot about Badin since they moved out. They just through with Badin. It’s heartbreaking, 
you know? Heartbreaking. 
 





I don’t care who you talk to. You gon’ hear the same story. Might not be in the same words, but 
I'm quite sure they all have got some similar story, though they might not experience it the same 
way I did.  
 
The only thing I knew was I was…  
 
MYRNA 
…fulfilling a dream. 
 
RAYMOND 
I'm in a position now where I ain't got to worry about a dollar. I had the opportunity to build a 
nice, nice house. All the things that made a man look like a man. I had access to it through 
Alcoa. But, I didn't know at that particular time that I was… 
MYRNA 
…selling his soul to the devil.   
 
RAYMOND 
The old men knew it all the time. They told me, “You fall down. There's another waiting to take 
your place.” That's what they said. But, they kept their mouth closed because…  
 
MYRNA 
…they didn't want to lose their jobs.  
 
RAYMOND 
They were addicted to a way of life just like me. I bought their story and bottled it up so that I 




…the heartache and the inconvenience… 
 
RAYMOND 
…for those people. I heard what they were saying, but I didn't understand. Not until it was too 
late, when I realized what they were doing to us. When I got hurt, and found out that hey, I was 
just a number.  
 





The doctors don’t know what’s going on. So our children don’t get diagnosed with anything. 
ALL 
(Pause, intake of breath) 
 
RAYMOND 






Cal Morris had been exposed to some radiation, they were scared to elaborate on how much 
damage it did to him. 
 
ROBERTA 













All people who worked at Alcoa. 
 
RAYMOND 
And we can go on and on, you know what I’m saying? Me and you Roberta, we had to go in 
there with our hands. Me, and you, Roberta.  
 
And we used to haul this stuff, load it up on the truck, know what I mean? Me and Paul Bell and 
all the rest. We took it up there and dumped it around the corner, we dumped it in the 
neighborhood! 
ROBERTA 
Up there on that same trash pile we were talking about, right in West Badin--  
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RAYMOND 
And the wind blowing. 
 
JOE 
That stuff that you dumped over there, that’s the stuff with the arsenic and PCBs and-- 
 
ROBERTA 
Yeah!! With the PCBs! 
 
JOE 
We never talk about all this. 
 
MARILYN 
It is really awful. That’s why I try and block a lot of that stuff out of my mind. 
 
ALL 
(Low conversation, with neighbors or under breath)  
We need to say something-- 
Maybe it’s time we speak up-- 
 
MORRIS 
When the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality made a list of the waste sites, 
they never even came into the West Badin community to ask anybody about anything. So what 




(Quietly and firmly) Can I say something? We’ve been involved with Alcoa all these years. 
We’ve lived in this town, and seen the push forwards, and the setbacks, and everything that’s 
happened. But look at what happened in Flint, Michigan.  
 
ALL 
(Shaking heads in disbelief / nodding in agreement) 
Mm-hmm-- 
Lord have mercy-- 
Cannot believe-- 
JOE 
And this is just recently. You can not trust municipalities, governments and companies to protect 
your lives. We’ve got to step up to the bat. We got to become a walking mouth. Because people 
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aren’t listening. And if we don’t spread the word about this, they won’t never learn. We got to 
open our eyes, open our mouths and start talking.  
 
ALL 
(Nodding, strong sense of agreement) 
 
MORRIS 







We need to tell people what’s been done here. We need… 
 
ROBERTA 




…to let the world know…  
 
RAYMOND 
…that Alcoa wasn't what people they thought they were. How Alcoa destroyed us. We need… 
 
ALL 
…to let the world know…  
 
MYRNA 
Alcoa’s killing people.  
 
MORRIS 
They didn’t have to give me a reason. I knew what it was. 
 
TOMMY 
It was wrong, all these years. 
ROBERTA 




We need to let the world know… 
 
JOE 
It’s an ongoing battle, an ongoing fight. And we’re not gonna give up. 
 
Scene: Tillie Rae’s LIVING ROOM. 
 
TILLIE RAE 
My children and grandchildren, they be saying, momma why you got all this stuff! Throw that 
junk out, momma, clean up. When I'm dead and gone my children are just going to throw in the 
trash. But this is what I like to do, collecting these little pieces of history in my scrapbook.  
 
So what will you do with all these stories you’re collecting?  
 
THE END.   
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